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orn in a two-room house in Tupelo, Mississippi, Elvis Presley went on to sell over a billion records, star in over thirty films, serve his country with honor, win over the hearts
of millions of fans around the world, and become an international superstar. He is an enduring American icon who succeeded and rose to the top. As Elvis put it:“Ambition
is a dream with a V8 engine.”
Everything Elvis touched—from clothes and cars to mansions and music— was transformed by his magnetic personality and signature style. But he was also a downto-earth, hard-working man who adored his mother, valued his friends, and loved his country. Whether captivating crowds onstage, serving his country in the military,
or thrilling us from the silver screen, like in his classic Westerns such as Love Me Tender, Elvis’s very first film, Elvis mesmerized all of us, and his legend lives on.
You don’t pay tribute to a legend as extraordinary as Elvis with an ordinary firearm. You pay tribute with a conversation piece. The Elvis Presley™ Tribute
Lever-Action Shotgun from America Remembers is an exceptional recreation of the innovative and popular 1887 lever-action shotgun once produced by
Winchester. On each Elvis Presley™ Tribute Lever-Action Shotgun, the full-size shoulder stock is replaced with a rounded pistol grip sometimes called a
“bootleg” grip. Craftsmen commissioned specifically for this project by America Remembers decorate each Elvis Presley™ Tribute Lever-Action Shotgun
in 24-karat gold and gleaming nickel, and the entire project has been authorized and officially licensed by Elvis Presley™ Enterprises, Inc.

B

Two American Originals Come Together
In the 1880s, Winchester teamed with genius gunmaker John Browning to create a shotgun that could incorporate the lever-action that
was so popular in Winchester rifles. Browning delivered the iconic design of the 1887, a shotgun that could deliver 12-gauge stopping
power like a rifle with the luxury of a five round magazine (plus one in the chamber). It was the first truly commercially successful
repeating shotgun. The quick loading and high-capacity proved to be the perfect combination for lawmen, express companies,
and detective agents.
The Old West was an era that fascinated Elvis, and was also one that served as a setting for some of his most memorable
films. The 1887 lever-action shotgun was a revolutionary design for the Old West. This special “bootleg” grip is so
unique; it’s sure to be the focal point in any collection of firearms.
Elvis loved firearms. He assembled a fine collection of firearms during his lifetime, and if you’ve visited
Graceland, you may have seen the impressive display of pistols and rifles on exhibit. In addition, there
are special pieces that Elvis owned which are now in private collections. For this reason, Elvis enjoyed
working on action movies set in the Old West. In these movies, Elvis uses the legendary pistols and
rifles of the Old West that are so much a part of America’s heritage. The lever-action shotgun is
exactly the kind of firearm I’m sure Elvis himself would have loved. It’s intimidating. It attracts
attention just like Elvis continues to attract attention. Walk a few paces with it, and you’ll
probably pick up some of Elvis’s classic swagger.
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hard facts are we can’t predict where
evil may strike—the next campus, the
next church, the next shopping mall
or airport. We do know evil will eventually strike again. And if, God forbid,
a monster should walk onto this campus, that evil will be met with the one
indisputable fact of liberty: The surest
way to stop a bad guy with a gun is a
good guy with a gun.”
Mere kilometers from where terrorists detonated bombs, killing and
maiming the innocent, at the Brussels
airport and at the subway stop for the
offices of the European Union, is one
of the world’s greatest firearm manufacturers. That company, Fabrique
Nationale, produces both military
and civilian firearms—including the
legendary Browning High Power—le
Grande Puissance. But unless you are
an agent of the state, you are likely
not able to own—let alone legally
carry—a gun in defense of yourself
and others.
The attacks on the offices of
Charlie Hebdo in Paris, the horrific
Paris attacks that followed and now
the attacks in Brussels, demonstrate
that those who seek to use terror
to force their worldview on others
show no sign of relenting. Here in
the United States we have had such
attacks in San Bernardino, Calif., at
Fort Hood in Texas, in Moore, Okla.,
and in Chattanooga, Tenn.
Having the means of armed selfdefense on your person is no guarantee of safety. But what it does is
give you a choice. It says that you
have made the decision to defend
yourself and others in the event of
such terrorist acts. Want to know
why so many Americans are buying
guns? Turn on the news. Je suis un
citoyen armé.
Sincerely,

AMERICAN RIFLEMAN

Illustration by David Labrozzi

A

s terrorists continue to
attack freedom around the
world—and here at home—
we can stand with the people of
other nations in solidarity to resist
the tyranny of despicable evil.
Demonstrating that commitment can
be as simple as putting the colors of
an assaulted nation’s flag on your
Facebook page to show both friends
and enemies where we stand.
But Americans have the ability to
do something more. That is, we can
arm ourselves. It is something that
many people across the globe can’t do
because their politicians have denied
them both the means and the right to
armed self-defense.
Here, we need not limit our reaction to merely updating our social
media status. Here, we can defend
ourselves. Most Americans are not
denied the right to legitimate armed
self-defense. While in Belgium you
may never hear “Je suis un citoyen
armé,” which, simply translated,
means “I am an armed citizen.”
Here—well, that’s a different story.
Here, the individual citizen can
choose whether to be armed.
It’s true that even in America,
there are places where the armed
citizen is unjustly denied this right.
But throughout the overwhelming
majority of this country, the lawabiding citizen can significantly
enhance his or her own personal security by taking the practical and effective step of legally obtaining, training
with and carrying a concealed firearm.
You do not have to, no one is forcing
you to do so. But it is a choice that
more Americans make every day.
As Americans react to world
events at the gunshop counter and
at the county courthouse, the sales
of firearms—particularly concealedcarry handguns—continue at record
levels. At the same time, concealedcarry permit applications continue
to increase throughout the nation—
in Texas they have more than
doubled compared with the same
period last year.
NRA Executive Vice President
Wayne LaPierre spoke recently at
Liberty University where he said, “The
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The Armed Citizen®

A

n escaped convict who probably figured he had nothing to lose by committing a crime
while he was on the run was wrong: He lost his life. The former inmate broke into a
Vicksburg, Miss., home to hide out. With a knife in hand, he corralled a man and his family
into the bathroom, where the criminal tied up the man and held the family hostage. Eventually,
the bound man broke free and attacked the escapee. The bad guy overpowered the homeowner,
though, and stabbed him in the shoulder. Shortly thereafter, the homeowner’s wife persuaded
the intruder to let her leave the bathroom to take care of something. She returned with a gun
and shot the escapee. She then freed her husband, who shot the suspect again, killing him. The
escaped con, who had been jailed on suspicion of murder, had been on the lam for about a week
since breaking out of the Warren County jail. (The Clarion-Ledger, Jackson, Miss., 3/10/16)

I

n a battle with a hatchet-wielding
masked man, an armed citizen
saved the day at a 7-Eleven store in
Washington state. One Sunday morning,
the armed citizen was drinking coffee at
a table in the convenience store when a
man with a hatchet came in and started
swinging at a customer and a store
employee. The 60-year-old holder of a
concealed-carry permit drew his gun
and fired. The initial investigation found
no wrongdoing on the part of the armed
citizen, according to the King County
Sheriff ’s Department. (The Seattle Times,
Seattle, Wash., 3/13/16)

W

hen a man broke into a home
in Bangor, Mich., he found
himself staring down the
barrel of a shotgun held by a female
resident. The woman had been entertaining friends when they heard suspicious noises outside. While the guests
went outside to investigate, the woman
grabbed her shotgun. After the stranger
broke in, she held him at gunpoint
until the police arrived. (WWMT.com,
Kalamazoo, Mich., 3/7/16)

D

inner took an unexpected turn
for an off-duty security guard
who shot and killed one of two
armed thugs who tried to rob him.
The guard, who was on a late dinner
break but was armed, was eating in
the parking lot of a 24-hour Whataburger restaurant. The two criminals
approached the diner. When the guard
saw that at least one of the two miscreants had a gun, he pulled his own gun

10

and killed the armed robber. That man’s
cohort fled, but he was later detained.
(San Antonio Express-News, San Antonio,
Texas, 3/18/16)

O

ne employee responded to
screams of “active shooter” at his
workplace by running out to his
car, retrieving his gun, tracking down the
shooter and holding him at gunpoint
until the authorities arrived. The incident
occurred at a Jacksonville, Fla., landscaping company, when a disgruntled
employee shot and killed his supervisor.
Someone who heard the shots called
911, but it was the armed citizen’s quick
action that prevented the malcontent
from fleeing the scene. The suspect was
later arrested and charged with one
count of murder. (CBS47 and FOX30,
Jacksonville, Fla., 3/10/16)

A

71-year-old Virginia man refused
to fall prey to a couple of teenage
ruffians who targeted him during
an armed robbery attempt; instead, he
drew his carry handgun and shot one of
the teens to death. The two hoodlums
approached the man in an apartment
complex. One flashed a gun and then
they demanded his valuables. They

probably didn’t expect him to have a
gun on him or that he’d be prepared
to use it. But the man didn’t hesitate to
defend himself, shooting an 18-year-old
in the chest and chasing off his younger
accomplice. Police have since cleared
the man, saying the shooting was selfdefense, and a 15-year-old has been
charged for his role in the attempted
armed robbery. (Daily Press, Hampton,
Va., 3/14/16)

S

ome thug who thought a disabled
North Carolinian might be a
pushover during a home invasion found out otherwise. The Hickory
retiree heard someone knocking, but he
didn’t answer the door. Next, he heard
glass shattering as the burglar kicked
in the back door. The homeowner
grabbed his .22-cal. revolver and shot
three times at the intruder, striking
him twice. “I felt like I was about to
have a heart attack,” the resident said. “I
didn’t want to do this, but I had to.” The
suspect fled, but police found him at a
lounge that was about a mile away. He
was taken to a medical center for treatment. Charges were expected to be
filed against him. (Hickory Daily Record,
Hickory, N.C., 2/17/16)

If you have a firsthand “Armed Citizen” experience,
call NRA-ILA PR/Communications at (703) 267-3820.
Studies indicate that firearms are used more than 2 million times a year for personal protection,
and that the presence of a firearm, without a shot being fired, prevents crime in many instances.
Shooting usually can be justified only where crime constitutes an immediate, imminent threat
to life, limb, or, in some cases, property. Anyone is free to quote or reproduce these accounts.
Send clippings via e-mail to armedcitizen@nrahq.org, or by mail to “The Armed Citizen,” 11250
Waples Mill Road, Fairfax, VA 22030-9400. For bonus features, visit “The Armed Citizen Blog” at
americanrifleman.org. View this column online at nrapublications.org.
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standing guard
By Wayne LaPierre, Executive Vice President

Imagine the Nightmare
of a Schumer-run Senate
“The NRA and its friends … have planted a poisonous weed of political paranoia
in the minds of hundreds of thousands
of Americans. … This barrage of cynical,
fund-raising NRA propaganda about the
Second Amendment has convinced many
people that there is a vast plot to seize their
guns and ‘take away their rights.’”
—Charles Schumer

Y

es, America, there is indeed such
a “plot,” and it is the life’s work of
New York’s senior U.S. senator,
Charles Schumer, who is in line to take
command of the Senate if his party wins

in the U.S. Senate is lost in November.
If the gun-ban-driven Democratic
party wrests control of the Senate,
Majority Leader Schumer would control
every lever of power in that body, from
the makeup and enforcement of the
rules that govern Senate procedure, to
the legislative agenda, to the calendar
controlling what legislation, treaties and
appointments will be brought to the
floor for consideration. He would control
the assignment of committee chairmanships and determine the role and power of
individual committees. He would control
oversight and the investigative functions

If the gun-ban-driven Democratic
party wrests control of the Senate
this November, Majority Leader
Schumer would control every lever
of power in that body.
the majority in the November elections.
When it comes to the Second
Amendment, Schumer is possibly the
most rabidly aggressive, ruthless and
spiteful enemy of the right to keep and
bear arms ever to serve in Congress. He
once infamously boasted, “We’re going to
hammer guns on the anvil of a relentless
legislative strategy. We’re going to beat
guns into submission.” Schumer’s hatred
for gun owners and the NRA has not
diminished since he spoke those words.
He has simply become more shrewd in
couching his intentions.
Imagine the nightmare of Schumer being elevated to Senate majority leader—
giving him the immense power to impose
his national gun-ban agenda. But worse,
imagine Schumer wielding that power
to shape the U.S. Supreme Court, with at
least three vacancies in the offing.
That is what we are facing if the proSecond Amendment Republican majority

of the Senate. Above all, he would control
the very process of advice and consent
on presidential nominations.
In contrast with that nightmare, look
at the steadfast Second Amendment
support of the current Republican majority leader, Mitch McConnell.
Under McConnell’s steady leadership, every effort by the gun-ban
group—always aggressively led by
Schumer—has gone down in smoke.
No criminalizing of now-legal firearms
transactions between private individuals
under the guise of “universal” background
checks. No U.N. gun-ban treaty. And a
principled stand against lame-duck
President Barack Obama’s anti-gun nominee to fill the vacancy left by the sudden
death of Justice Antonin Scalia.
Coupled with Hillary Clinton’s bid for
the White House, the stakes in the Senate
are enormous for the nation’s gun owners.
Schumer and his cabal know that the

only way to beat the nation’s gun owners
“into submission” is to silence the NRA.
To that end, Schumer has already
telegraphed his intentions to replace the
First Amendment. The current Republican majority thwarted a Schumer-led
drive to rewrite the First Amendment—
replacing James Madison’s hallowed
words with ones that would give
Congress the power to create endless
fine-print alterations that would destroy
the guarantee of free assembly and free
political speech.
This Schumer version of the First
Amendment would begin the process
of banning grassroots communication
expenditures for political speech. In
a years-ago rant against the Second
Amendment, Schumer labeled the NRA’s
public discourse influencing like-minded
citizens “the poisoning of our political
dialogue.” He has never wavered from
that view. In Schumer’s world, the NRA’s
use of your contributions to get our
message to voters would be drastically
diminished or outlawed.
When Schumer and his crowd
brought their effort to replace the First
Amendment with their gutted version,
McConnell’s majority stopped the attempt in its tracks.
Anyone wanting to measure Schumer’s
hatred for the NRA and for American
freedom needs to look no further than
his epic tantrum before the House
Judiciary Committee’s historic April
1995 hearing on the Second Amendment. Before a gathering of the most
learned scholars on the right to keep and
bear arms, Schumer mocked the NRA’s
unyielding belief that the right applies to
individuals, braying, “The NRA’s Second
Amendment is an empty cereal box in
the market place of ideas.”
“Second Amendment fanatics just
don’t get it,” he sputtered. “The Second
Amendment is not absolute. It does not
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guarantee the mythical individual right
to bear arms.”
Today, Schumer—like Hillary
Clinton—glibly claims to embrace the
Second Amendment, but always with
deep exceptions for endlessly escalating infringements that would ultimately
render the right pointless.
A master of deceit, he is just following
the cue cards provided by Jim Kessler,
his former policy director who authored
a seminal propaganda directive called
“Taking Back The Second Amendment”
that changed the language of the gun
banners and the media.
Kessler, recognizing polling data showing that a huge majority of Americans
understand they possess the individual
right to keep and bear arms, wrote in his
manifesto: “[P]rogressives need not change
their positions”—they need simply to
“change the rhetoric they employ.”
Never forget that in Schumer’s world,
as in Hillary Clinton’s world, there is no
infringement too great to cross the line
of their Second Amendment. To understand that fact is to reconcile Schumer’s
big lie with his record.
From the enactment of the onerous
Brady bill in 1993, to Bill Clinton’s “assault
weapons” ban in 1994, to efforts to impose
licensing and registration on law-abiding
gun owners, to supporting gun seizures
from law-abiding citizens in New Orleans,
to opposing the NRA’s successful efforts to
shut down lawsuits that are designed to
bankrupt the lawful commerce of firearms,
to the current effort to criminalize all nowlegal private firearm transfers between
law-abiding individuals. In his 18 years in
the House of Representatives—and nearly
that long in the Senate—there has hardly
been a single legislative attack on the
Second Amendment in which Schumer
has not played a leading role.
As Americans who love freedom,
we must work as never before to stop
Schumer and his gun-ban cabal from
wresting control of the U.S. Senate.
At our polling places this November,
each and every citizen who cherishes
the Bill of Rights must vote to elect
pro-Second Amendment U.S. Senators
who will stop Schumer and his thirst for
power over our freedom’s future.
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president’s column
By Allan D. Cors, President

Hillary Clinton Hasn’t Met a Gun Control Idea
She Hasn’t Liked

R

ecently, I was talking to some NRA
members born in the late ’80s about
Hillary Clinton’s bid for the White
House, and I realized they were just kids
when Hillary—as President Bill Clinton’s
first lady in the late 1990s—was characterized by the New York Times as being “more
forceful than the [p]resident in directly
taking on the powerful gun lobby.”
It occurred to me that the only way for
my new friends to understand the history
of Hillary’s hatred for everything about
our culture of freedom today is to take a
short walk down the Clinton memory lane.
Watch your step. It’s a very slippery slope.
Consider first that there isn’t any gun
control idea that Hillary Clinton hasn’t
supported. Most important among them
is the dual threat of licensing and registration. And it all leads to Australia.
In two horrible installments in the
mid-1990s and the early 2000s, Australian licensed gun owners first were
stripped of their registered pump-action
and semi-automatic shotguns and
their registered semi-automatic rifles,
and later dispossessed of a long list of
registered handguns. Nearly a million
registered guns were torched.
Rebecca Peters, who led that effort
to erase Australian freedom, called the
destruction of long guns “very, very moderate.” But here’s what Peters wrote in the
Sydney Morning Herald, “The National Firearms Agreement recognised the inherent
inappropriateness of these highly dangerous weapons and took away nearly
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700,000 of them to be melted down into
soup cans and bus-stop benches.”
David Geffen—a Hollywood mogul
with deep pockets and an off-again,
now on-again Clinton booster—once
characterized Hillary and Bill Clinton’s
remarkable ability to lie: “They do it with
such ease that it’s troubling,” he said.
Hillary’s biggest lie—always given
with a reassuring smile—is her claim, “I
believe in the Second Amendment.” But
her version of the Second Amendment
is always conditioned upon her demand
for “common-sense gun safety”—as
when, in a response to a question at a
2015 “town hall” meeting, she embraced
the massive Australian gun confiscation.
Hillary’s connection with the loss
of liberty in Australia isn’t just in her
rhetoric today. It goes back to her deep,
active involvement in the Million Mom
March, the May 2000 gun-ban extravaganza on the National Mall. World gunban kingpin, billionaire George Soros,
largely bankrolled the event, designed
to kick-start a host of gun control efforts
in Congress and in the states. Overseeing Soros’ money behind the scenes was
none other than Peters, the “soup can
and park bench” celebrant.
During the planning of the march,
Hillary was characterized as an “insider,”
reportedly holding White House meetings
that the Washington Times said were “to
plot strategy.” In fact, the up-front organizer
of the march—former publicist to thenCBS News anchor Dan Rather, Donna Dees
Thomases—had close ties to Hillary.
The march was a perfect political
opportunity for Hillary, who had announced as a candidate for U.S. Senate
from New York to earn her gun-ban bona
fides. The New York Times obliged with
a May 10, 2000 headline blaring, “Mrs.
Clinton Backs Gun-Control Initiatives.”
The Times explained that, under
Hillary’s plan, “[P]rospective gun buyers
would have to obtain a photo license,

which would be issued only after they had
undergone a criminal record check and
passed a gun safety examination. Also,
all sales of new guns, or transfer of guns,
would be recorded in a national registry.”
This, too, takes us back to Australia.
In writing about the Million Mom March,
Thomases called Soros’ Australian protégé Peters their “fairy godmother,” saying, “To hear Rebecca explain it, without
licensing and registration, all of the other
laws proposed (bans and confiscation)
were difficult to enforce.”
In her successful Senate campaign,
Hillary followed the script. “Hillary
Clinton renews call for gun licensing and
registration,” was a typical headline.
Once in the Senate, she became
an active force for new onerous gun
controls. She led efforts to force licensing and registration, and she pushed for
reinstatement of a new hard-line version
of her husband’s 1994 semi-automatic
ban (which expired in 2004 after an allout effort by NRA-ILA).
Although the media now claims
Hillary has abandoned her demands for
registration and licensing, remember
Geffen’s take on her dishonesty. Her
current push for “universal” background
checks actually is, as the gun banners
always say, “a good first step” toward
registration and licensing.
Given her recent vicious attacks on the
NRA, Hillary understands that if she gets
to the White House, she has to destroy the
NRA to reach her ultimate goal—bringing
Australian-style tyranny to our shores.
As a philosopher once said, to understand the future, you must study the past.
Between now and the November
elections, we must mobilize every voter
who believes in the Second Amendment
and work to stop Hillary from gaining the
White House.
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political report
By Chris W. Cox, NRA-ILA Executive Director

Media Ignore Facts in Dismissing NRA’s
Concerns About Supreme Court Nominee

W

hen it comes to issues that
gun owners care about, media
seem to compete for the most
outrageous claims. It should come as no
surprise, therefore, that while readership of
traditional newspapers and trust in media
are at record lows, support for the NRA
and the values we support are increasing.
The New York Times’ March editorial
criticizing the NRA’s opposition to Judge
Merrick Garland’s Supreme Court nomination is a contender for the most extreme
case of media bias in recent memory.
According to the Times, the NRA opposes
Garland simply because “it doesn’t like him”
and “for no fact-based reason.” Whether

Your membership dues
are not enough.
If you want to defend your right to own and
carry a firearm …

If your freedom to hunt and shoot is
important to you …

Then you need to support the NRA
Institute for Legislative Action.

We are the only arm of NRA specifically charged
with defending your Second Amendment
freedoms on Capitol Hill, and in state
legislatures and courtrooms across America.

Visit nraila.org/donate
to support NRA-ILA today!
the editors are trying to mislead their readers or are simply spouting assumptions
without checking facts doesn’t matter.
Either way, the embattled newspaper
continues to squander what little credibility it has left.
Garland’s likability as a person is not
at issue. What is at issue is his record in
cases related to the Second Amendment.
As liberal Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg

once said, “Public accountability through
the disclosure of votes and opinion
authors puts the judge’s conscience and
reputation on the line.”
When we opposed Sonia Sotomayor’s
nomination to the Supreme Court, the
Times falsely insisted that she had “no
record” on the NRA’s issues. True to our
warnings—and despite Sotomayor’s hollow assurances during her confirmation
hearings—her first vote on the Second
Amendment as a Supreme Court justice
saw her siding with those who believe
the individual rights interpretation in
District of Columbia v. Heller was wrong.
Garland’s record leads us to expect
more of the same. And while the Times
might interpret his record differently, it is
journalistic malfeasance to insist that the
NRA has no basis for opposing him.
In the 2000 case NRA v. Reno, we sued
to block the Clinton Justice Department’s
policy of compiling and retaining records
from successful firearm background
checks. Federal law requires destruction of
records from approved checks; prohibits
transferring the information to and
recording it at a government facility; and
prohibits the government from using the
records to establish any firearm registration
system. The retention scheme, the NRA
argued, plainly violated these provisions.
Of the three judges on the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit who
heard the case, Garland was one of
two who voted to uphold the Clinton
administration policy, thus allowing the
federal government to keep records on
law-abiding gun owners who passed a
federal background check.
Even more telling, Garland voted in
favor of rehearing the pro-gun ruling in
Parker v. District of Columbia, the precursor case to Heller. After a three-judge
panel held that the D.C. handgun ban
violated the Second Amendment, D.C.
officials predictably asked the full court
to reconsider and save the ban. Garland

voted in favor of rehearing the case.
Several media outlets, and a number of left-leaning law professors, have
tried to hide Garland’s anti-gun record
by portraying these votes as merely
“procedural,” in an attempt to confuse
people regarding his view of the Second
Amendment. But the fact is, judges do
not vote to rehear decisions with which
they agree. If a judge thinks a panel’s
opinion was wrong, he or she votes to
have the full court rehear it. If a judge
thinks a panel’s opinion was correct, he
or she lets it stand. Plain and simple.
The NRA will not stand idly by and
allow these attempts at obfuscation hide
a very fundamental truth: Both Heller and
McDonald v. Chicago were decided by a
single vote, and that vote is now gone.
That means there is no longer majority support among the justices for our
fundamental, individual right to keep
and bear arms. Therefore, it is no exaggeration to say that the future of gun
ownership hangs in the balance.
The Garland nomination also serves
as a reminder of what’s at stake in this
year’s elections. The next president could
have as many as three or four Supreme
Court vacancies to fill. There should be
no doubt that if Hillary Clinton wins the
White House, her nominees would vote
to overturn Heller and McDonald. After
all, Clinton said at a political rally that the
Supreme Court “got it wrong” in Heller.
Nothing can be clearer than that.
Heller. McDonald. Names that have
come to symbolize the essence of freedom for tens of millions of Americans. In
the blink of an eye, a new Supreme Court
that embraces the anti-gun views of
Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton could
erase those decisions. Election Day 2016 is
our opportunity to make sure that nightmare does not become a reality.
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Executive Director

Activists
Being involved in the political process involves
more than just voting. Here are some suggestions
on how you can take your efforts to a new level.

T

he NRA is often identified as one of the most effective advocacy organizations
in the country. That means the NRA is a potent force fighting in Congress and the
state legislatures to protect the right to keep and bear arms.
In recent years in particular, the NRA has earned a reputation for having a
very effective political operation, working to elect pro-Second Amendment
candidates at the federal and state levels.
But our continued success depends on our most powerful asset: NRA members.
Without the hard work of millions of NRA members, we would not succeed. In fact,
without you, our rights likely would have been eliminated years ago. For that I salute you
and your determination to win each and every battle.
This year we face the daunting task of stopping Hillary Clinton. It’s a fight we cannot
afford to lose if we want to save our firearm freedoms. But while it’s a tremendous challenge,
it’s also a great opportunity. We can join the fight, get involved and defeat Hillary—or we
can sit on the sidelines and allow our opponents to radically transform our country into
something we no longer recognize.
Many often ask how they can get involved beyond just voting. To answer that, we’re
publishing the first of two articles on political activism that will equip all NRA members
with the information they need to achieve success in this fall’s elections.

Get Informed

The first step is to arm yourself with information. Without it, none of us can be effective
advocates for the Second Amendment.
There are two types of information every NRA member should have. First, we need an
understanding of the issues we face. We all know the basics, but to really make a difference,
better knowledge of the details makes a huge difference. The NRA-ILA website (nraila.org)
should be your first stop. There is information on the site about legislative and political
efforts at the state and federal levels. This information is vital to understanding our daily
fight to preserve the Second Amendment.
Second, it is important to have as much information as possible about those who are
running for elected office. We must know who supports our rights, and who does not.
Sometimes this information is clear and easy to find. Incumbents have records, and their
AMERICANRIFLEMAN.ORG
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Start Close To Home

Once armed with the correct information, the first thing
every member should do is make sure their family, friends and
neighbors who share the desire to save our rights are registered
to vote. If you’re not signed up, you can’t make a difference. The
good news is that registering to vote has never been easier.
While each state has slightly different rules, you can generally
register where you renew your driver’s license or by mail. You can
also go to the NRA-ILA website and start the process at nraila.org/
get-involved-locally/grassroots/register-to-vote.aspx.
This may seem like an obvious requirement, but far too
many potential voters are not registered. Every freedom-loving
patriot needs to be registered to vote—we can’t afford to leave
anyone on the sidelines.
And remember, voting no longer happens just on Election
Day. In many states, early voting has never been easier and
is becoming more common, with a significant portion of the
vote being cast weeks before Election Day. As a result, we need
to begin our efforts early in every election cycle. Gone are the
days when we could wait until October before ramping up our
efforts in a given election.

Volunteer

Once you know where the candidates stand, you have a
number of choices. NRA-ILA has election volunteer coordinators and campaign field representatives throughout the
country. We try to make it easy for folks to connect with our
staff at the grassroots level. If you have questions about who
is currently working in your community, do not hesitate to
contact us and we can provide that information.
In addition, campaigns are constantly looking for volunteers. Once you’ve determined which candidates support your
Second Amendment-protected freedoms, reaching out to help
them is another way to get involved.
You can also look for other advocacy groups that are working in your area. These groups are usually national, but often
have state or even local operations in key areas. In this space
next month, I will tell you about what the NRA has planned and
how you can get directly involved with our efforts. But don’t
wait to get involved. Call NRA-ILA with questions about other
groups. We can let you know if they stand with us.
Working at the grassroots level can involve many things. Walking precincts and manning phone banks are traditional efforts.
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Besides voting, NRA members are encouraged to stay informed about the
issues, to find out which candidates support gun rights and to even help out
by making phone calls or manning an information table at campaign stops.
But we are in a new age. Now, electronic and social media
outreach is a key part of every campaign, and volunteers can
help in those areas as well.

Individual Activism

As individuals working together, we have a great opportunity to make a difference. One way to affect the debate is
by writing letters to the editor. Use the local media to get the
word out about the importance of protecting our rights, and to
let others know the positions of candidates running for office.
Encourage your friends to do the same. The more letters the
media outlets get on our issues, the better. And don’t ignore
the online resources. Just about every newspaper has an online
version, and most have provisions for comments or even guest
writers. Use this resource. But please remember it is always
important to keep the debate civil and respectful. Our opponents
may be wrong on the issues, but name-calling and insults do
not advance our cause.
It used to be said that freedom of the press was available
only for those who owned a newspaper, but the Internet makes
that no longer true. It has changed how we debate and communicate, so gun owners need to use this resource to its fullest.
Social media sites can be used by anyone to advance our cause
and inform others about the issues and the candidates. Online
groups are an important way to learn and pass along information. And individual email lists can be used to communicate
directly with like-minded folks about campaign events and
opportunities to get involved.
It doesn’t take a political party or a campaign to host a
political event. Inviting friends and neighbors to your home
is a great way to share information. Often, if you contact local
candidates and work with their schedules, they will make time
to attend these events. This level of personal commitment to
an issue and a candidate can have a big impact on attendees.
Don’t hesitate to invite those who are undecided on the candidates. Those are the people we most need to influence.
Friends, the stakes in this election could not be higher.
Hillary Clinton wants to eliminate our Second Amendmentprotected rights. She has said that the Supreme Court “got it
wrong” on the historic Heller decision and that we should look
at imposing Australian-style gun confiscation in the United
States. Each of us must dedicate ourselves to ensuring that
she doesn’t get the opportunity to impose her anti-freedom
agenda on the American people.
AMERICAN RIFLEMAN
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votes show where they stand. Those votes can almost always
be found online, and NRA-ILA can help you locate where to
look. You can call (800) 392-VOTE (8683) for help locating
voting records. Many candidates, incumbents and challengers
also put issue information on their campaign websites. A quick
search online will turn up a lot of information.
And, of course, use your local media. Hometown newspapers
and media outlets often cover issues and local politicians in
more depth than the national news media outlets do.
Finally, look for opportunities to attend events where
politicians are speaking. Whether they are called “town hall”
meetings or something else, these are great chances to hear
from your representatives and ask questions. Even if you don’t
get to ask the candidate directly, talk to his or her staff; they
can often answer your questions and address your concerns.
And if you have not signed up for NRA-ILA’s email alerts, I
encourage you to do so at nraila.org/get-involved-locally/
secure/stay-informed.aspx.
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Old-School Remingtons
Philip Schreier’s piece on “200 Years of
Remington Country” (April 2016, p. 50), was
very interesting. I have been a collector of older
firearms for some years, and during that time
A Tribute To
Antonin Scalia
I’ve purchased two original muzzleloading rifles
that are marked “Remington” near the breechGo Big: SIG P220
10 mm Auto
plug under the barrel.
One belonged to my great-grandfather, who
lived in New York, near Ilion. The gunsmiths
of the period must have bought parts and then
fashioned only the stock to finish the rifle. This piece has no riflemaker’s name,
but is a half-stock with pewter hardware and has a side-hammer lock.
The other rifle is a full-stock, again assembled from parts, and I believe it
is of the same period, and made in the Cincinnati, Ohio, area. The rifles are in
excellent condition and are fired from time to time each year. Thank you for the
article; it is nice to have additional information to go with the great old guns I
have owned for some 50 years.
TERRY CROWELL, VIA EMAIL
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Make every room your “safe room” with discreet home defense solutions by TacticalWalls.
Designed to inconspicuously blend-in with the
décor of your home, yet provide lightning-quick
access when needed. TacticalWalls offers a full
range of concealed storage options for every
room in the house. Select models now available
with RFID locking technology.

The 10 mm Is Not Dead!

HANDGUNS

There’s nothing dainty about the latest
version of SIG’s flagship P220. But the
big gun’s steel frame and 5" barrel, and
a weight of more than 44 ozs., make it
ideal for launching the 10 mm Auto. Add
to that the hand-filling G10 composite
stocks and checkering on the frontstrap
and trigger guard, and the result is a
powerhouse that shoots like a pussycat.
Even better—it’s satisfyingly accurate.

I received my latest issue and was
pleased to see Field Editor Wiley Clapp’s
article “SIG Goes Big” (April 2016, p. 56),
on the new SIG Sauer P220 pistol chambered for the 10 mm Auto (10x25 mm)
cartridge. This article hit me right in the
X-ring, as I once owned a near-copy of the
P220, the Astra A-80. I could not afford
the SIG Sauer or the Browning BDA—nor
could I find any for sale, even if I had had the money. In the mid-1980s I saw an
Astra A-80 at a gun show and decided to buy it, even though it was a .38 Super—a
cartridge with which I was unfamiliar but came to know and appreciate. That
Spanish near-clone of the P220 (but with a double-stack magazine!) served me well
for several years until it succumbed to my youthful experimentations.
Fast-forward a couple of years. I wanted to buy a Bren 10 and actually put
down a 50 percent deposit on one of the more expensive models. Then, Dornaus
& Dixon failed, and the deposit disappeared. C’est la vie. I kept looking for a 10
mm semi-automatic pistol that also had a double-stack magazine—that left out
S&W and Colt’s Delta Elite. I found another Spanish gun, a Star Megastar, which
was built like a tank. I didn’t like the slide-mounted safety, and I still don’t. But I
bought the gun anyway, and, to this day, it still functions well.
I have since discovered the wonderful world of the CZ 75 family and I have
a very nice EAA Witness Semi-Compact with a custom-ported barrel chambered
in 10 mm Auto. It takes the standard 14-round magazines. I think the 135-gr.
load is the “sweet spot” for this round, at least for personal defense. Hunting
applications, of course, vary.
All in all, this was a very welcome article and I thank the editors for it. The
10 mm is not dead!
BOB CLEVENGER, VIA EMAIL

SIG

SIG Sauer’s latest big-bore autoloader is a steel-frame P220,
and it just may be the perfect platform for one of the most
promising handgun cartridges of all time: the 10 mm Auto.
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“Readers Write” affords members an opportunity to comment on material published in
American Rifleman. Single-topic letters are preferred and may be edited for brevity. Send letters to:
Readers Write, NRA Publications, 11250 Waples Mill Road, Fairfax, VA 22030-9400 or e-mail us at
publications@nrahq.org.
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BY WILEY CLAPP, Field Editor

orty-one years ago, the Swiss armed forces adopted a
new service pistol to replace their aging—and costly
to make—P210s. The new gun grew from a cooperative
effort of the Swiss SIG plant and a German maker named
J.P. Sauer & Sohn. Initially, their P75s (named for their
year of introduction) had no market other than military
service. But the overall worth of the design had great
potential for chambering in other cartridges. It was
also relatively inexpensive to manufacture, and variations began to make their way to the United States.
Now called the P220, the Swiss service pistol became
the flagship gun of the cooperative firm that wears the
name of both companies—SIG Sauer. Originally seen
in America as the Hawes or Interarms 220 or Browning
BDA, the P220 very quickly became popular here. The
gun came as a .45 ACP, .38 Super, 9 mm Luger or, rarely,
.30 Luger. At that point in time in America, the only

APRIL 2016
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A SMOOTHER
WAY TO SHOOT
Total Synthetic Jacket (TSJ™)
polymer coating eliminates lead
and copper fouling

Reduces friction for 14 percent cooler
shooting and longer barrel life

™

Lead bullet core
drastically reduces splashback
on steel targets

The exclusive polymer coating in
all-new American Eagle® Syntech™
prevents harsh metal-on-metal
contact between the bullet and barrel,

Specially formulated
clean-burning propellant

eliminating copper and lead fouling.
Combined with clean-burning powders
and the Catalyst lead-free primer,

Catalyst™ high-performance
lead-free primer

Syntech loads keep your gun cleaner,
longer, so you can shoot more—and

Reloadable Federal®
brass case

shoot better. Available in 9mm,
40 S&W and 45 Auto.
®

For more information, visit federalpremium.com.

OPENING SHOT
MORE ON REMINGTON’S 200TH

T

here was a time when UMC (for Union Metallic
AMERICA’S
Cartridge Co.) was far more than just what
OLDEST
GUNMAKER
Remington marked on its practice and plinking
TURNS 200
loads. Founded in Bridgeport, Conn., in 1867, UMC was
set up by New York retailer Schuyler, Hartley & Graham,
which subsequently bought E. Remington & Sons in 1888. When UMC merged
with Remington Arms in 1912, it became Remington-UMC. This calendar
from 1889 predates the merger, but is, nonetheless, part of Remington’s
history. If you would like to read more about Remington’s past and present,
NRA Publications has produced Remington 1816-2016: 200 Years Of America’s
Oldest Gunmaker with articles on the company, its history, its sporting arms,
its cartridge innovations, its military rifles, shotguns and handguns, as well
as a guide to 2016 production guns. The magazine, which was offered at
the NRA Annual Meetings & Exhibits, is available as a free download to NRA
members by going to americanrifleman.org/remington1816.
Courtesy of the Remington Art Collection
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That's why discriminating shooters whose jobs, professional success or personal safety depend on super accurate, super
dependable firearms are willing to stake their lives and their livelihoods on Les Baer Custom 1911 pistols.
From cops, tactical operators and military special ops guys to firearms trainers and serious competitors, they know that Les
Baer 1911s have been delivering superior performance and unquestioned reliability for more than a quarter-century. More
than thirty custom 1911 models are available, all combining traditional 1911 toughness with Les Baer's trademark
craftsmanship and attention to detail.

Models include:

Les Baer 1911
Premier II©

Les Baer 1911
Boss .45

Les Baer 1911
Ultimate Master

New! Les Baer
.38 Super Stinger

The flagship of our entire
1911 line.

Built for high performance
and lots of muscle

Available in 5" or 6"

Compact size, high
performance caliber

Also available: Les Baer AR-Style Semi-Auto Rifles
More than twenty models of breathtakingly accurate rifles in multiple
caliber choices, barrel lengths and mission-specific options, including:
Les Baer
Custom AR
Super Varmint
Rifle

Les Baer
CustomMonolith .308
Semi-Auto SWAT Model

See our entire line of
high performance custom rifles and pistols at…

www.lesbaer.com
Office Hours: 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM Central Time

.308 Cal Monolith SWAT Model With Mid-Length Barrel
.223 or .204 Ruger Super Varmint Model

Performance. It’s Everything.
1804 Iowa Drive • LeClaire, Iowa 52753
Ph: 563-289-2126 • Fx: 563-289-2132
Email: info@lesbaer.com

RANDOM SHOTS

Knife Rights Supports NRA-ILA With Two One-Of-A-Kind Knives

T

wo stunning custom blades, Freedom’s Steel V-The
Liberty’s Heritage Bowie and Lady Liberty’s Steel II-Fires
of Perseverance were set for the auction block to raise
funds for wings of the National Rifle Association at its 145th
Annual Meetings & Exhibits in Louisville, Ky., May 20-22. Both
knives were conceived of and sponsored by Knife Rights, a
knife advocacy organization that has been endorsed as “the
second front in defense of the Second Amendment” by NRA
Executive Vice President Wayne LaPierre.
The 22"-long mosaic-Damascus blade Bowie was to
be auctioned at the Institute For Legislative Action’s
Annual Dinner & Auction. It was principally the work
of acclaimed American Bladesmith Society Master Smith
Kyle Royer of Clever, Mo., and was adorned by Jim Small

Engraving of Madison, Ga. The second knife, a 16¾"
Damascus dagger by the world’s first woman American
Bladesmith Society Master Smith, Audra Draper, was to be
auctioned at the 10th Annual Women’s Leadership Forum
Luncheon and Auction.
Knife Rights’ chairman, Doug Ritter, said, “Knife Rights
and the NRA have a close relationship, with both organizations fighting to defend our Second Amendment rights. Knife
Rights has for the past five years donated an extraordinary
custom knife to support NRA-ILA, raising almost $100,000 for
NRA. We are indebted to these incredibly talented artisans
and companies who contributed their valuable time, talents
and materials to support Knife Rights by creating these
extraordinary knives.” nraila.org

Leupold Optics Academy

L

eupold & Stevens, Inc. of Beaverton, Ore., is known for its high-quality sporting optics, and
the company recently announced the launch of a comprehensive shooting school as well.
Leupold’s Optics Academy is offering five individual courses of instruction: Basic OpticalSighted Defensive Pistol; General Scoped Rifle; Precision Scoped Rifle 1; Dangerous Game Scoped
Rifle; and Patrol Designated Marksman. The courses will be valuable to novices and experts alike,
will last between two and four days, and tuition prices will begin at $450. leupold.com

CMMG’s Mk47 MUTANT
was awarded the 2016
American Rifleman Golden Bullseye Award

Tactical Gun of the Year
The award winning beast-like Mk47 MUTANT was spawned from
two of the world’s greatest platforms, genetically re-engineered
for AR15 accuracy and relentless AK47-like reliability with the
legendary 7.62x39mm caliber. Accepts standard AK magazines
and drums. Available in eleven well-equipped models.

Learn More At:

Ħ AKS13 KRINK model shown with optional equipment.

CMMGinc.com

AR15
7.62x39mm
[bolt face]

Mk47
7.62x39mm
[bolt face]

Editor’s Choice

PRODUCT PREVIEWS

Fix It Sticks

I

first encountered Fix It Sticks when my brother-in-law gave me a
set for Christmas. Those first sets were aimed at bicyclists, but now
the company has come to the aid of shooters. The cleverly designed,
yet simple, devices are palm-size 1/4" hex-bit drivers—with magnetic
sockets on each end and a hexagonal hole through a flat-sided
center section—that can be assembled into a T configuration.
That format allows me to securely tighten all sorts of firearm
fasteners, and I’ve found them indispensible for scopemounting duties, action tightening and much more. The
nicest thing about the new Replaceable Edition Hunting/
Shooting kits is that they minimize the possibility of
over-torquing fasteners, which can result in broken
screws or stripped threads and, possibly, costly gunsmithing repairs. The key is a range of included colorcoded drivers that feature built-in torque limiters calibrated in values of
15, 25, 45, 49, 65 or 70 in.-lbs. Also available is a selection of heattreated bits: 2.5, 3, 4 and 5 mm hex; T-10, -15, -20, -25 and -30 Torx;
1/20", 1/16", 1/8", 3/32", 5/32", 5/64" hex; and No. 5 straight blade.
Each kit’s contents fit in a nylon pouch that securely attaches to MOLLE
webbing—not something I wear while cycling, but practical nonetheless.
Price: $100 to $165. Contact: Fix It Sticks (Dept. AR), 4001 N. Ravenswood,
Suite 303 G, Chicago, IL 60613; (872)802-3110; fixitsticks.com.
—BRIAN C. SHEETZ, SENIOR EXECUTIVE EDITOR

RAPID FIRE

CHIAPPA is adding to its line of
triple-barrel shotguns with a new
Triple Crown (26" barrel) model in
28 gauge and a new Triple Threat
(18½" barrel) variant in 20 gauge.
The Triple Crown comes with a set of
five chokes, while the Triple Threat
features a removable buttstock for
easy storage. chiappafirearms.com

Celebrating 150 years of
legendary excellence

Few decisions are as important as selecting your
personal defense ammunition. Winchester developed
the W Train & Defend system with full metal jacket
training ammo (T) ballistically matched with jacketed
hollow point Defend ammo (D). Winchester Train &
Defend ammunition offers less recoil with the threatstopping power needed when it counts.

winchester.com/safetyfi rst

©2016 Olin Corporation

PRODUCT PREVIEWS

AB Arms V-Grip

Cabot Guns S103 Commander

C

abot Guns, a maker of ultra-high-end M1911s, has introduced its S103
Commander, a comparatively affordable model designed for everyday
carry. Something of a hybrid, the S103 blends the external profile of a
Commander-size slide with the internal workings and cycle length of a fullsize M1911—offering a more compact, reliable gun. Based on a hand-fitted
frame and slide, and built from 416 stainless steel, the S103 incorporates
many of the features one might expect from a custom M1911: a crowned
barrel, beveled and chamfered magazine well, lowered and flared ejection
port, hand-polished feed ramp and guide rod, and 24-line-per-inch frontstrap checkering. The company’s aluminum tristar trigger provides minimal
take-up and a smooth pull set to release between 3.5 and 4 lbs. Available
in matte stainless or the company’s black nitride finish, the Cabot Guns
S103 Commander is also offered in a left-hand configuration. Price: $3,695.
Contact: Cabot Gun Co. LLC (Dept. AR), 300 N. Pike Road, Sarver, PA 16055;
(724) 602-4431; cabotgun.com.

A

ppreciation for the vertical foregrip seems to be a subjective thing, with some
shooters (and trainers) heralding their utility and others reviling their use, but for
fans of the concept, the American Built Arms Co. V-Grip provides a solid option
that is lightweight and low-profile. Securely attaching to any Picatinny rail segment of
adequate size by way of a two-screw mount, the foregrip is at home on all manner of
modern sporting rifles and tactical shotguns. Designed to conform to the shape of the
human hand, the V-Grip is made from a polymer composite and is built for hard use.
Weighing just 3.3 ozs., the unit also features a small bottom compartment for storage of a battery or similarly
sized item. A veteran-owned company that manufactures all of its products domestically, AB Arms offers the
V-Grip in black and flat dark earth. Price: $40. Contact: American Built Arms Co. (Dept. AR), P.O. Box 221,
Glen Rock, PA 17327; (443) 310-8777; abarms.com.
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USP COMPACT PISTOLS . . .
PROVEN AND TESTED.

The USP Compact is one of Heckler & Koch’s most proven models. Repeatedly chosen by U.S.
government law enforcement agencies, the USP Compact was one of the HK pistols subjected to the
most punishing handgun evaluations* in history. And after three million rounds were ﬁred, the USP
Compact ﬁnished ahead of ﬁve other competing manufacturers, earning a “Superior” technical rating.
Small and functional, the USP Compact is the perfect concealed carry handgun. Its famous HK
cold hammer forged barrel is made from cannon grade steel and will outlast any barrel found on a
competing pistol. Its polygonal barrel proﬁle ensures greater accuracy, increased velocity, and
easier cleaning. The USP compact is a fully-ﬂedged USP, with the same capabilities — only in a
handier package.
The USP Compact is California Compliant and an outstanding sidearm for anyone serious about
accuracy, reliability, and durability. USP Compacts are available in nine different ﬁring conﬁgurations,
including conventional double action/single action (with decocking) and HK’s enhanced double action
only “Law Enforcement Modiﬁcation” (LEM). Rediscover these “No Compromise” pistols — all
backed by Heckler & Koch’s legendary German quality and an exceptional lifetime warranty.

USP Compact .45 ACP (Stainless)
also available in .40 S&W and 9 mm

USP Compact .40 S&W
also available in .45 ACP and 9 mm

* Multi-year test conducted by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) concluded in 2004.

pistols.

www.hk-usa.com • 706-568-1906

PRODUCT PREVIEWS

TruGlo Tru-Tec 20 mm

C

ompact, lightweight and simple to use, TruGlo’s Tru-Tec red-dot sight utilizes
an unmagnified 20 mm objective lens. The 2-m.o.a. reticle can be adjusted for
brightness using the sight’s top-mounted, push-button controls, and windage
and elevation corrections are made via two turrets. An automatic-on feature activates
the optic when the firearm is moved or tapped, and the Tru-Tec automatically turns
itself off after a programmable period of inactivity (between two and eight hours). The
side-mounted battery housing allows the optic’s CR2032 battery to be replaced without
requiring the removal of the sight from the gun. The TruGlo Tru-Tec 20 mm ships with
both low and high mounting bases. Price: $220. Contact: TruGlo, Inc. (Dept. AR),
525 International Parkway, Richardson, TX 75081; (972) 774-0300; truglo.com.

VZ-Grips Simonich Gunner M1911 Stocks

V

Z-Grips offers a diverse catalog of pistol stocks, most of which are machined from Micarta or G10
composites. The result is a durable laminate material that is textured to the custom requests of
shootists. Previewed here are Simonich Gunner stocks in Hyena Brown G10, which feature a golf
ball-like, circular dimpling. The company offers up 14 custom accommodations for the stocks, such as
frame size and profile, safety and magazine release options, to name a few. Price $65. Contact: VZ Grips
(Dept. AR), 3616 Jackson Bluff Road, Tallahassee, FL 32304; (850) 422-1911; vzgrips.com.

RAPID FIRE
V3 semi-automatic, gas-operated shotgun is now shipping. Utilizing the company’s VersaPort
gas system and 3" chambers, the 12-ga. shotgun is
designed to run. remington.com

REMINGTON’S

BURRIS OPTICS is now offering the fully
customizable Modular Adjustment Dial (M.A.D.)
System. Adjustable zero stops allow for an easy
return to zero with both m.o.a. and mil versions available. burrisoptics.com

Get an Instant Quote
Exclusively at
www.GalleryofGuns.com

Support the NRA
Institute for Legislative
Action (ILA)!
NRA-ILA will Receive $20
for Each 22/45 LITE Sold!

Special Packaging

• Red Anodized Finish
• Checkered Red, Black & Gray Laminated
Grip Panels Featuring the NRA Logo
• Special NRA
Serial Numbers
• Adjustable Rear Sight
• 22LR Caliber
• 10+1 Capacity
Enter GOG Item #
• 4.4” Threaded Barrel with
1/2” X 28 Thread Pattern
• 22.73 oz

3911

EXCLUSIVE
Special
Edition

HHłNA=NIOLQN?D=OA@BNKI$=HHANUKB$QJO?KI=NA?KRANA@>UPDA!=RE@OKJO$Q=N=JPAA!Į)EBAPEIA/ALH=?AIAJP4=NN=JPU
LIFETIME
REPLACEMENT

112 MAGNUM TARGET, 338 LAPUA

NEW

Target Configuration, Single-Shot Magnum Target Action,
Pillar-Bedded Wood-Laminate Stock

ACCUTRIGGERTM
ACCU

110 BA, .338 LAPUA
Tactical Configuration With All The “Bells And Whistles”
Magpul PRS Adjustable Buttstock, Aluminum Accustock,
Three-Sided Optic And Accessory Rail

Available in Left-Hand
(Scope and bipod not included)

ACCUTRIGGERTM ACCUSTOCKTM

110 FCP HS PRECISION, .338 LAPUA
Tactical Configuration, HS Precision Fiberglass Stock,
One-Piece Scope Rail

ACCUTRIGGERTM

111 LONG RANGE HUNTER, .338 LAPUA
Lighter Weight Hunting Configuration, One-Piece Scope Rail

ACCUTRIGGERTM ACCUSTOCKTM

SAVAGE DELIVERS THE SELECTION, ACCURACY
AND THE POWER TO GET IN THE CLUB.
Want to hit a target from a mile away? Here are four great options from Savage to make it happen. Available in tactical, hunting and target
configurations, you’re sure to find your match. Each rifle delivers our legendary out-of-the-box accuracy at extreme range, thanks to our
hand-straightened button rifled barrels; zero-tolerance headspace control and
crisp, adjustable AccuTrigger. Utilizing the 338 Lapua Magnum, the most popular
ultra-long-range cartridge of Snipers and target shooters alike, you have the
power to reach out to 1,000+ yards… and yes, even a mile.

SAVAGEARMS.COM

You can send your child to visit
Ronald Reagan’s California ranch
to learn about the 20th Century’s
greatest president. What better way
to celebrate freedom than by walking
in President Reagan’s footsteps
and learning about the ideas he
championed?
At a Young America’s Foundation
High School Conference at the
Reagan Ranch, the student in your

life will expand his or her knowledge
of economics, American history,
personal responsibility, and President
Reagan’s lasting accomplishments
through a series of innovative
lectures, discussions, and briefings.
For dates and information, and to
register a student for this invaluable,
historical experience, please contact
Young America’s Foundation’s
conference director at 800-USA-1776.

4HE2EAGAN2ANCH#ENTERs3TATE3TREETs3ANTA"ARBARA #ALIFORNIAs 53! 
.ATIONAL(EADQUARTERSs#OMMERCE0ARK$RIVE 3IXTH&LOORs2ESTON 6IRGINIAs 53! 

www.yaf.org

—— Use offer code NRA16 to save 15% ——
For information and to apply for this and other conferences, please visit YAF.org or contact
Conference Director Jolie Ballantyne at 800-USA-1776 or jballantyne@yaf.org

kimber micro .380 acp pistols.
light. compact. powerful.

The Micro family of .380 ACP
pistols puts power and legendary
Kimber dependability in a small
1911 style platform. Many additional
models join the Micro CDP to offer
a variety of choices and features
to meet any need.
Weighing in at 13.4 oz., all Micro
pistols feature a thumb safety,
smooth 7 lb. single action trigger
and all are Lasergrip compatible.

The Micro CDP offers Kimber
3-dot tritium night sights, Carry
Melt™ treatment on frame and
slide, and front strap checkering.

The Micro Raptor Stainless
incorporates all of the popular
Raptor features such as slide
scaling, front strap scale
serrations, tritium night
sights, ambidextrous safety
and zebrawood grips.

MADE IN A MERIC A

WHAT ALL GUNS SHOULD BE

TM

(888) 243-4522
kimberamerica.com

©2015, Kimber Mfg., Inc. All rights reserved. Information and specifications are for reference only and subject to change without notice.

BOOKS IN BRIEF

Walnut and Steel

Traveler’s Guide To The Firearm Laws
Of The Fifty States

F

irearm laws can vary greatly from state to state, and
ignorance isn’t a valid legal defense, so it’s important for responsible gun owners traveling with a gun
to be aware of the regulations governing firearm usage
for every state along the way. Traveler’s Guide To The
Firearm Laws Of The Fifty States, now in its 20th edition
and updated for 2016, is a quick reference guide that covers everything
from transporting a firearm in a vehicle to concealed carry reciprocity to
where and how a gun can be carried for all 50 states and the District of
Columbia. Written and researched by J. Scott Kappas, the 2016 Traveler’s
Guide also includes a handy introduction that defines many terms of
importance to anyone traveling with or carrying a firearm outside of their
home state. Price: $15. Contact: Traveler’s Guide (Dept. AR), 529 Madison
Ave., Covington, KY 41011; (859) 491-6400; gunlawguide.com.
SURVIVING AN URBAN DISASTER:
THE SURVIVAL ESSENTIALS MADE EASY
BY RICHARD DUARTE
HERITAGE PRESS PUBLICATIONS, LLC
(DEPT. AR), P.O. BOX 561, COLLINSVILLE,
MS 39325; (601) 564-8060;
HERITAGEPRESSPUBLICATIONS.COM

W

alnut and Steel:
Vintage .22 Rifles,
written by Bill Ward,
explores the histories and
design evolutions of many
of America’s popular .22 rimfires. Featured within the book’s
223 pages are classics such as the Stevens
Favorite, Marlin Model 39A, Winchester Model
61 and more. Aside from its well-researched
historical information, the book also
includes amateur gunsmithing instructions,
accuracy tables, and tips for hunting, sight
selection and gun maintenance. Price: $20.
Contact: AuthorHouse, LLC (Dept. AR),
1663 Liberty Drive, Bloomington, IN 47403;
(888) 519-5121; authorhouse.com.

U.S. KNIFE BAYONETS & SCABBARDS:
A COLLECTOR’S GUIDE
BY GARY M. CUNNINGHAM
SCOTT A. DUFF PUBLICATIONS (DEPT. AR),
P.O. BOX 414, EXPORT, PA 15632;
(724) 327-8246;
SCOTT-DUFF.COM

BUILT ONE AT A TIME,
PROVEN EVERY ROUND™

The new Colt Competition Pistol™ is race ready right out of the box.
Colt’s Dual Spring Recoil System™ combined with Novak’s patent
pending adjustable rear sight and fiber optic front sight helps keep
shots on target, round after round. With an MSRP of $899, the competition
has been put on notice. Only available at Colt Stocking Dealers.


AMERICAN
MADE

COLT SUPPORTS MILITARY FAMILIES BY DONATING PART OF
EACH COMMERCIAL FIREARM SALE TO FOLDS OF HONOR.
COLT.COM 800.962.COLT
FACEBOOK.COM/COLTFIREARMS
@COLTFIREARMS

SURGICAL ACCURACY.
TERMINAL RESULTS.
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The bonded construction and copper shank
of the Trophy Bonded Tip provide dramatic,
yet controlled, expansion to maintain weight
and increase penetration.

TROPHY BONDED® TIP
The Trophy Bonded Tip is different than any other hunting bullet, combining bonded construction
and a bone-crushing solid copper shank with a boat-tail design and polymer tip that tighten groups
at long range. We load it with Gold Medal® match-grade primers, specially formulated powders and
the finest nickel-plated brass, and then test its performance twice as often as standard ammunition
to ensure it meets the rigid specifications of Federal Premium®. Because we know how much is
riding on every squeeze of the trigger.
* All performance comparisons based on evaluation of Federal Premium and Federal® standard centerfire rifle loads.

Experience the Federal Premium mobile app and discover the difference.

federalpremium.com

WHERE CAN I GET … ?

A Detachable Magazine Kit For The Mossberg 500

T

here is no doubt that pump-action shotguns are a viable self-defense option due to the manual, simplistic
and almost fail-safe operation they employ. However,
some shooters wind up shying away from the scattergun
because of the difficulty in reloading it quickly—something that is even more frustrating during high-stress
situations. Adaptive Tactical, LLC, has devised a solution in
the form of a detachable-box magazine kit for the Mossberg
Model 500, 590 and Maverick 88 shotguns.
In conjunction with Mossberg engineers, Adaptive
designed a replacement magazine tube/well that offers
a hook-and-rock style engagement that not only works
well, it cleanly blends with Mossberg’s factory action. The
Sidewinder Venom-SE 10-round box kit reviewed here contains all parts necessary for conversion along with the company’s Ex Performance stock and pistol grip, Wraptor foreend and detachable 10-round Sidewinder Venom magazine.
Installation is very straightforward, although a bit of
custom work is required. Removing the factory magazine
tube was a bit of a chore, and some hand-fitting was
required to install the replacement. Indexing the magazine tube perfectly required a bit of material removal via
the supplied emery cloth.

The furniture provided within the kit completely changed
the gun’s performance and handling. Despite the change of
balance and downward-protruding 10-round magazine, range
testing proved the system to be a viable option. Only one
magazine ships with the kit, but additional magazines are
available on the company’s website starting for around $50.
Price: $300 (black), $340 (camouflage). Contact: Adaptive
Tactical, LLC., (Dept. AR), 2102 N. Devlin Way, Nampa, ID
83687; (208) 442-8000; adaptivetactical.com.
—CHRISTOPHER J. OLSEN, ASSISTANT EDITOR
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Reload On The Guns Of IWI

M

iss our two-part series on the guns made by Israel Weapon Industries?
Senior Executive Editor Brian Sheetz and the crew went behind the
scenes—and to the range—with IWI, covering not only the firm’s military rifles and machine guns, but also its commercial products imported into the
United States. We have range footage and commentary covering everything from
the Jericho pistol, to the Tavor, to the Galil Ace, to the new X95 and even the
Negev light machine gun. Tune in Wednesday nights on the Outdoor Channel.
Wednesday, June 1
Feature........................................................................ FN America: Made In The U.S.A.
Rifleman Review .............................................. Stag Arms Model 7L 6.8 mm SPC Rifle
I Have This Old Gun ............................................... German G41(M) and G41(W) Rifles
Wednesday, June 8
Feature............................................Behind The Scenes At Israel Weapon Industries
Rifleman Review ..........................................................SIG Sauer P238 .380 ACP Pistol
I Have This Old Gun ..........................................................The “Gas Trap” Garand Rifle
Wednesday, June 15
Feature....................................................................Guns Of The Israel Defense Forces
Rifleman Review ....................................Benelli 828U 12 Gauge Over-Under Shotgun
I Have This Old Gun ............................................................ Colt New Service Revolver
Wednesday, June 22
Feature............................................................................. Melvin Johnson’s Automatics
Rifleman Review ..........................................Taurus G2 Millennium 9 mm Luger Pistol
I Have This Old Gun ............................................................... U.S. M3A1 “Grease Gun”
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With a Stroke of a Pen,
You Can Defend Freedom Forever
Jason Murray took home a lot more than the First Place
Trophy in NRA’s Youth Hunter Education Challenge.
This young man also carried away a lifelong
commitment to America’s legacy of shooting and
hunting that continues to this day. And it’s all thanks
to NRA members like you.
By including NRA in your will, you’ll do more than
support NRA youth programs. You’ll give rise to
thousands of patriots like Jason who will defend
freedom for life.
Let NRA show you how. Request your complimentary
guide today.

NRA Member Planned
Giving Guide

Request Your
Complimentary
Guide Today!
Call: 1-877-672-4483
Email: PlannedGiving@NRAHQ.org
Web: www.NRAPlannedGiving.org

LATEST LOADS

Stop The Sting

C

ompact, lightweight .45 ACP
pistols, such as the Springfield
Armory XD-S 3.3", are ideal for
concealed carry; however, building
proficiency with them through regular
practice can be painful. Diminutive
dimensions—particularly an undersized grip—coupled with minimalist
weight, exacerbate recoil. So, when
training with pocket-size pistols,
eschew traditional 230-gr. loads for
those featuring lighter, 185-gr. bullets. Not only is the reduction in felt
recoil noteworthy, but, because of the
bullets’ increased velocities, energy
levels compare favorably to, and
sometimes exceed, those of heavier,
.45-cal. projectiles. The load below
has minimal felt recoil (especially in a
larger handgun), and yet, because of
its 932-f.p.s. velocity, the 185-gr. JHP
produces 357 ft.-lbs. of energy at the
muzzle. It’ll punish the targets, not
your hand.
—AARON CARTER, FIELD EDITOR

BPT - BXP
Dedicated to Perfection
BROWNINGAMMO.COM

.45 ACP

MEMBER BENEFITS

Financial/Household Services
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Credit Card

NRA Visa 866-NRA-VISA offer 76376 www.nraaccounts.com/banner_web
Customized Checks

NRA Check Program 888-331-6767 www.nracheckprogram.com
Moving and Relocation Services

North American 800-524-5533 http://NRA.movingnavl.com
Allied Van Lines 800-871-8864 http://NRA.movingallied.com
Identity Theft Protection

LifeLock 877-LifeLock promo code NRA www.lifelock.com
NRA Car Buying Service www.nra.org/autos or call 877-924-8287
Reputation.com 888-733-6660 www.reputation.com/nra
ManageURiD www.manageurid.com/nra

Specialty Savings

NRA Outdoors Guides & Outfitter Service

844-672-6883 www.nraoutdoors.com
Christmas Cards NRA Holiday Card Center www.holidaycardcenter.org/nra
NRA Wine Club Vinesse 800-823-5527 www.nrawineclub.com
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For a complete list of Members Only Savings, go to
http://membership.nrahq.org/affiliates.asp

©2015 BROWNING AMMUNITION

BULLET: NOSLER CUSTOM COMPETITION
185-GR. JHP
PROPELLANT/CHARGE: ALLIANT POWER
PISTOL/8.0 GRS.
PRIMER: FEDERAL 150
CASE: HORNADY
CASE TRIM-TO LENGTH: 0.888"
CARTRIDGE OVERALL LENGTH: 1.200"*
VELOCITY @ 5' (F.P.S.): 932
ENERGY (FT.-LBS.): 357
ACCURACY: 2.54"**
USES: PRACTICE, RECREATION, COMPETITION
NOTES: 41⁄2"-BARRELED RUGER P90DC
PISTOL. *TAPER CRIMP REQUIRED.
**AVERAGE OF FIVE CONSECUTIVE,
FIVE-SHOT GROUPS AT 25 YDS.
WARNING: Technical data and information
contained herein are intended to provide
information based upon the limited experience
of individuals under specific conditions and
circumstances. They do not detail the comprehensive training, procedures, techniques
and safety precautions that are absolutely
necessary to properly carry on similar activity.
READ THE NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER ON
THE CONTENTS PAGE OF THIS MAGAZINE.
ALWAYS CONSULT COMPREHENSIVE REFERENCE MANUALS AND BULLETINS OF PROPER
TRAINING REQUIREMENTS, PROCEDURES,
TECHNIQUES AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS BEFORE ATTEMPTING ANY SIMILAR ACTIVITIES.

How to Tell Time Like a Man
Our digital-analog hybrid has two sides... tough and tougher.
Get it now for an unbelievable $59!

Y

our watch shouldn’t cost more than
your car. It should look and feel like a
power tool and not a piece of bling.
Wearing it shouldn’t make you think twice
about swinging a hammer or changing a tire.
A real man’s timepiece needs to be ready for
anything. But that’s just my opinion. If you
agree, maybe you’re ready for the Stauer
Centurion Hybrid. Use your Exclusive
Insider Promotional Code below and I’ll
send it to you today for ONLY $59.
This watch doesn’t do dainty. And neither do I. Call me old-fashioned, but I want
my boots to be leather, my tires to be deeptread monsters, and my steak thick and rare.
Inspiration for a man’s watch should come
from things like fast cars, firefighters and
power tools. And if you want to talk beauty,
then let’s discuss a 428 cubic inch V8.
Did I mention the $59 price tag? This
is a LOT of machine for not a lot of money.
The Stauer Centurion Hybrid sports a
heavy-duty alloy body, chromed and
detailed with a rotating bezel that allows
you to track direction. The luminous hour
and minute hands mean you can keep
working into the night. And the dual digital
displays give this watch a hybrid ability. The
LCD windows displays the time, day and
date, includes a stopwatch function, and
features a bright green electro-luminescent
backlight. We previously offered the
Centurion for $199, but with the exclusive
promotional code it’s yours for ONLY $59!

No matter what, this watch can keep
up. Thanks to the Stauer 30-day Money
Back Guarantee, you’ve got time to prove it.
If you’re not totally satisfied, return it for a
full refund of the purchase price. You also
get a 2-year replacement guarantee on both
movements. But I have a feeling the only
problem you’ll have is deciding whether to
keep the Stauer Centurion on your dresser
or tucked inside your toolbox.

TAKE 70% OFF
INSTANTLY!
When you use your
Promotional Code
Stauer Centurion Hybrid Watch— $199
Promotional Code Price Only $59
50
or two payments of
+ S&P

$29

Order now to take advantage of this fantastic low price.

1-800-333-2045



“I work in the surveying and
construction industry...
This is my work horse watch
and I am proud to wear it.”
— C.S. from Fort Worth, TX

Your Insider Promotional Code: CNW4-03
Please use this code when you order to receive your
discount.

Stauer

®

Rating of A+

14101 Southcross Drive W., Dept. CNW4-03
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 www.stauer.com

Digital-Analog Hybrid • Dual digital displays • Heavy-duty chromed body • 3 ATM Water Resistant
LCD windows for time, date and day • Luminous hands • Contrast Stitch Band fits a 7 1/4"–9 1/4" wrist

Smart Luxuries—Surprising Prices™

FAVORITE FIREARMS
NEW PRODUCTS

A Ranger And
Thoughts Of Dad

I

Model: CT3833TU
Caliber: .380 ACP
Barrel: 3.0”

Model: CW3833TU
Caliber: .380 ACP
Barrel: 2.58”

Tungsten
Cerakote
www.kahr.com
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have a couple of “favorite firearms,” but this is
the one that I have the
longest history with. It’s
a Ranger 101.16, a semiautomatic .22 Long Rifle
that I believe was made by
Savage for Sears, Roebuck
& Co. After returning from
World War II, my dad,
along with his best friend,
started a service station
and used car lot. Back then
they would accept almost
anything in on trade, and
sometimes it was a gun. He
often sold them, but this
one Pop kept, because it
was so well-built, dependable and fun to shoot.
Every so often, Pop
would take us up in the
woods to target shoot
with the Ranger—I
always looked forward to
that. As I got older, I was
allowed to take it out on
my own. About 30 years
ago Pop passed it down
to me. Most of the bluing
is now gone, but I still
enjoy taking it out to
shoot paper or cans every
now and then.
My wife took a picture
of me holding the Ranger
101.16 the other day. The
other picture is Pop helping
me get ready to shoot the
same rifle back in 1952,
when I was 2 years old. My
mom has written, “Starting
young,” on the back. We
lost my dad five years ago,
and I will never part with
anything he ever gave
me—including this rifle—
other than to family.
R. LEE BREAKEY, WASHINGTON

NRA member photos

Nearly every shooter has a favorite firearm. If you would like to share the experience of owning yours
with other American Rifleman readers, or on americanrifleman.org, send a sharp color photograph of the
gun, accompanied by its story in fewer than 400 words, with your name, address and daytime telephone
number to: Favorite Firearms, American Rifleman, National Rifle Association, 11250 Waples Mill Road, Fairfax, VA 22030-9400. Photos and submissions cannot be returned and may be edited for clarity and brevity.
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Smooth Out Driveways

The EASY DR Way
to TRIM and MOW!
®

with the DR® POWER GRADER!

The DR® TRIMMER MOWER Gives You
5X the power and NONE of the backstrain of handheld trimmers!
TRIMS & MOWS thick grass and
weeds without bogging down—
the only trimmer guaranteed not
to wrap!

DRpowergrader.com

ROLLS LIGHT AS A FEATHER on
big, easy-rolling wheels!
THICKEST, LONGEST-LASTING
cutting cord (up to 225 mil)
takes seconds to change.

The only trimmer
GUARANTEED
not to wrap!

DRtrimmers.com

Grind Away ANY
Size Stump FAST!

Perfect for
SPRING CLEAN-UP!

91423X © 2016

NEW TOW-BEHIND MODELS
FOR TRACTORS, ATVS & RIDING
MOWERS!

LOWEST PRICE EVER
on DR® Leaf Vacuums!

• Rated #1 in
Vacuum Power
• Easy, 1-Hand
Dumping
• Stores Flat in
Minutes
• Converts to a
Utility Trailer

BurnCage.com
DRleafvac.com

91426X © 2016

NEW
LOW
PRICE!

91427X © 2016

• Tows behind your ATV or Riding Mower.
• Grading Depth adjusts
Now starting
easily from tow vehicle.
at just $79999
• Saves money by recycling
driveway material.

DR® CHIPPERS

ALL NEW Tow-Behind
Now Starting at
DR® Mowers
$1,39999

now at our Lowest
Prices EVER!

PLUS

FREE

SHIPPING!

LOWEST

PRICE
EVER!

Mow Lawns, even
Brush—FAST!
Mow up to 5'-wide!

• Quickly eliminate any stump
without digging, burning,
or chemicals.
• New, more powerful and
lower-priced models.
• Now towable with
your riding mower
or ATV.

BRUSH MODELS cut tall grass, weeds,
even 2"-thick saplings.

NEW
DESIGN

FLOATING DECKS eliminate scalping.

PLUS — Learn all about
our New, Improved
WALK-BEHIND
Brush Mowers!

6 MONTH
FREE
EASY
SHIPPING TRIAL FINANCING
SOME LIMITATIONS APPLY. CALL OR GO ONLINE FOR DETAILS.

BurnCage.com
'5¿
HOGEUXVKFRP

91424X © 2016

FINISH-CUT MODELS for lawns.

91428X © 2016

BurnCage.com
DRstumpgrinder.com

NEW 4-WHEEL DESIGN mows up close to
fences, obstacles.

• Self-feeding models available.
Larger
No more force-feeding!
Capacity
• Chip big branches up to 5.75"
Starting
thick!
at just
• Commerical Style high99
$
799
discharging models direct
wood chips right where you
PTO
MODELS TOO!
want them.
• Models that shred yard and garden waste
as well as CHIP branches.

BurnCage.com
DRchipper.com

Call for a FREE DVD and Catalog!
Includes product specifications and factory-direct offers.
TOLL
FREE

800-456-2037

91425X © 2016

The DR® STUMP GRINDER uses carbidetipped cutting teeth (taking 360 “bites” per
second) to reduce any stump to a pile of
woodchips. Grinds stumps below ground
level so they are gone forever!

Unleash

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

XL650 Q
STANDARD FEATURES:

• Automatic Indexing
• Loading Rate: 800-1000 Rounds/Hr.
• 5-Station Interchangeable Toolhead
• Lifetime “No-B.S.” Warranty
• RISK FREE 30-Day Trial Period!

I have what I believe is an Italian war rifle. The stock has a
cartouche with a crest and the words “ARTIG. ‘FAB.’ D’ARMI
TERNI 1888.” The word “RIPARAZIONE” appears below the
cartouche. The numbers “MT7954” are stamped on the stock and the
barrel. I have enclosed a few pictures to help you identify this firearm. I would appreciate any information you could offer on this rifle.

A

From your photos it’s pretty easy to tell you have an Italian
Model 1870/87 Vetterli-Vitali rifle. These bolt-actions began
life as single-shots, which are more rare today, and were available in both carbine and rifle versions. Cartridge was 10.35x47 mm R.
From 1887 to 1896, the guns were updated by the addition of a box
magazine designed by Artillery Captain Giuseppe Vitali. Other minor
changes included modification to the safety lever and deletion of the
dust cover. The stock marking on your rifle indicates it was converted
at Terni Arsenal in 1888. The original date and place of manufacture
on the rifle is usually stamped on the barrel flat behind the rear
sight—but this is not always the case. In 1916 many such rifles were
altered by rebarreling to accommodate the Italian 6.5 mm Carcano
(6.5x52 mm) cartridge. The Carcano-chambered rifles were often
placed into the hands of rear echelon troops as training rifles, and
typically were rarely fired.
—GARRY JAMES, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

The Terni Arsenal cartouche (above) is dated proof of a rifle’s
conversion from single-shot to box-magazine-fed repeater.
NRA member photos

NOTE:
Pictured
here with
available
options.

Italian In Disguise

From the thousands of questions and letters on guns, ammunition and their use that American Rifleman receives every year, it publishes the most interesting here. Receiving answers to technical and
historical questions is a privilege reserved to NRA members.

www.ar.dillonprecision.com
FREE Catalog L31-14690, Call 800-762-3845
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Questions must be in the form of letters addressed to: Dope Bag, NRA Publications, 11250 Waples Mill Road,
Fairfax, VA 22030-9400; must contain the member’s code line from an American Rifleman or American Hunter
mailing label or membership card; must be accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed, legal-size envelope;
and must be limited to one specific question per letter. Non-members may submit a question with a membership application. We cannot answer technical or historical questions by telephone, email or fax, and we cannot
place even an approximate value on guns or other equipment. Please allow eight to 10 weeks for replies.
“Questions & Answers” is compiled by staff and Contributing Editors: Bruce N. Canfield,
Michael Carrick, Garry James, Charles Pate, Charles E. Petty, John M. Taylor and John Treakle.
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M&P® SHIELD .
WHERE PROTECTION MEETS PERFORMANCE.
TM

COMFORTABLE TO CARRY. COMFORTABLE TO SHOOT. THE M&P
SHIELD IS SLIM, CONCEALABLE AND POWERFUL. AVAILABLE
IN 9 MM AND .40 S&W. THAT’S CONFIDENCE.

SMITH-WESSON.COM/MPPISTOLS

M&P® SHIELDTM 9 - 7&8 ROUND MAGS
M&P® SHIELDTM 40 - 6&7 ROUND MAGS

COVER STORY
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Photos by Forrest MacCormack

Scaled specifically for the increasingly popular 9 mm Luger
cartridge, the EMP4 is a handy rendition of the M1911 that
offers advantages for handgunners big and small.
WILEY CLAPP, Field Editor
very handgunner with significant time behind the sights understands
certain truisms about the game: All real guns are made with blue steel
and black walnut; no box-stock trigger (double-action or single-action) came close
to that of a pre-war Smith & Wesson; and no wheelgun ever shot like a Python.
Please understand, of course, that I exaggerate for emphasis, but some of
these oft-repeated mantras carry a sort of majestic certainty when repeated over
the gunstore counter.
The belief that major modifications to the beloved M1911 pistol have run
their course is another one. Anything else you might do to the grand old
gun is just cosmetic, right? I might have agreed, but after a cautious survey
of Springfield’s latest, I think that the Illinois gunmaker has come up with
something unique. The gun is the EMP4, and it is a smaller rendering of the
company’s Champion series of short-barrel, short-slide, Commander-size M1911
pistols. In this case, “smaller rendering” is a term that needs to be looked at
more closely. In history, the M1911 was the same single-column, single-action,
39-oz. gun in .45 ACP from the time of its 1911 introduction until the late ’20s,
when a second chambering—.38 Super—was introduced. That model was made
on the same frame as the .45, as was the .22 Long Rifle ACE model of the 1930s.
It was not until after World War II that we saw the original maker adapt the platform to a shorter, lighter and handier gun in 9 mm Luger, .38 Super and .45 ACP.
Called the Commander, it was an instant hit. And as a size category of the M1911
platform, it still is.
After that, we entered a period that continues to the present, a time when
the M1911 pistol was produced by a growing number of makers. In order to
appeal to all sorts of shooters—military, police, defensive, competitive, outdoors
and above all, concealed carry—the gun changed. It grew shorter for some
uses and longer for others. Some M1911s became wider to accept double-stack
magazines of greater capacity, and new chamberings appeared to fill one perceived need or another. But all of these many variations were based on a frame
originally designed to handle the .45 ACP cartridge, which, at 1.275" in overall
length, is relatively long. Remember, the cartridge has to fit into a sheet-steel
AMERICANRIFLEMAN.ORG
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SPRINGFIELD EMP4

The Springfield EMP4’s combat-style, three-dot sights are comprised of a lightgathering, red fiber-optic front (above) and a drift-adjustable rear (top) with
dots on either side of the notch. Both are dovetailed into the slide.

box magazine, which itself has to fit into the grip area of
the gun’s frame—quite a lot of material considering that
the shooter’s hand must wrap around all of that and the
stocks when grasping the gun. That was all fine for a gun
originally designed for hard military service. But when
chambered for the much shorter 9 mm Luger, some sort of
spacer was required to fill the unused area in the front or rear
of the magazine. In order to properly scale the platform to the
9 mm Luger cartridge, some material simply had to go.
Until not too long ago, most of the many abbreviated
variations of the M1911 pistol were designed by reducing
the length of the barrel and slide area or by shortening
the butt section. Such changes often amounted to little
more than modifications to the basic platform, although
it should be obvious that removing significant amounts of
material in such a manner completely changed the character of the M1911 pistol. Still, to make an efficient M1911
chambered in 9 mm Luger that is no bigger than it needs
to be, more conceptual engineering is required. That’s
exactly what Springfield has done with the EMP4. As with
the original, 3"-barreled EMP that came before it, the new
model’s proportions eliminate unneeded frame material
by taking a “slice,” as it were, right out of the middle of
the gun’s grip area. Think of it by imagining a line drawn
through the grip screws, then visualize about 1/8" of the
gun being removed along that line from the top of the slide
all the way down through the magazine well. Now you’ve
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got a visual on the newly optimized receiver that happens
to be exactly the right size for a magazine proportionally
appropriate in cross section for the 9 mm Luger cartridge.
The original Enhanced Micro Pistol, at 5" in height and
6.6" in length, was almost as small as the currently popular
M1911-format .380 ACPs. And while the new EMP4 version is somewhat taller, with a grip area that measures
5.5" high, and longer, with an additional inch of barrel,
its overall length is only 7.5", or just 0.9" more than the
original EMP. So, while it is a bit bigger than the original,
it holds one more round of ammunition in its 10-round
magazine, and, of course, its longer top end yields slightly
more muzzle velocity and sight radius.
The result of all this selective size manipulation is a
very sensible variation on the M1911 theme—one that is
optimized for what is apparently America’s current favorite
cartridge, the 9 mm Luger, and that will also be offered in
.40 S&W. My sample gun was from the first batch made,
and it’s a good-looking pistol. The attraction begins with a
stainless steel upper in a sort of brushed silver finish that
contrasts nicely with the aluminum alloy receiver, which
is anodized in a matte black. Cocking serrations are angled
in the modern style, and the so-called “Browning step”
at the lower front corner of the slide is a bit more tightly
radiused than most. The rear sight, with a modern, angled
shape, has dots on either side of the notch and the front
sighting element is a light-gathering, red fiber-optic pipe.
AMERICAN RIFLEMAN

SPECS

MANUFACTURER: SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (DEPT. AR), 420 W. MAIN ST., GENESEO, IL 61254;
(800) 680-6866; SPRINGFIELD-ARMORY.COM
7.5"

SPR
I

ORY
RM

Both sights are installed in machined
dovetails in the slide.
While most of the slide’s interior
features are conventional, the 4" barSPRINGFIELD INC
GENESCO IL USA
rel is a bit different. It’s the type that
EMP 43000
dispenses with a separate bushing and
4"
accompanying recoil spring plug. This
means that a full-length guide rod lies
5.5"
beneath it. Also, as is the case with
SIGHTS: THREE-DOT,
other Springfield aluminum-frame
COMBAT-STYLE; RED
E
L
I
D
F
A
M1911 pistols, the barrel features an
NG
FIBER-OPTIC FRONT
TRIGGER: SINGLE-ACTION;
integral feed ramp at its lower rear
CALIBER: 9 MM LUGER
5-LB. PULL
NC
that fits into a corresponding recess
E 1794
ACTION TYPE: RECOILWIDTH: 1.25"
in the frame. That way, bullets ride on
OPERATED, SEMIWEIGHT: 31 OZS.
the ramp’s steel surface as cartridges
AUTOMATIC CENTERACCESSORIES: OWNER’S
FIRE PISTOL
MANUAL, LOCK, HARD
are fed into the chamber, rather than
FRAME: ALUMINUM ALLOY
CASE WITH MAGAZINE
the comparatively softer aluminum
RIFLING: 1:16", LH TWIST
POUCH AND PADDLE
frame, and there is no need to preHOLSTER, TWO MAGAMAGAZINE: DETACHcisely blend separate barrel and ramp
ABLE BOX; 10-ROUND
ZINES, BORE BRUSH
surfaces together as in most convenCAPACITY
MSRP: $1,179
tional M1911 designs.
Now, let’s take a look at that
new magazine that is specifically
SHOOTING RESULTS (25 YDS.)
designed to make this gun work with
GROUP SIZE (INCHES)
9 MM LUGER
VEL. @ 12' ENERGY
the 9 mm Luger cartridge. As noted
(FT.-LBS.)
LARGEST
AVERAGE
CARTRIDGE
(F.P.S.)
SMALLEST
elsewhere, it has different propor1200 AVG.
BLACK HILLS
397
1.85
2.83
2.48
tions than other M1911 magazines.
115-GR. JHP +P
15 SD
The reduction in size is from front
FEDERAL HYDRA-SHOK 1047 AVG.
302
1.56
3.16
2.52
to back, which takes this dimen124-GR. JHP
8 SD
sion down to the point that the
cartridge—shorter than the .45 ACP
1119 AVG.
SIG SAUER V-CROWN
345
1.93
2.51
2.33
124-GR. JHP
13 SD
by 0.106", or a little more than a
tenth of an inch—fits perfectly. The
AVERAGE EXTREME SPREAD
2.44
magazine is exactly the same height
NOTES: ACCURACY RESULTS FOR FIVE CONSECUTIVE, FIVE-SHOT GROUPS AT 25 YDS., WITH THE
as that for the .45, and there’s no
HANDGUN FIRED FROM A BENCH WITH A SANDBAG REST. VELOCITIES MEASURED WITH AN OEHLER
difference in dimension from side
MODEL 35P WITH SCREENS PLACED 12 FT. FROM THE MUZZLE. TEMPERATURE: 60° F. HUMIDITY:
26%. ABBREVIATIONS: JHP (JACKETED HOLLOW-POINT), SD (STANDARD DEVIATION).
to side. But since 9 mm cartridges
are approximately 0.085" smaller in
the bottom end of the slightly protruding magazine.
diameter than .45 ACPs, Springfield formed internal ribs
To suggest that Springfield went to a bit of trouble in
in the magazine’s walls that keep the cartridges aligned
redesigning the EMP4’s internal parts in order to accommoand help position them for efficient feeding. Three of the
date its proportional optimization would be a gross undernew 10-round magazines are provided with the EMP4, and
statement. In fact, it had to redesign and manufacture
they feature slam pads on their bases that actually cover
17 parts that are similar to, but differently dimensioned,
than those found in a standard M1911. Most are along that
The EMP4 uses a full-length guide rod
imaginary line I mentioned already. Obviously, those such
instead of the more traditional barrel
as the firing pin and firing pin spring, extractor, trigger
bushing and recoil spring plug.
and most others related to the gun’s lockwork are shorter.
Suffice it to say that this pistol is still an M1911 in the
handling sense, as well as in its assembly and disassembly.
But its smaller proportions are noticeably different from
those of a full-size M1911, and, for a huge portion of the
shooting population, that represents a significant advantage—but more on that later.
For now, let’s look closely at the layout of the gun,
which has the familiar controls in the traditional
SI

continued on p. 70
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HISTORICAL
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The Irish Transvaal Brigade is seen here carrying several types of Mauser rifles and MartiniHenrys, as well as captured British Lee-Metfords
or Enfields. Several volunteer groups of different
nationalities fought alongside the Boers.
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Photo courtesy of John “Jack” McClure

Superior Boer marksmanship and Mauser rifles exacted a
high price from the British during the Second Anglo-Boer
War, 1899-1902. But the Boers used other arms as well—
everything from single-shots to "Long" Lee-Enfields.
BY KENNETH L. SMITH-CHRISTMAS

hroughout all of military history, there are few
instances in which rifle marksmanship has played such
a significant role as it did in the Second Anglo-Boer
War at the turn of the 20th century. The prowess of the Boer
burghers (“citizens”) at long-range shooting stopped the
juggernaut of the British Empire in its tracks (at least for
a time) and astonished observers around the world. While
the majority of the unpaid Boer militiamen, serving in small
mounted units (“commandos”), were armed with the most
modern of repeating bolt-action rifles, and firing smokeless powder cartridges, quite a few of the burghers were also
armed with an interesting array of obsolescent firearms.
In order to put these arms in context, it is necessary to
take just a moment to delve into the causes of the conflict and to give a very brief overview of the course of the
war. Strict, God-fearing Calvinists, the Boers (“farmers”)
AMERICANRIFLEMAN.ORG

traced their roots back to an outpost of Dutch (and later
also French Huguenot) settlers established at the southern
tip of Africa in the 17th century to resupply Dutch ships
on their voyages to and from the Dutch East Indies. The
British seized the Cape Colony (named for the Cape of Good
Hope) during the Napoleonic Wars, and shortly thereafter,
tensions rose between the British and the fiercely independent Boers. By the 1830s and 1840s, groups of Boers were
moving northward into the interior of Africa by ox-drawn
wagon trains (much the same as was seen in the American
West at that same time), in order to live their lives as they
saw fit. After defeating hostile native tribes, they eventually established two independent republics—the Orange
Free State and the Transvaal (also known by its official title
of the South African Republic)—finally out of the reach (or
so they thought) of the British.
JUNE 2016
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British imperialism, however, was in full
swing during the Victorian period, and the
British kept grabbing more land from the Boers,
even briefly annexing the Transvaal in 1880,
only to be defeated the next year by the Boers
in what became known as the First Anglo-Boer
War. Whereas the discovery of diamonds in 1867 had begun
to change the face of the Boer’s rural and simple life by the
1880s, the discovery of gold on the Witwatersrand, near
the Transvaal’s capital in 1886, doomed the Boers’ hopes of
maintaining their way of life. As was seen in California in
the 1850s, in Australia in the 1860s, and would later be seen
in the Klondike in 1898, thousands of foreign adventurers
flocked to the new city of Johannesburg. They brought with
them all of the vices of a boomtown, and they threatened to
overwhelm the Boer culture by a sheer weight of numbers if
given the franchise to vote.
In a series of manipulative moves, the local British
imperialists, with the tacit support of the British government in London, pushed the Boers into an untenable position, while drumming up support from both Conservatives
and Liberals in Britain by invoking imperial benefits to
“backwards” cultures, as well as hypocritically accusing
the Boers of mistreating the native peoples, among other
supposed transgressions. Ostensibly, the British demand
was to gain the vote for the Uitlanders (“Outsiders”—
mainly British) working in the mines, although it was
really the mine owners—not the miners—who wanted the

This Mauser bears an
Orange Free State “O.V.S.”
marking. A very few of the
rifles included in a Chilean
contract also bear this
marking, in addition to the
Chilean crest.

Rifle courtesy of the Harris
J. Andrews, III, collection.
Photo by Forrest MacCormack

vote. However, the real aim was to control the Boers, and
although he had offered a number of concessions, by the
summer of 1899, the Transvaal’s president, “Oom Paul”
(“Uncle Paul”) Kruger could truthfully tell the British
negotiators: “It is my country that you want.”
Realizing that there was no use in further negotiations,
and that they could not wait until the British reinforcements already at sea reached South Africa, the Boers struck
first, declaring war on Britain and invading the neighboring British province of Natal in October 1899. After a few
minor setbacks, they laid siege to Ladysmith (the second
largest town in the province) and the diamond town of
Kimberley far to the south, as well as to a small town on
the northwestern edge of the Orange Free State border,
Mafeking. Interestingly, the future founder of the Boy
Scout movement, Col. Robert Baden-Powell, commanded
the defenders at Mafeking. Unfortunately for the Boers,
their strategy of taking on these sieges, and not simply
bypassing the strong points and striking farther south,
sealed their fate. After a failed attempt to raise the siege
of Ladysmith, and several other noteworthy defeats in late

National Archives photo

Apart from German Mauser repeaters, the British “Long” Lee-Enfield and Lee-Metford (here a Sparksbrook Mk II)
taken from British troops (above) are the firearms most often seen in photographs of groups of Boers.
Courtesy National Firearms Museum
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1899, the British concentrated their now greatly reinforced
army. Under new command, it gradually, and at great cost,
pushed the Boer forces back through the Orange Free State
and the Transvaal. By the summer of 1900, it had finally
conquered all of the Boers’ territory. Valor was not wanting
on either side throughout the fighting.
However, while about half of the Boers agreed to lay
down their arms (the Handsoppers), the rest of them
determined to fight to the end as guerillas. The highly
mobile Bitterenders fought a series of brilliant actions with
whatever arms they could capture and, by the end of the
war in 1902, they were nearly exclusively using British firearms. When captured .303 British ammunition ran scarce,
the Boers even scavenged “dropped” cartridges in former
British camps. Only the implementation of an extensive
system of fortified blockhouses, connected by belts of
barbed wire, and a ruthless official program of scorchedearth policies (including civilian “concentration camps”)
finally brought the Bitterenders to the peace table.
During the fighting, many British officers commented
on the Boers’ incredible marksmanship skills. Indeed, while
some of these accounts would appear to be a bit far-fetched,
most of them are very reasonable, and they all agree that
most anyone within 600 yds. of the Boers’ firing line was a
dead man. The Boers, accustomed to using rifles for hunting
on the South African veldt, were excellent natural marksmen, and the peculiarly clear air quality of the region played
a role in long-range shooting. Time and time again, especially in battles such as the Modder River and Magersfontein,
the Boers were able to not only inflict horrendous casualties
on the invading British, but to keep large numbers of troops
pinned down for hours and hours on end.
Much of this success is afforded to the Mauser—a boltaction, five-shot, repeating rifle. Although
the Transvaal government had purchased
a few of the Mauser brothers’ first successful military rifle, the 11 mm Model 1871,
after the defeat of the British in the 1881
war, by the mid-1890s, the Boers pinned
their hopes on the most up-to-date rifle
then being produced in the world—the
7x57 mm Mauser. Both the Orange Free
State and the Transvaal ordered and took
delivery of thousands of these rifles and
carbines from 1896 right up to the beginning of hostilities in 1899. While Mausers
constituted the majority of the firearms
used by the Boers, the history of these
firearms’ manufacture is anything but logical and comprehensible.
Perhaps no other rifle has seen so much
confusion about its markings and characteristics than the Boer Mauser. Expert
(and non-expert) opinion is divided on
several points about the types, characteristics and eventual dispersal of Boer
Mausers. In fact, Dr. Ron C. Bester, the
AMERICANRIFLEMAN.ORG

The young Boer lady on this patriotic postcard is shown carrying a
stylized rifle and antique bandolier. Plezier rifles (a sporter version
of the Mauser) were purchased by some Boers, and apparently carried by a few women. The Boer women suffered disproportionately
during the war, during which at least 24,000 women and children
perished in Lord Kitchener’s infamous “concentration camps.”

Author’s collection

foremost authority on these rifles, classifies all of the
Boer Mausers as “M1895/96/97” in his acclaimed book on
Boer War arms, while another recognized expert, David C.
George, simply refers to them as “M95” rifles or carbines
in his two-volume history, Carvings from the Veldt. Part of
the problem lies in the fact that, although nearly all of the
actual Boer Mausers are really based on the Model 1893
Spanish contract Mausers (with flat bolt bottoms, and without the “third” locking bracket on the receiver at the rear
of the bolt), many of them are marked “Model of 1895”, or
“1896”, or “1897” on the side rails of the receivers, leading
the arms enthusiast and collector to believe that these
rifles are further upgrades of the basic Model 1893. This
would be a reasonable assumption, since the Chilean Model
of 1895 Mauser (and marked as such)—including those
made by the Ludwig Loewe firm in Berlin prior to 1897—
incorporated several improvements over the basic 1893
Spanish model. Other Boer Mausers, with Model 1893 characteristics, are marked as being made by the German firm,
Deutsche Waffen und Munitions Fabriken (Lowe’s successor)
and that company was not even formed until late 1896.
Complicating this discussion is the use of straight and
bent bolt handles on the Boer Mausers. Basically, the
majority of the rifles were produced with straight bolt
handles, while the carbines (actually short rifles) had the
bent bolt handles. While the bolts on some of the rifles
appear to have been replaced with carbine bolts, apparently
some later contracted rifles were delivered with bent bolt
handles. In addition to the military Mausers, a few wellheeled Boers acquired factory sporter half-stocked civilian versions, known as plezier (or “pleasure”) rifles, with
turned-down bolts, and often with adjustable front, as well
as rear, sights. As a side note, many of the Boers decorated
the stocks of their arms with beautiful carvings, often containing their name, their locale and “battle honors.”
Whatever their type or variety, the Mausers quickly
made a name for themselves. The American forces had
already recognized the flat-shooting 7x57 mm cartridge
JUNE 2016
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while fighting the Mauser-armed Spaniards in Cuba during
the Spanish-American War, but the ability to load quickly
from a five-round stripper clip really caught the attention
of the British. While the rear sight on the long Boer Mauser
rifle is adjustable out to 2,000 meters, it cannot be moved
laterally to account for windage. However, while this did
not seem to have been an issue with the Boers, the British
adopted a very intricate (and windage-adjustable) rear
sight on the succeeding model of Lee-Enfield (the famous
“Short, Magazine, Lee-Enfield” or SMLE) after the war, as
well as incorporating a charger-loading system.
Aside from the different variants of the Model 1893
Mausers most often seen in photographs of Boer fighters,
the second most popular longarm appears to be the standard
British shoulder arm of the period—the “Long” Lee-Enfield
and the obsolescent Lee-Metford. The latter, a bolt-action
.303 rifle first adopted in 1888, fired a necked cartridge
loaded with compressed blackpowder. It was named for its
designer, James Paris Lee—the Scottish-born CanadianAmerican who also designed the 6 mm Winchester-Lee
“Straight Pull” rifle that saw service in Cuba and at the
1900 Siege of Peking, in the hands of U.S. Marines. The
shallow-groove Metford rifling system worked well with this
cartridge, but when its propellant was changed to smokeless
powder within a few years of the rifle’s adoption, the new
cordite charge was found to erode the shallow-groove rifling.
Accordingly, the new barrels were rifled with deeper grooves
at the Royal arsenal at Enfield, and the resulting rifle was
named the Lee-Enfield.
While most of the troops sent to South Africa from the
British Isles had already transitioned to the Lee-Enfield,
some, including various troops from the overseas dominions
of the Empire, were still armed with Lee-Metfords. As was
the custom before the adoption of “all-branches” rifles like
the M1903 Springfield in America and the SMLE in Britain,
the British cavalry were armed with various models of carbines, while the infantry carried long rifles. However, the
Boers’ incredible mobility (they were nearly all mounted
riflemen) led the British to adopt the same tactics, and
they, too, hurriedly mounted infantrymen on horses, many
of which were imported from either Argentina or America.
The British were often still using volley-fire tactics, and,
indeed, their rifles were fitted with volley-fire sights on

The surplus Martini-Henrys (both rifles
and carbines) acquired by the Transvaal
government were crudely stamped “ZAR”,
and then sold to the Boer burghers at a
price of four pounds each. Those acquired
by the Orange Free State were marked
with an “OVS” in the same manner.
Author’s collection

the left side. While the Lee rifles had a removable 10-round
magazine (the cavalry carbine magazine held six cartridges),
it took much longer to load than the Mauser, which loaded
its five rounds using a stripper-clip system. The marksmanship skills of the average British soldier did not compare at
all with the Boers, and this shortcoming, like the rifle, was
seriously discussed and addressed after the war.
The third rifle type in the scale of popularity with the
Boers was the Martini-Henry family of arms. When British
intentions to reabsorb the Transvaal became apparent by the
late 1880s, its government not only purchased used British
arms wherever it could find them, but also contracted with
the British firm of Westley-Richards to produce an updated
version of the venerable .577/.450 rifle. This model not only
had the elongated cocking lever of the Mark IV Martini,
but also had a removable lock (very similar to the Gahendra
system that was developed in Nepal at the Royal Armory),
known as the Francotte system. The rifles produced by
Westley-Richards were marked as such—“Made Specially for
ZAR”—but were actually made in Belgium.
The Boers carried all types and sizes of Martinis, and,
by the end of the 1900-1902 guerilla war phase, they also
had some captured Martini-Metford and Martini-Enfield
rifles and carbines, both chambered in .303—either blackpowder or cordite—in their ranks. When the Irish who were
working in the gold mines at Johannesburg volunteered as
the “Irish Transvaal Brigade” in 1899 to fight alongside the
Boers, they were issued Martini-Henrys. According to photographic evidence, at least some of the brigaders were still
carrying Martinis in 1900, after having captured a number
of Long Lees on the way to Ladysmith, and then having
been issued Mausers during the siege of that same town.
One of the most unique arms to see service with the
Boer republics was the single-shot Guedes rifle. Designed
by a Portuguese army officer, the Guedes rifle had a distinctive tilting-block breech, and was chambered for the
rimmed 8x60 mm cartridge. The Portuguese government
contracted with the famed Austrian arms manufactory at
Steyr in 1885 to have these rifles made, but then cancelled
the order when they realized that magazine-fed repeating

The Transvaal also imported a few Model 1871 German single-shots. Unlike the
German army-issue rifles (as seen here), they were manufactured at the Austrian
arsenal at Steyr, and they bore no unit markings.
Author’s collection
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rifles had become the wave of the future.
The rifles sat in Austrian warehouses until
the mid-1890s, when the Transvaal bought
at least 7,700 of them, and the Orange
Free State acquired a few hundred from the
ZAR (Zuid Afrikaansche Republiek—South
African Republic). Some of the Transvaal
Guedes rifles, like some of the Martinis,
were crudely stamped with a “ZAR”—but on
the top, rather than the side, of the receiver.
Other lesser-known modern firearms that could be
found in the hands of Boer burghers were the 10-shot .303
Lee Speed rifle, the 6.5 mm Norwegian Krag, some 8 mm
German Gewehr 88 “Commission” rifles and a few Model
1888/90 Mannlicher rifles. Arms that had played a part
in the 1881 First Anglo-Boer War were also pressed into service, but to a very limited extent. First and foremost were
British Snider .577 rifles and carbines, Martini-Swinburne
.577/.450 carbines, and Westley-Richards “Monkey-Tail”
percussion carbines and falling block rifles. Swiss rifles, like
the obsolete Milbank-Amsler muzzleloader conversion, and
the Model 1878 Vetterli—both in .41 Swiss rimfire—apparently were in evidence (but with limited ammunition), as
were Model 1873 and Model 1876 American Winchesters,
and even Model 1860 U.S. Spencer carbines. A few
Kropatschek rifles and French Model 1874 Gras rifles also
reportedly saw use by Boer commandos.
Handguns were a relative rarity among Boer officers,
but, in addition to British-made Webley revolvers, foreign
copies of Webleys and other European revolvers, several Boer
officers carried the familiar “Broomhandle” Mauser pistol
in 7.63x25 mm. In fact, it saw its first widespread military
use in the Second Anglo-Boer War, and was carried by both
sides. Boer Gen. Jan Christian Smuts and Boer Commandant
Jacobus van Deventer carried Mauser pistols, and, most notably, a young Winston Churchill carried one in South Africa,
while serving there as a war correspondent, and later as a
volunteer in the South African Light Horse.
Perhaps the most unusual employment of any firearm
during the war was the ingenious use of a Martini-Henry barreled action by the legendary “train wrecker” Oliver “Jack”
Hindon. Born in Stirling, Scotland, Jack Hindon enlisted as
a boy bandsman in the British army, but then deserted when

he arrived in South Africa during the Zulu War of 1879.
Hindon settled in the Transvaal and distinguished himself
during the 1895 Jameson Raid, while fighting with the ZAR
forces. By 1900, he had gained renown as the leader of a
band of “train wreckers.” Captain Hindon and his men would
scoop out the stone ballast under a railroad rail, place an
explosive charge in the hollowed out hole, and then place a
receiver of an upside down Martini-Henry in the hole, with
its cut down 4" barrel shoved into the charge. The trigger
guard on the action had already been cut off, so that the
trigger rested right under the rail. When the locomotive
of a British train passed over the mine, the rail would flex
enough to depress the trigger, and fire a cartridge into the
dynamite—blowing the train off the tracks.
The Boers had placed their faith in God and the Mauser,
but had lost the war. Nonetheless, they actually won the
peace. Within a few years of the end of the war, the British
government (under pressure from popular opinion) had not
only rebuilt the country, but had afforded much of the political power in the newly formed Union of South Africa to the
Afrikaaners—albeit under the control of the British Empire.
Respect for the Boers’ marksmanship and tactics resulted in
an increased emphasis on rifle shooting in the British army, so
much so that the shooting skills of the British Expeditionary
Force of 1914 were able to successfully disrupt the invasion
plans of the German army in their sweep through Belgium and
Northern France—thus denying a quick German victory in the
opening months of World War I.
The author thanks Keith Allen, Harris J. Andrews, III, and
Jack McClure for their assistance in the preparation of this
article. For further reading, Dr. Ron C. Bester’s Small Arms of
the Anglo-Boer War, 1899-1902 is the most comprehensive and
definitive work available on the subject, while both volumes
of David C. George’s Carvings from the Veld not only show the
magnificent carvings on the stocks of both Boer and British
arms, but also contain fascinating details of the rifles’ usage.

The first “famous” use of a 7.63 mm Mauser C96 “Broomhandle”
pistol was at the Battle of Omdurman in 1898 by Sir Winston
Churchill, and he later carried it during the Boer War. Boer officers,
including Jan C. Smuts and Jacobus van Deventer, also favored the
early “conehammer” and “slabsides” versions of this pistol.

Photo courtesy of James Julia Auctions, Inc.
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SO MANY BULLETS,
Understanding the wide world of modern big-game bullets requires understanding how they are made,
what they are made of and what they are made to do. Oh, and then you need to factor in accuracy,
expansion and penetration, too.

BY CRAIG BODDINGTON
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REMINGTON CORE-LOKT

NOSLER PARTITION

BARNES VOR-TX

NORMA ORYX

In his youth, Elmer Keith returned to largecaliber blackpowder single-shots for a time, but
throughout his long career consistently touted
heavy-for-caliber bullets as a hedge against poor
performance. Fortunately, expanding bullets
got better between the two world wars. Thicker
jackets and the amount of exposed core made
a difference. So did mechanical devices such as
Remington’s Core-Lokt, introduced in 1938, and
Hornady’s InterLock, in 1939, which helped hold
jacket and core together. The Nosler Partition,
dating back to 1948, was a landmark achievement
then and remains a good bullet today—a “dual
core” concept with the two cores separated by a
wall or “partition” of jacket material.
When I was a kid, we shot Core-Lokts and
Winchester Power Points and Federal Hi-Shoks in
factory ammunition, and if we handloaded, we
used mostly the Interlock, Speer Hot-Core and
Sierra GameKing. Sometimes, for something special, we sprung for the pricier Partitions. Most of

WINCHESTER BALLISTIC SILVERTIP

SIERRA GAMEKING

SWIFT A-FRAME

This illustration
reveals the inner
construction of
some of today’s
best-known bullets
in .30 caliber and
demonstrates how
today’s big-game
hunter has a
variety of choices
in projectiles that
meet a wide range
of performance
requirements.

HORNADY ELD-X

The author has
decades of hunting
experience with
all sorts of bullets.
In the 1980s, he
took an excellent
blacktail deer
(opposite) with a
Winchester Model
88 in .308 Win.
firing a 150-gr.
Sierra GameKing—
a simple cupand-core design
that tends to be
accurate and that
opens quickly.

merica’s hunters are passionate about
their bullets. And they should be, because
ultimately it’s the bullet that does the work
of taking down game. This is nothing new.
The jacketed bullet was a parallel and enabling
development along with smokeless powder in
the late 1880s because the lead bullets used for
centuries couldn’t handle the new propellant’s
unprecedented velocity. By the mid-1890s, it was
learned that a bullet could be made to upset—
expand or “mushroom”—by exposing some of
the lead core at the nose. As velocities gradually
increased toward 3000 f.p.s. in the 1910s, it was
also discovered that the early jacketed soft-points
were erratic in performance, all too often coming
completely unglued on impact.
Hunters handled this problem differently.
Doing most of his hunting before World War I,
W.D.M. “Karamojo” Bell wrote that the barrel
of a favorite .275 (7x57 mm Mauser) was never
“polluted by the passage of a soft-nosed bullet.”

Illustration by David Labrozzi

SO LITTLE TIME

Photos by author
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MODERN BIG-GAME BULLETS

The homogeneous
bullet (l.) looks
great, but the
recovered cupand-core bullets
aren’t so pretty,
and some cores
have separated
from their jackets.
Just keep in mind
that, by definition, a bullet that
can be recovered
from an animal
has done its job.
A 7 mm-08 Rem.
(below, l.) and
7 mm Rem. Ultra
Mag. (below, r.)
illustrate cartridges
that use bullets of
the same caliber,
but that operate at different
velocities. Velocity
is the enemy of
bullet performance,
so a bullet that
performs very well
in the 7 mm-08
may expand too
rapidly at 7 mm
RUM velocity.
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the time, we did pretty well; who knows how many
millions of deer and elk fell (and continue to fall)
to these bullets. Today, though, we have a lot more
choices. So many, actually, that it’s a bit confusing. As it was in the “old days,” we all have our
favorites; but let me state a simple fact: There are
so many bullets out there today that nobody can
claim more than passing knowledge of all of them.
Also, although we tend to have strong opinions
regarding bullet performance, and our campfire
arguments often get heated, the reality is that
most of us bring limited first-hand experience to
the campfire circle. If anything goes wrong, we are
quick to blame the bullet. (After all, it couldn’t
be shot placement, could it?) If a recovered bullet
isn’t beautiful, we’re quick to howl. But here’s the
deal: If an animal is hit and not recovered, we
cannot know exactly what happened. Was it poor
bullet performance, or was it bad shot placement?
Maybe either, possibly both. And if a bullet is
recovered from game, then perhaps we should ask
the question my old friend Chub Eastman often
asked when he was handling customer relations for
a bullet company: “At exactly what point in the
death of the animal did the bullet fail?”

CONCEPTS

Now let me state three principles that haven’t
changed for a century. First, velocity is the blood
enemy of bullet performance. A given bullet that performs wonderfully in the 7 mm-08 Rem. may become
an unreliable bomb in the 7 mm Rem. Ultra Mag. This
works the other way, too: Really tough bullets that
expand well at high velocity may not expand at all
“way out there” where velocity has decreased.
Second, bullet expansion is the enemy of penetration. The more a bullet expands, the greater
resistance it encounters. This isn’t bad, it’s just true.
Bullet expansion creates a larger wound channel,
doing more damage. Varmint bullets are designed to
be very frangible, literally coming apart on impact.
This reduces ricochet and is desirable for explosive
effect on non-edible pests. Big-game bullets, on
the other hand, must hold together well enough to
penetrate into the vitals. Obviously, the requirement
is different for an elk than for a pronghorn, and on
the world’s largest game (elephant, hippo, rhino)
we use non-expanding “solid” bullets to guarantee
the greatest penetration possible. With expanding
bullets, some are designed for limited expansion and
JUNE 2016

maximum penetration, while others are designed to
expand rapidly and radically.
You can’t have it both ways: Expansion limits
penetration. There are two schools of thought in
play. Some hunters want through-and-through
penetration, arguing that exit wounds leave a
better blood trail to follow. Others prefer the bullet to stay inside the animal, arguing that energy
expended on rocks and trees on the far side of the
target is wasted. Those who want penetration will
gravitate toward tougher bullets that retain much
of their weight and expand less. Those in the other
school demand penetration at least into the vitals,
but seek more expansion and will probably accept
a bit more weight loss. Their ideal is to recover the
bullet “against the hide on the far side.”
There is merit to both schools of thought.
Personally, I’ve come full circle. In my younger
days I wanted full penetration. Today I’m not so
sure. Exactly how an expanding bullet transfers
energy during its passage remains a bit mysterious. However, while it’s absolutely true that the
trail left by a bullet that exits is easier to follow, I
think it’s equally true that you’ll do less tracking
when an animal is shot with a bullet that creates
a larger wound channel through the vital organs
and expends its energy during its passage.
Third, bullet weight covers a lot of sins in bullet performance. This, of course, was Elmer Keith’s
mantra. He wasn’t altogether wrong. A 180- or
200-gr., .30-cal. bullet of simple construction
may shed some weight at higher velocities, but
it can afford to shed more weight than a 150-gr.
projectile of the same caliber. Without pretending to do the impossible—meaning cover all of
today’s hunting bullets—let’s talk about some
basic design concepts.

SHAPE

When the tubular-magazine lever-action was
king, most hunting bullets were either flatpointed or round-nosed. Today most of us use
sharp-pointed bullets, spitzers, because they are
more aerodynamic and thus retain velocity better.
But not everybody needs a bullet that retains
velocity well. In fact, millions of deer hunters don’t. Savvy big-woods hunters know that
blunt-nosed bullets tend to deal a heavier blow
on impact than a sharp-pointed bullet. No doubt
remembering that principle, Remington’s 75th
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anniversary of the Core-Lokt (1939-2014) featured
a good old 180-gr. round-nose .30-’06 Sprg. load.
That isn’t a 300-yd. load, but a lot of folks don’t
need a 300-yd. load. In general, however, most of
us shoot spitzers.
These days, with long-range shooting all the
rage, bullet aerodynamics are improving and
ballistic coefficients (BCs) are going up. More
about that later, but, more than ever, boattail
bullets are “in.” Okay by me, I shoot a lot of
boattails, but keep in mind they were developed
before World War I for extreme-range “plunging”
machine gun fire. At long range you need all
the help you can get. But at the normal ranges
practical for most of us, the actual difference in
trajectory between a boattail and a flat-based
bullet is insignificant.
Boattails do have one drawback: Absent
some of the design features we’ll talk about, the
boattailed base does have a tendency to squirt
the core out of the jacket. It isn’t uncommon to
recover a boattailed jacket with the core entirely
missing. This is not as significant as some folks
make it out to be, as it usually happens at the
very end of penetration, when the bullet is
slowing to a stop and tumbling. You can generally assume that the core is somewhere nearby;
because, absent the core, the light, expanded
jacket is incapable of much penetration.

CUP AND CORE

The simplest expanding bullets are created by
a series of dies that draw a copper disk into a
cup that is then filled with a lead core. We have
already named several of these bullets. Expansion
and weight loss can be somewhat controlled by

the jacket’s thickness, alloy composition and
the amount of exposed core. Also, some have
mechanical features that aid in locking the jacket
and core together. The primary advantages to
simple cup-and-core bullets are that they are
inexpensive to make and, perhaps, the easiest of
all designs to make extremely accurate. Cupand-core bullets may have open tips, as in many
varmint and match bullets, or traditional exposed
lead tips. All will offer significant, and sometimes
violent, expansion.
In these days of “designer bullets” the disadvantage, as such, is that these bullets, if recovered,
often aren’t very pretty. At least some, and often
considerable, weight will be lost as part of the
lead core “wipes away” during penetration. Keep
in mind that pretty is as pretty does. I tend to
like “plain old bullets,” or POBs as I refer to them,
especially for deer hunting and often, because
of accuracy, even for mountain hunting. Reliable
bullet expansion is not a bad thing, so long as
you can absolutely get penetration into the vitals
from any reasonable shot angle. This is somewhat
controlled by bullet weight and caliber, and also by
velocity, as previously explained. Examples: I had
a .300 H&H Mag. that just loved Sierra GameKings.
For deer and sheep I used a 150-gr. bullet; for
larger game I used a 200-gr. bullet. Another favorite “POB” is the Hornady InterLock. With a 180-gr.,
.30-cal., I’ve used it all over Africa in .30-’06 Sprg.,
and have always experienced consistently outstanding performance. I’ve used the same bullet in
.300 Wby. Mag. to hunt mountain game. But, since
ranges average farther, impact velocities for that
faster cartridge are probably similar, and performance has remained consistent.
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Homogeneous,
or monolithic,
bullets (top row)
and bonded-core
bullets (bottom
row) display
various degrees of
deformation after
being recovered
from game. Both
types retain most
of their weight,
but the monolithics generally
expand less
and penetrate
more, while the
bonded-core bullets expand more,
which limits their
penetration.
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In the story of the development of firearms,
shotguns often receive short shrift. Here’s a
primer on how the scattergun came into being.
BY JOHN M. TAYLOR, Contributing Editor

When it
comes to fine
American doubleguns, they get
no better than
the Parker
”Invincibles.”
Photo courtesy of
The National Firearms Museum

here is no clear answer to the question: “Who discovered gunpowder?” But gunmaker and author W.W. Greener, in the ninth edition
(1910) of his book The Gun And Its Development, wrote, “There
seems little doubt that the composition of gunpowder has been
known in the East from times of dimmest antiquity. The Chinese and Hindus
contemporary with Moses are thought to have known of even the most recondite properties of the compound. The Gentoo Code—which, if not as old as
was first declared, was easily compiled long before the Christian era—contains
the following passage: ‘The magistrate shall not make war with any deceitful
machines, nor poisoned weapons, or with cannons or guns, or any kind of firearms, nor shall he slay in war any person born a eunuch ... .’ ”
So firearms aren’t exactly new, at least according to Greener’s research. There
seems to be somewhat of a gap, and then the story is picked up some centuries
later. Initially, game was shot sitting (not flying). The crude matchlock firearms
of the day simply took too long to work as the match had to drop into the pan,
igniting the priming charge at an undetermined time, and finally the main charge
had to be set off before the shot could leave the barrel. Early paintings show
aristocratically dressed individuals shooting at birds sitting on the ground over a
hedge the gunners were using as a hide. In a chapter titled “The Fowling Piece and
the Stalking-Horse” from The Gentleman’s Recreation published in 1671, there is
a description of a fowling piece as having a barrel “five feet and a half or six feet
long,” and, further, in 21st-century language, it is advised to “keep your powder
dry.” As an aside, The Gentleman’s Recreation also mentions, “Enticement ... winning
or wooing the fowl unto you by pipe, whistle or call,” so duck calling didn’t start
in Arkansas, it was just perfected there. Even earlier, Gervase Markham mentioned
shooting in Hunger’s Prevention: or the Whole Art of Fowling, and in The Merry Wives
Of Windsor, written in 1597, Master Ford is said to be “a birding,” although no mention is made of what that actually means. Shooting birds on the wing had to wait
for a more reliable ignition system, one that would provide a nearly instantaneous
and predictable shot.
It is fact that during the early 1600s the French were shooting flying birds
with early muskets. When King Charles II was in exile in France, he too shot flying birds, and when he returned to the throne and the monarchy was restored
in England in 1660, he most assuredly continued wing shooting.
When the flintlock arrived in the late 1600s, shooting flying game birds became
even more possible. Although this ignition system was still relatively slow, and
still sensitive to moisture, it provided a relatively immediate shot, compared to the
matchlock where the glowing wick nestled in the priming powder until the piece
fired. It wasn’t perfect, but was still a quantum leap forward. Soon, not only were
game birds and waterfowl being shot on the wing, but shooting competitions using
pigeons began to proliferate. Called “Old Hats,” these flyer competitions used old
top hats of the day under which a pigeon was placed and at the command “pull” a
cord attached to the old hat was pulled, tipping the hat and releasing the pigeon.
Thus, the flintlock, where the priming mixture is held in a pan covered with a
AMERICANRIFLEMAN.ORG
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Made in 1685 for James Stuart—King James II—this single-barrel flintlock fowler bears his
cypher on its lock (below). James II was ousted in the “Glorious Revolution" of 1688, and
his fowler is on display at the NRA National Sporting Arms Museum in Springfield, Mo.

striker called the frizzen, became a true sporting arm. The
pan was connected with the main powder charge in the barrel
by a small hole drilled into the breech. The hammer carried
a sharpened piece of flint that, when the trigger was pulled,
struck the upright part of the frizzen pushing the cover back
and sending a shower of sparks into the pan. The sparks
ignited the fine-ground priming powder and the fire passed
through a hole into the breech and ignited the main powder
charge, firing the gun. Although we consider today’s sidelocks

“new,” they are simply refined, hammerless versions of the
locks used on flint shotguns.
By 1770, reliable Damascus shotgun barrels were readily
available, and by 1790, double-barrel flintlock shotguns were
available. During that time, Joseph Manton (1766-1835),
acknowledged as the “father of the modern shotgun,” was
making guns. Manton brought together all of the facets of
shotguns into what is the form of the modern double-barrel
shotgun. Although it would have been only a matter of time
until the modern shotgun took form, it was Manton who
got there first. Soon, percussion ignition replaced flint, and
then, rather quickly, percussion was replaced by the selfcontained cartridge. When the cartridge developed, it was
only a small step to breechloading. Remarkably, 1909 marks
the last major development of the modern shotgun when
Boss introduced the over-under.
What about the pump and semi-automatic? Christopher
Spencer and Sylvester Roper developed a pump-action shotgun on which Roper was granted a patent in 1882, which
led to the production of their Model 1890 pump-action
shotgun. The Spencer pump was heavy, ill-balanced and
clunky to operate. In 1893, Winchester introduced its John
Browning-designed Model 1893 pump that was intended to
shoot blackpowder. The frame was open on the top, and the
action was found to lack the necessary strength to fire the
new smokeless powder. Winchester quickly followed with
the Model 1897, later named the Model 97, and offered
to replace any 1893 with a new 1897 action if it would
be returned to the factory. Both of the Winchester pumps
outperformed the Spencer. But given Winchester’s status in
the firearms business, and despite a lawsuit declaring patent
infringement—the Roper patent was very broad, perhaps
even vague—scant hearing was given Roper’s suit, and it
was dismissed by the courts. In 1912, Winchester began
manufacturing and warehousing its Model 1912, whose name
would also be shortened to Model 12, and the modern pumpaction shotgun’s form was defined.
John Moses Browning was a prolific firearm designer.
From his inventive genius sprang the Winchester 1893. As
he became interested in the machine gun and other arms

The lines and form of the side-by-side shotgun were pretty much ironed out by the British
during the percussion muzzleloader era, as evidenced by this Joseph Egg caplock (top). As guns
moved to cartridge-fed break-actions, the lines remained, such as on this Purdey sidelock 12 bore.
JUNE 2016
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that cycled without assistance from the operator, beyond
pulling the trigger, the recoil-operated semi-automatic
shotgun took form in Browning’s mind. Browning initially
designed firearms for Winchester for a set fee; he designed
the gun and Winchester bought the design outright. With
the autoloading shotgun, Browning saw a potential good
seller, and demanded not only a design fee, but an ongoing
royalty on each shotgun sold. Winchester wouldn’t budge,
so Browning took his design to Remington. On Jan. 8,
1902, while John Browning and his brother Matthew sat
in the waiting room—his prototype shotgun across his lap
and a semi-automatic rifle prototype across Matthew’s—
Remington’s president, Marcellus Hartley, suffered a
massive and instantly lethal heart attack. It is rumored
that at the moment Hartley’s secretary George Bingham
announced his death, John said to Matthew, “What do we
do now?” Matthew Browning, the businessman of the pair,
said, “We can accomplish nothing here. We must go to
Belgium and see what we can do there.”
And so the relationship between the Brownings and
Fabrique Nationale in Herstal, a suburb of Liege, Belgium,
was established. The first of the Browning Automatic-5
semi-automatics that resulted hit dealers’ shelves in 1905.
Although the Browning brothers struck a deal for the manufacture of their firearms with Fabrique Nationale, upon their

The development of the double shotgun includes (top to bottom) a
muzzleloading percussion double, an exposed hammer breechloader,
a sidelock (with hammers inside the action) and a boxlock.
Photos by author

The Winning
Combination
The CMP Special M1 Rifle and Creedmoor .30-06
Springfield ammunition are perfectly matched for
superior performance in competition or bragging
rights at your home club.
Creedmoor .30-06 ammo
assembled in the USAž

Available at CMP Alabama in Anniston & the
CMP Talladega Marksmanship Park and at Camp Perry.
Order by mail order - info at www.TheCMP.org or call us
at 1-888-267-0796.
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Photo courtesy of The National Firearms Museum

return, they also struck a deal with Remington to produce
a simpler, less expensive version of the Auto-5, this time on
American shores. So was born the Remington Model 11, which
stayed in production through World War II.
So it was that by 1909 the shotgun as we know it
had established its final form. The exterior shape of the
pump-action was finalized by the Winchester Model 12,
semi-automatics by the Browning Auto-5, and the only
refinement left was the development of the gas-operated
semi-automatic, first by High Standard and then by
Remington—but its shape was that of the gracefully sloping Model 12 receiver.
In the process, we’ve altogether glossed over the
reason that breechloading doubles, pumps and semiautomatics work: self-contained shotshells. As firearm
development gained momentum, the flint system of
ignition gave way to percussion ignition. Percussion ignition was fully developed by 1820, and by the time of the
American Civil War, percussion was in full use by the U.S.

and Confederate armies. The battlefield is a great crucible
for the development of arms, and as that conflict evolved,
breechloading rifles using self-contained rimfire and
center-fire ammunition came into being. Shotguns took
a parallel line of development. The pinfire cartridge was
developed in 1846, making possible early breechloading
shotguns, and in a relatively brief 35 years, the centerfire shotshell was fully developed. By 1870, the breechloading shotgun was perfected, and during an additional
short 10-year period, the hammerless double was perfected. Hammer guns lasted well into the 20th century,
finally falling by the wayside during World War II. Some
hammer guns are still made, primarily for live-pigeon
shooters who feel they are more reliable.
Although the development of the shotgun was relatively
short, and amazingly complete at a very early time in history,
it is during the period from the perfection of the breechloading shotgun in 1870 through World War I, which presents
continued on p. 75

Fine Shotguns

The History, Science and Art of the Finest Shotguns from Around the World

T

his informative and well-illustrated book by American Rifleman Contributing Editor John M.
Taylor is about far more than just pictures of pretty guns—although quite a few lovely guns
are depicted within its pages. Fine Shotguns is now out in a paperback edition, and it is from
the book that this article is excerpted with permission. The author first defines what fine shotguns are, what makes them different, and then identifies them by country and maker. Although
the semi-automatic Browning Auto-5 and pumps such as the Winchester Model 12 make it into
the pages, this book is mostly about double guns—meaning over-unders and especially side-bysides. Taylor then takes the reader through how such guns are actually made, step by step, by
craftsmen out of steel and walnut. He even explains how one would order, say, a bespoke Purdey.
He then gives advice for such seemingly mundane tasks as actually shooting, cleaning and storing
fine shotguns. This is not an in-depth history of every maker that has ever made a shotgun, but it
is a well-written and recommended overview on the subject of fine shotguns.
—MARK A. KEEFE, IV, EDITOR IN CHIEF
Fine Shotguns is 8½"x11" with 240 pps., and is available hardbound for $60 or in paperback for $35 plus shipping from Skyhorse
Publishing, Inc. (Dept. AR), 307 W. 36th St., 11th Floor, New York, NY 10018; (212) 643-6816; skyhorsepublishing.com.
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ADAPTABLE. MODULAR. SAFE.
The same crisp trigger group easily converts into over 40 configurations
of caliber, color and size to suit any shooter’s every need.

SIGEVOLUTION.COM/P320

DOPE BAG

S

ome states have misguidedly
enacted draconian restrictions
against the use and ownership of certain semi-automatic rifles
with “politically incorrect” features.
These include vertical pistol grips and
length-adjustable buttstocks. Pumpaction rifles, however, have not—for
the most part—been the subject of
such “cosmetic” legislation. As a result,
pump-actions are permitted to feature
many of the same external properties as
some banned rifles simply because their
actions are manually operated.
In order to give its customers in
restricted locales access to its products, Troy Defense has developed a
line of 50-state-legal pump-actions
modeled after the company’s AR-15
and AR-10 platforms. This year, Troy
is adding a new hunting model chambered in .338 Federal with a Mossy
Oak camouflage finish, which is the
subject of this review.
Troy’s pump-action sporting rifle
design is something of a hybrid. It
provides the look, feel and many of
the same features as an AR. However,
due to the internal modifications
required to convert the gun from
gas-impingement operation to a pump

TROY DEFENSE .338 FEDERAL
PUMP-ACTION RIFLE

action, the rifle does not share the
same level of modularity as its gasoperated compatriots. For example,
the AR-10 rotating bolt is an interchangeable component, while the bolt
carrier group in this gun is a unique
design that will not fit other ARs.
At the heart of the Troy pump is its
AR-10-type upper and lower receivers.
Both units are milled from aircraftgrade aluminum, hard-coat-anodized,
and then finished off with a Mossy
Oak camouflage hydro-dip pattern.
The handguard and buttstock are also
dipped to provide a more uniform
appearance. The rifle’s synthetic furniture, including the rail covers, BattleAx
Control Grip and recoil pad, are made
from matching tan polymers.
The flat-top upper receiver provides
7.5" of integral Picatinny rail space for
mounting optics. The 15" handguard
is based on Troy’s TRX2 model with
round ports and a full-length top rail.
The pump-action fore-end, which is

Exhibiting the look, feel and many of the features and components of a standard AR, the Troy Defense line of pump-action
rifles does, however, also contain several unique internal parts
that will not interchange with direct-impingement rifles.
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incorporated into the fixed handguard,
is cleverly executed as three covered
accessory rails located at the 3-, 6and 9-o’clock positions. The textured
polymer covers provide a comfortable, rounded grip surface and can be
removed to make space for rail-mounted
accessories, including vertical grips,
lights and laser sights. The 20" stainless
steel barrel is bead-blasted to produce
a non-reflective surface. The threaded
muzzle arrives with a two-chamber
brake that effectively mitigates perceived recoil.
The rifle’s tan buffer tube sports
a Troy Lightweight BattleAx CQB sixposition buttstock with push-button
sling mount points on the left and
right side. The external controls follow
AR conventions for the most part, with
some notable exceptions. The rightside magazine release, left-side safety
selector lever and trigger all look and
feel familiar. Nonetheless, there is
no charging handle, forward assist or

SPECS

MANUFACTURER: TROY DEFENSE (DEPT. AR), 151 CAPITAL DRIVE, WEST SPRINGFIELD, MA 01089; (413) 788-4214; TROYDEFENSE.COM
38.25" TO 41.5"
0.63"

0.63"
20"; stainless

10.50" TO 13.75"

MODEL: SPAR-S3F-18MT-01
ACTION TYPE: PUMP-ACTION
CENTER-FIRE RIFLE
CALIBER: .338 FEDERAL
UPPER RECEIVER: BILLET-MACHINED
ALUMINUM FLAT-TOP

LOWER RECEIVER: BILLET-MACHINED
ALUMINUM

FINISH: MOSSY OAK CAMOUFLAGE PATTERN
RIFLING: SIX-GROOVE, 1:10" RH TWIST
SIGHTS: NONE, OPTICS RAIL
STOCK: TROY LIGHTWEIGHT BATTLEAX CQB,

TRIGGER: SINGLE-STAGE; 4-LB., 4-OZ. PULL
WEIGHT: 8-LBS., 10-OZS.
MAGAZINE: MAGPUL PMAG
DETACHABLE BOX, 10-ROUND CAPACITY
ACCESSORIES: OWNER’S MANUAL
MSRP: $1,199

ADJUSTABLE

SHOOTING RESULTS (100 YDS.)

.338 FEDERAL
CARTRIDGE

VEL. @ 1"
(F.P.S.)

ENERGY
(FT.-LBS.)

FEDERAL PREMIUM
VITAL SHOK
180-GR. NOSLER ABT

2713 AVG.
16 SD

2,942

1.38

1.69

1.55

FEDERAL PREMIUM
200-GR.
UNI-CORE JSP

2587 AVG.
9 SD

2,972

1.29

1.52

1.42

AVERAGE EXTREME SPREAD

GROUP SIZE (INCHES)
LARGEST
AVERAGE
SMALLEST

1.49

NOTES: MEASURED AVERAGE VELOCITY FOR 10 ROUNDS FROM A 20" BARREL OVER A
MAGNETO SPEED V.3 BARREL-MOUNTED CHRONOGRAPH SENSOR. ACCURACY RESULTS FOR
FIVE CONSECUTIVE, FIVE-SHOT GROUPS AT 100 YDS. FROM A BENCHREST. TEMPERATURE: 54° F.
HUMIDITY: 56%. ABBREVIATIONS: ABT (ACCUBOND BALLISTIC TIP), JSP (JACKETED SOFTPOINT), SD (STANDARD DEVIATION).

bolt-catch lever because the manual
pump-action does the work of loading
and ejecting cartridges in their place.
Troy opted to leave off the ejection
port dust cover as well. A round button
located under the trigger guard is used
to release the slide. The rifle arrives
with a single 10-round Magpul PMAG;
it’s the company’s 7.62x51 mm NATO
model, but is compatible with .338
Federal cartridges.
At the range, the Troy .338 Federal
pump-action proved to be a comfortable
rifle to work with, although it is a bit
on the heavy side at 8 lbs., 10 ozs. with
an empty magazine inserted. Smallframed shooters may find the pumpaction grip a little difficult to reach,
but the average adult will find all of the
controls on this rifle easy to operate.
The pump-action cycled smoothly, as
did the single-stage trigger, which broke
cleanly at 4 lbs., 4 ozs.
The .338 Federal cartridge consists of a .308 Win. case necked up
to accept .338-cal. bullets. The goal

of developing the cartridge was to
provide hunters with a larger, heavier
big-game-stopping bullet without the
intense levels of felt recoil that often
accompany magnum rifle cartridges.
The already-moderate recoil of the
.338, combined with the rifle’s weight
and muzzle brake, ensured the Troy
was pleasant and pain-free to shoot.
The rifle proved to be utterly reliable
thanks to the manually operated action.
Formal accuracy testing was conducted
at 100 yds. using a Nikon Monarch 3,
4-16X 42 mm SF NP Custom XR Turret
scope. It’s worth noting that .338 Federal
ammunition can be tough to find. At
the time of testing, only two loads were

available, both from Federal Premium
Ammunition. The loads featured two bullets, a 180-gr. Nosler Accubond Ballistic
Tip and a 200-gr. Uni-Core jacketed softpoint. Both produced five-shot group
averages of about 1.50".
The Troy pump-action .338 Federal
rifle is a best-of-both-worlds design
that allows big-game hunters to
enjoy the precision and power they
need while using the controls and
configuration they prefer. Overall, its
fit, finish and function are excellent
and should provide years of reliable service in the field. And, like
other Troy products, it is 100 percent
American made.

The American Rifleman has used the phrase “Dope Bag” since at least 1921, when Col. Townsend
Whelen first titled his column with it. Even then, it had been in use for years, referring to a sack used
by target shooters to hold ammunition and accessories on the firing line. “Sight dope” also was a
traditional marksman’s term for sight-adjustment information, while judging wind speed and direction
was called “doping the wind.”
WARNING: Technical data and information contained herein are intended to provide information based
on the limited experience of individuals under specific conditions and circumstances. They do not detail
the comprehensive training procedures, techniques and safety precautions absolutely necessary to
properly carry on similar activity. Read the notice and disclaimer on the contents page. Always consult
comprehensive reference manuals and bulletins for details of proper training requirements, procedures,
techniques and safety precautions before attempting any similar activity.
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RUGER REDHAWK .45 ACP/.45 COLT
REVOLVER

eleased in 1979, the Redhawk was
Ruger’s first big-bore, doubleaction revolver. Although it was
originally designed to handle the regular use of full-power .44 Mag. cartridges,
it has since been chambered for others,
including .357 Mag., .41 Mag. and
.45 Colt. Over the years, the configuration options have included blued or
stainless steel with standard barrel
lengths of 5.50" or 7.50". The first 4.20"

barrel model was offered in 2007
chambered in .44 Mag. with a fingergrooved, one-piece rubber stock from
Hogue. Seven years later, Ruger teamed
up with the TALO distributor group to
release a special edition .44 Mag. with
a 2.75" barrel and compact round-butt
grip frame. In 2015, the Redhawk platform took off in a new direction with
the release of a dual-cartridge model
designed to fire .45 ACP and .45 Colt
from the same cylinder, which is the
model evaluated here.
Most of the features of the new
Redhawk will be familiar to those who
have shot the platform before. It is of
all-stainless-steel construction with
a satin finish. It has a tapered 4.20"
barrel topped with a solid serrated rib
and a truncated underlug that acts
as a protective shroud for the ejector
rod. The factory sighting system consists of an interchangeable ramp front
sight paired with a fully-adjustable,
square-notch rear sight.
Like other modern Ruger doubleaction revolvers, including the SP101,
GP100 and Super Redhawk, the
Redhawk is constructed with a
strong and reliable one-piece

frame that does not have a sideplate
like some competing revolver designs.
The firing mechanism is accessed via a
removable, rounded trigger guard held
to the frame by its grooved front and
a spring-loaded plunger at its rear. But
unlike the GP100 types, which have a
post-shape grip frame that rests inside
the center of a rubber grip, the standard
Redhawks have the same type of fullprofile grip frame as its .357 Mag. predecessors in the Security-Six series. On the
dual-cartridge model, Ruger decided to
use the more compact round-butt grip
shape it incorporated in the recent,
but more compact, TALO model, with
the new gun’s stocks differing in that
they have laser-texturing on the hardwood panels.
The six-shot .45 Colt cylinder is
1.77" wide, fluted and features cylinder bolt notches that are offset to
maximize chamber wall thickness. A
rimmed .45 Colt revolver round can be
loaded, in typical fashion, by inserting
cartridges individually or with a speed
loader. A recess along the chamber
mouths and ejector star allows room
for a full moon clip to support .45 ACP
cartridges (three clips are provided

Three included moon clips allow the new Ruger Redhawk model to chamber
and fire the .45 ACP cartridge in addition to .45 Colt.
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MANUFACTURER: STURM, RUGER & CO., INC. (DEPT. AR), 411 SUNAPEE ST., NEWPORT,
NH 03773; (336) 949-5200; RUGER.COM
9.50"

with the revolver). The clips lock into
the extractor groove at the base of the
rimless .45 ACP cartridges to headspace them correctly, holding them in
place during firing, and then provide
a surface for the ejector star to press
against for the removal of spent cases.
The Redhawk features a triplelocking cylinder with supports at the
rear, bottom and in the cylinder yoke
for increased stability and accuracy.
The button-like cylinder release is
located on the left side of the frame,
and pressing it inward allows the
cylinder to swing out to the left side
for loading. The hammer has a checkered spur that allows it to be cocked
for single-action fire. A transfer bar,
located between the hammer and
frame, prevents the revolver from firing unless the trigger is fully cycled.
The smooth-faced trigger and hammer
operate using a single, horizontally
oriented coil spring mechanism for
increased reliability compared to
leaf-spring designs. The revolver provided for testing exhibited a smooth
double-action trigger pull of 11 lbs.,
10 ozs. With the hammer cocked, the
single-action trigger had a crisp, clean
break with a 6-lb., 14-oz. pull.
We tested the Redhawk with a
variety of .45 ACP, .45 ACP +P and
standard-velocity .45 Colt loads.
Ruger does not recommend the use
of non-SAAMI-standard +P or +P+ .45
Colt loads in the revolver. Although
the Redhawk weighs in at a substantial 44 ozs., it proved to be wellbalanced and comfortable to handle,
keeping perceived recoil at comfortable, controllable levels. Redhawks
have a reputation for smooth triggers
right out of the box and for running
reliably with a variety of ammunition. The .45 ACP/.45 Colt version
did not disappoint. Throughout the
testing process, the revolver operated
flawlessly without any malfunctions
or technical problems. Firing five-shot
groups at 25 yds., from a benchrest,
with the trigger in single-action mode
using .45 ACP and .45 Colt ammunition, produced groups ranging from

5.81"

45 AUTO-45 COLT

4.20"
RUGER

Redhawk

SIGHTS: INTERCHANGEABLE RAMP
FRONT WITH ORANGE INSERT,
FULLY ADJUSTABLE REAR

ACTION: DOUBLE-ACTION,
CENTER-FIRE REVOLVER
CALIBER: .45 ACP/.45 COLT
FINISH: SATIN, STAINLESS STEEL
STOCKS: LASER-CHECKERED
HARDWOOD

CYLINDER WIDTH: 1.77"
WEIGHT: 44 OZS.
CAPACITY: SIX ROUNDS
RIFLING: SIX-GROOVE,
1:16" RH TWIST
ACCESSORIES: OWNER’S MANUAL,
HARD CASE, THREE MOON CLIPS
(.45 ACP), LOCK
MSRP: $1,029

SHOOTING RESULTS (25 YDS.)

VEL. @ 18"
(F.P.S.)

ENERGY
(FT.-LBS.)

BARNES TAC-XPD
185-GR. +P JHP

822 AVG.
9 SD

278

3.14

3.73

3.46

BLACK HILLS
.45 ACP 230-GR. JHP

718 AVG.
7 SD

263

2.92

3.61

3.23

.45 COLT
CARTRIDGE

VEL. @ 18"
(F.P.S.)

ENERGY
(FT.-LBS.)

HORNADY CRITICAL
DEFENSE
185-GR. FTX

1025 AVG.
21 SD

432

2.72

3.37

3.06

WINCHESTER SUPER X
225-GR. STHP

844 AVG.
14 SD

356

2.84

3.26

3.01

.45 ACP
CARTRIDGE

AVERAGE EXTREME SPREAD

GROUP SIZE (INCHES)
LARGEST
AVERAGE
SMALLEST

GROUP SIZE (INCHES)
LARGEST
AVERAGE
SMALLEST

3.19

NOTES: MEASURED AVERAGE VELOCITY FOR 10 SHOTS FROM A 4.2" BARREL NEXT TO A LAB
RADAR CHRONOGRAPH AT 18". ACCURACY RESULTS FOR FIVE CONSECUTIVE, FIVE-SHOT GROUPS
AT 25 YDS. FROM A BENCHREST. TEMPERATURE: 76° F. HUMIDITY: 52%. ABBREVIATIONS: FTX
(FLEX TIP), JHP (JACKETED HOLLOW POINT), SD (STANDARD DEVIATION), STHP (SILVER TIP
HOLLOW POINT).

2.72" to 3.73" in size, with an average
extreme spread of 3.19".
The latest version of the Ruger
Redhawk exemplifies the idea of a
multi-purpose handgun. Modifying
the cylinder to accept the nearly
ubiquitous .45 ACP and the venerable .45 Colt allows for the use of
an exceptionally broad selection of
factory and handloaded ammunition. The 4.20" barrel, smooth trigger, adjustable sights and comfortable compact grip all work together
to fill a variety of roles including
handgun hunting, IDPA competition
and self-defense.

The dual-chambered Redhawk features an interchangeable ramp front sight with an
orange insert (top) and a fully adjustable, square-notch rear sight (bottom).
AMERICANRIFLEMAN.ORG
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DOPE BAG

H

aving expanded from its initial
business as a maker of wellregarded AR rifle-enhancement
stocks and components, Magpul
Industries now offers similar items
for AK rifles, shotguns and, more
recently, the Remington Model 700
bolt-action center-fire and Ruger
10/22 semi-automatic rimfire rifles.
While the latter lines consist primarily
of a single model of polymer replacement stock, they are, not surprisingly,
compatible with the company’s array
of M-LOK accessories, which includes
foregrips, light mounts, rail sections,
bipod mounts and sling points.
The Hunter X-22 stock for the
Ruger 10/22 rifle, reviewed here, is
designed to fit guns that have either
factory-profile barrels or factory or
aftermarket barrels with a bull-barrel
profile measuring 0.920" in outer
diameter. That versatility is by way of
a reversible fore-end insert with the
two different barrel channels molded
into opposite sides. It is held in place
by three button-head Allen screws,
and can be changed simply by removing the screws, prying it up and out of
the stock and flipping it over before
re-fastening it. It cannot be inadvertently reversed end-to-end because of
the screws’ locations.
Like all of Magpul’s synthetic
rifle stocks, the sample Hunter X-22
exhibited excellent quality control,
with a pleasing pebbled texture and
negligible inconsistencies or part lines
in the molded surfaces. It is available
in black, flat dark earth, stealth gray
and olive drab green.
Immediately noticeable was the
pistol grip’s pronounced angle, which
produced a relaxed relationship
between the wrist, hand, cheek and
eye for most shooters. Ribs running
the length of the fore-end’s lower

Magpul Hunter X-22 Stock
For Ruger 10/22 Rifles
corners lend it somewhat of a beavertail cross section and provide secure
purchase for the support hand’s
fingers. Being flat-bottomed and averaging 2" wide, the fore-end also rested
well on bags when shooting off the
bench. Three M-LOK slots are located
on either side of the fore-end, and
three more are found on its underside.
One note of caution: the spacing of
M-LOK T nuts on their screws must be
properly adjusted to account for the
thickness of the stock’s polymer before
they are cammed into place. Otherwise,
the nuts can gouge the plastic, reducing its thickness in exactly the area
where the nuts require purchase.
We fitted the stock to a 50th
Anniversary Contest model 10/22 and
attached a QD Sling Mount on the
left, which, along with installation of
the correct Magpul Sling Mount Kit in
the buttstock’s side, made attaching a
sling to the rifle a literal snap. There
are also molded-in sling bars on both
sides of the buttstock, which could
be used to attach up to a 1¼" sling.
We mounted an M-LOK Bipod Adapter
on the underside of the fore-end and
could then quickly attach and detach
a Harris bipod, which was quite secure
while in place. While we did not
change out the stock’s cheekpiece, it
should be noted that a replacement
High kit is available for a comfortable
cheekweld with high-mounted optics.
The stock also comes assembled with

The Magpul Hunter X-22 stock features
a reversible barrel channel insert that
accommodates actions fitted with either
standard-profile or bull barrels.
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three buttplate spacers installed—two
1/2" and one 5/16"—which allow
for a length of pull of from 127⁄16"
to 13¾". A rubber buttpad caps
the stock and is attached with two
button-head Allen screws. The all-up
weight of the stock as shipped is
2 lbs., 6 ozs.
We found the X-22 to be comfortable to hold, with the pistol grip
allowing a natural approach to the
trigger and a firm grasp on the rifle.
The buttplate, too, seemed to come
into the shoulder pocket in the proper
position, and its somewhat thicker
toe helped to keep it anchored there.
We shot the gun off a bench using the
bipod and sandbags, and we also shot
it from various field positions using a
tight sling. It exhibited no flex, and
all fittings remained secure.
The X-22 Hunter stock represents
good value in a quality accessory and a
nearly effortless opportunity to significantly enhance a well-regarded rifle’s
ergonomics and its ability to readily
accept accessories. Whether assembled
onto a factory 10/22 or one of its clones
with “tuned” action parts, the Magpul
Hunter X-22 stock is certain to lend the
gun an entirely new appearance and
make it more pleasant to shoot well
under any circumstance.
MSRP: $140
CONTACT: MAGPUL INDUSTRIES (DEPT. AR),
8226 BEE CAVES ROAD, AUSTIN, TX 78746;
(877) 462-4785; MAGPUL.COM.

AR0616

600+ Stores
Nationwide

SUPER COUPON
OW
W
TON
1.5
RAPID PUMP
®

ALUMINUM RACING JACK
LOT 69252/62160
62496/62516/68053
60569 shown

• 3-1/2 Pumps Lifts
Most Vehicles
• Weighs 34 lbs.

SAVE
$60

8999
99

$59

$

comp at

$119.99

om or by calling
our stores or HarborFreight.c
t or coupon or prior
LIMIT 4 - Good at
used with other discoun
800-423-2567. Cannot be from original purchase with original receipt.
purchases after 30 days last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be
Offer good while supplies9/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
presented. Valid through

R
PE ON
SU UP
CO

AMMO BOX
LOT 63135
61451 shown

SAVE
66%

4

$ 99
comp at

$14.99

SUPER COUPON

20%
OFF

ANY
SINGLE
ITEM

Limit 1 coupon per customer per day. Save 20% on any 1 item
purchased. *Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or any
of the following items or brands: Inside Track Club membership,
extended service plan, gift card, open box item, 3 day parking lot sale
item, compressors, floor jacks, saw mills, storage cabinets, chests
or carts, trailers, trenchers, welders, Admiral, Badland, CoverPro,
Daytona, Diablo, Franklin, Hercules, Holt, Jupiter, Predator, Stik-Tek,
StormCat, Union, Vanguard, Viking. Not valid on prior purchases. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/17/16.

R
PE ON
SU UP
CO

12,000 LB. ELECTRIC WINCH
WITH REMOTE CONTROL AND
AUTOMATIC BRAKE

How Does Harbor Freight
Sell GREAT QUALITY Tools
at the LOWEST Prices?
We have invested millions
of dollars in our own
state-of-the-art quality test
labs and millions more in
our factories, so our tools
will go toe-to-toe with the
top professional brands.
And we can sell them for a
fraction of the price because
we cut out the middle man
and pass the savings on to
you. It’s just that simple!
Come visit one of our
600+ Stores Nationwide.

$349.99

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt.
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be
presented. Valid through 9/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

R
PE ON
SU UP
CO

8" HUNTING KNIFE
WITH SURVIVAL KIT

SAVE
NOW

LOT 61733
90714 shown

7

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt.
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be
presented. Valid through 9/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

R
PE ON
SU UP
CO

10 FT. x 20 FT. PORTABLE
CAR CANOPY

Customer Rating

$

31999 $1499

$

11999

comp at

$199

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt.
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be
presented. Valid through 9/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

15

VALUE

LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior
purchase. Coupon good at our stores, HarborFreight.com or by
calling 800-423-2567. Offer good while supplies last. Shipping
& Handling charges may apply if not picked up in-store. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through
9/17/16. Limit one FREE GIFT coupon per customer per day.

Customer Rating

comp at

$752.99

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt.
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be
presented. Valid through 9/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

TORQUE WRENCHES

R
PE ON
SU UP
CO

YOUR CHOICE

SAVE
60%
LOT
2696/61277
807/61276
239/62431

$

1199
comp at

$29.99

Item 239
shown

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt.
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be
presented. Valid through 9/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

R
PE ON
SU UP
CO

SAVE
$228

6.5 HP (212 CC) OHV
HORIZONTAL SHAFT
GAS ENGINES

$

SAVE
75%

SUPER COUPON
OW
W
2.5 HP, 21 GALLON
125 PSI VERTICAL
AIR COMPRESSOR
$

12999

comp at

$279.99

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt.
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be
presented. Valid through 9/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

R
PE ON
SU UP
CO

900 PEAK/
700 RUNNING WATTS
2 HP (63 CC) 2 CYCLE
GAS RECREATIONAL
GENERATOR
LOT 60338
69381 shown

89

99
SAVE $
$78
comp at $168.97

9999
17$49

comp at

SUPER COUPON
WOW
/2"
4-1 ANGLE GRINDER

SAVE
40%

LOT 95578
69645
60625 shown

$11 99

$

14comp99at

$20.26

om or by calling
our stores or HarborFreight.c
t or coupon or prior
LIMIT 7 - Good at
used with other discoun
800-423-2567. Cannot be from original purchase with original receipt.
be
purchases after 30 days last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must
Offer good while supplies9/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
presented. Valid through

• 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
• Over 30 Million Satisfied Customers

$

SAVE
$339

om or by calling
our stores or HarborFreight.c
t or coupon or prior
LIMIT 4 - Good at
used with other discoun
800-423-2567. Cannot be from original purchase with original receipt.
days
30
coupon must be
purchases after
last. Non-transferable. Original
Offer good while supplies9/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
presented. Valid through

$328

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt.
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be
presented. Valid through 9/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

$9999

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt.
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be
presented. Valid through 9/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

9999
comp at

$59.97

$15991

• Accuracy
within ±4%

comp at

LOT 69091/61454/61693
62803/67847 shown

SAVE
$180

Customer Rating

LOT 5889/62281/61637 shown

LOT 60363/69730/68120
LOT 68121/69727 shown
CALIFORNIA ONLY

SAVE
$79
LOT 60728
62858/63054
69034 shown

SAVE
$433

DRIVE
1/4
3/8
1/2

$ 99

$

1.51 CUBIC FT.
SOLID STEEL
DIGITAL FLOOR SAFE

29 PIECE TITANIUM
NITRIDE COATED
HIGH SPEED
STEEL DRILL BIT SET

SAVE
$230
comp at

LOT 90899 shown
98025/69096

LOT 61565/62678
62977/91006 shown

LOT 95659 shown
61634/61952

• 580 lb.
capacity

7 FUNCTION
DIGITAL
MULTIMETER

SUPER
COUPON

26", 4 DRAWER
TOOL CART

11999

WITH ANY PURCHASE

WOW

LOT 61256/60813
61889/68142 shown

$

FREE

R
PE ON
SU UP
CO

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt.
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be
presented. Valid through 9/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

R
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SU UP
CO

SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt.
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be
presented. Valid through 9/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

R
PE ON
SU UP
CO

20-60 x 60mm
SPOTTING SCOPE
WITH TRIPOD
LOT 62774/94555 shown

SAVE
$70

$

Customer Rating

3999

comp at

$109.99

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt.
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be
presented. Valid through 9/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

• No Hassle Return Policy
• Lifetime Warranty On All Hand Tools

• HarborFreight.com
• 800-423-2567

SPRINGFIELD EMP4

continued from p. 47

Compared to a standard M1911 (above) the
EMP4 (r.) has been dimensionally re-proportioned
for use with the shorter and slimmer 9 mm Luger
cartridge (far r.). Its magazine is slightly shorter,
front to back, than standard .45 ACP-chambered
magazines, but remains the same width due to
its use of internal ribs (above, r.).

locations. For shooters who are left-handed, the bilateral
safety means there’s also a paddle under the thumb on
the receiver’s right. The slide lock and magazine catch
are, of course, only on the left side, as on the original
M1911. Stocks are a handsome reddish-brown laminated
wood, checkered in the traditional double-diamond pattern and with the Ordnance Corps-inspired crossed cannon
and flaming bomb logo. They are pretty slim, which is
consistent with the obvious effort to appeal to the smallhanded market. The mainspring housing is flat and checkered. There is a finishing touch in the EMP4’s frontstrap.
In many high-end M1911 pistols, it is checkered in 20-,
25- or 30-line-per-inch traditional patterns, and, in recent
years, some custom pistolsmiths have tried other designs
to give the shooter a better gripping surface. The EMP4’s
frontstrap surface is like that of a golf ball, an object about
which I confess I know little. It appears to be applied with
row after row of plunge cuts with a small ball-end mill. It
looks cool and, more importantly, does the job of keeping
the gun anchored in the hand very well.
I took the pistol to the range for a couple of sessions,
which proved informative. Before I sat down at the bench
for a serious accuracy evaluation, I mixed a variety of
loads and ran them through the EMP4 to determine its
reliability. Even with different bullet styles being fed
out of the same magazine, the new Springfield ran with
zero malfunctions. I fired the gun tilted 90 degrees right
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and left and upside down, and it still functioned fine.
Shooting for accuracy, I had to rely on shooting from a
sturdy bench and sandbags, as Ransom Rest inserts were
not yet available. Using the typical American Rifleman
protocol, I fired a series of five consecutive, five-shot
groups with three different loads at 25 yds. and found the
gun to group quite commendably. In fact, seldom do I see
a new pistol perform so consistently. The average group
size for each of the three loads was 2.48", 2.52" and
2.33", which is excellent accuracy.
After stepping back from all the shooting and simply
looking at the gun in my outstretched palm, I realized
that, despite its high-quality manufacture, innovative
engineering and excellent performance, the EMP4’s greatest virtue is its size. When I took it to the gunstore and
asked rank-and-file shooters to check it out, most people’s
first response was silence—because they couldn’t figure out
what they were holding. It is obviously an M1911, but its
size made it more comfortable than what most shooters are
used to. Since many shooters have had problems trying to
teach their wives or daughters the use of the M1911 pistol,
this gun might really help. I don’t mean to imply that it
is a “girl’s” gun, because there are a great many men who
would also be better off with the EMP4.
In short, I believe the EMP4 is the first 9 mm Lugerchambered M1911 in decades that has been sized correctly
for its cartridge.
AMERICAN RIFLEMAN

MODERN BIG-GAME BULLETS

continued from p. 57

TIPPED

Nosler’s Ballistic Tip, introduced in the early ‘80s
was probably the first modern bullet with a polymer
tip. Today, almost every manufacturer offers “plastictipped” bullets, but the concept isn’t new. Remington’s
old Bronze Point, dating to the 1930s, was probably the
first “tipped bullet,” and, in the 1960s, the Canadian
Sabre Tip from C.I.L. was probably the first plastictipped bullet. With tips in a wide variety of colors,
the tipped bullet looks sexy and doesn’t batter in the
The 160-gr. Hornady FTX
magazine like an exposed lead tip.
bullet in .30-30 Win. (r.),
Just keep this in mind: Upon impact, the tip is
has a flexible polymer tip
driven down into the bullet, initiating and often expe- that allows safe use of its
diting expansion. So, absent additional design feaspitzer profile in a tubulartures such as core-bonding or homogeneous construc- magazine rifle. It’s a far
tion, the tipped bullet will usually expand radically,
cry, in terms of external baland probably won’t be gorgeous when recovered. The
listics, from the traditional
old Bronze Point was one of Jack O’Connor’s favorites
roundnose bullets typically
for deer and sheep, but many thought it expanded too loaded for such guns (l.).
quickly. Today, exactly the same can be said of simple
tipped bullets such as the Ballistic Tip and Hornady’s
SST. Rapid expansion and weight loss is somewhat mitigated by jacket thickness and always by bullet weight and velocity, but some will love them and
others will judge them too volatile. Again, I have no issues with bullet expansion provided the vitals can be reliably penetrated. So I find this type of bullet
decisively effective on mid-size game such as deer, pronghorn and sheep, but I
prefer a tougher bullet for larger game.

Alien Gear has developed a
holster that not only boasts
best-in-class value, but also
offers first-tier performance.”
—American Rifleman

BONDED

Chemically bonding a bullet’s core to its jacket allows for fairly dramatic
expansion without weight loss. Essentially handmade, Bill Steiger’s Bitterroot
Bullet, another 1960s development, was probably the first bonded-core bullet,
legendary though relatively unavailable. Jack Carter’s Trophy Bonded Bearclaw,
developed in the early ‘80s and long made under license by Federal, popularized
the legend. Today, most manufacturers offer a bonded-core bullet. Examples
continued on p. 72

The Norma Oryx is a bonded-core bullet that offers considerable
expansion. These bullets were recovered from African plains game.

Conceal
in Comfort.
NEOPRENE PADDING
STEEL RETENTION CORE
ZERO BREAK-IN TIME
CLOAK TUCK 3.0
IWB HOLSTER

$4388

AlienGearHolsters.com
Questions? 208 215 2046
AMERICANRIFLEMAN.ORG
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continued from p. 71

Swift Bullets
offers two
bonded-core
designs. At left is
the tipped-andbonded Scirocco,
an aerodynamic
bullet that will
usually retain
up to 90 percent
of its weight. At
right is the dualcore A-Frame,
with a front core
that is bonded to
the jacket. The
A-Frame probably
retains the most
weight of any
lead-core bullet.
The Barnes X was
the original homogeneous expanding
bullet. The current
Barnes offerings
include the TSX
(l.) with driving
bands to reduce
fouling; and the
tipped version, the
TTSX. Winchester’s
Razor Boar XT (r.)
is a monolithic
that expands more
than most bullets
of its type because
of its deeper nose
cavity. Such a
bullet’s expansion
is limited by the
depth of its
nose cavity.

include: Federal’s Trophy Bonded Tip, Hornady’s
InterBond, Norma’s Oryx, Nosler’s AccuBond,
Remington’s Core-Lokt Ultra, Swift’s A-Frame and
Scirocco, Winchester’s Power Max Bonded, and
more. Some expand more than others, and some
tend to be more accurate than others. In general,
although some rifles always seem to defy the
rules, the bonded-core bullet is usually not the
most accurate choice. And because it is complex
to make, it will also always be more expensive.
Because core-bonding allows radical expansion,
the bonded-core bullet may not be the deepestpenetrating design, but since it retains the vast
majority of its weight during penetration, it can
be considered a good combination of expansion
and penetration. If you prefer to recover goodlooking bullets “against the hide on the far side”
you will probably like the bonded-core bullet.
Of course, various design features can be
combined. Some bonded-core bullets, such as the
original Bearclaw, Core-Lokt Ultra and Oryx, have
exposed lead tips. Many have polymer
tips, including the AccuBond, InterBond,
Scirocco and Trophy Tip. Winchester’s
Power Max Ultra has a hollow point in
front of a bonded core. Swift’s legendary A-Frame, probably the most complex hunting bullet to manufacture,

is a dual-core bullet, the two cores separated by a
wall of jacket material, with the front core bonded
to the jacket. Though costly, the A-Frame probably
has the highest weight retention of all lead-core
bullets, as high as 98 percent.

HOMOGENEOUS

The Barnes X was the first successful commercial expanding bullet made entirely of copper
alloy—with no lead core. Today there are several,
including Barnes TSX (Triple Shock eXpanding) and TTSX (Tipped Triple Shock eXpanding),
Federal’s Trophy Copper, Hornady’s GMX (Gilding
Metal eXpanding), Nosler’s E-Tip and Winchester’s
Razor Boar XT. Most such bullets today have polymer tips, but all expand because of a skived nose
surrounding a nose cavity. The homogeneousalloy, or monolithic, projectiles are all “penetrating” bullets. Expansion is limited by the depth of
the cavity, and is generally less than the expansion of lead-cored bullets. Upon impact the nose
splays into petals. The only way the homogeneous
bullet can shed weight is by having petals shear
off. This can happen, but weight retention can be
almost 100 percent when all petals remain.
As with all bullets, some rifles will group
extremely well with these bullets and some will
not, but early issues with copper fouling and finicky accuracy have been solved by driving bands.
Lacking a lead core, these bullets tend to be long
for caliber, so cartridge overall length can be an
issue with some actions. This is mitigated by the
simple fact that these bullets break the rules.
They hold together so well that less initial weight
is needed to ensure penetration. If you like exit

continued on p. 74
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SERVING ORDER BY 3:30 FOR SAME DAY SHIPPING
SHOOTERS
FOR 33 1-800-588-9500•FAX (325) 695-4898 NO EXTRA CREDIT CARD FEES
YEARS! P.O. Box 6514 • Abilene, TX 79608 • MON-FRI 8-7 CST • SAT 9-2 CST • www.cdnnsports.com

INC.

-- IMPORTANT NOTICE -If you are not trading with CDNN Sports, Inc., you are wasting money...plain and simple!
Top Five Reasons for Trading with CDNN Sports:
1) Largest Firearms and Firearm Related Accessory Wholesale Liquidator 2) Best Pricing
Day In & Day Out! 3) No Credit Card Fees! 4) Fast Shipping-Most Orders Ship Same Day!
5) Outstanding Customer Service-Check out our Google Reviews!

A FEW

OUR BEST BARGAINS!

OF

GERMAN GSG 22LR SCHMEISSER STG-44
•WOOD STOCK & PISTOL GRIP
•MATTE BLUE METALWORK
•FULL METAL HANDGUARD

CARDBOARD
BOX ONLY!
NO CRATES

$

•1-25RD MAGAZINE

•16.5” BARREL CARBINE

299

99

EMI
M4 22LR TACTICAL OPS ASUTOS

•COLLAPSIBLE STOCK

•QUAD RAIL HANDGUARD
•FLASH SUPPRESSOR

ALL METAL UPPER & LOWER RECEIVER

$

•1-30RD MAGAZINE
20RD

OR

30RD $1999

•16.1” BARREL
•BLOWBACK ACTION
•ADJUSTABLE SIGHTS

34999

#COL5760302
CAMO 270 22”

AMERICAN DIGITAL

•2-PIECE SCOPE MOUNT

•NAVY DIGITAL CAMO SYNTHETIC ERGONOMIC STOCK
•22” HAMMER FORGED FREE FLOATING MATTE BARREL
•MARKSMAN ADJUSTABLE™ 3-5LB TRIGGER
•BLACK RUBBER RECOIL PAD •SECURE TANG SAFETY
•3-LUG 70 DEGREE BOLT •INTEGRAL BEDDING BLOCK

299

$

BULGARIAN AK47
762X39 30RD
•STEEL CONSTRUCTION
•FULLY RIBBED
•NEW PRODUCTION

$

1499

BRAND NEW!

16+1 CAPACITY
TUTONE
STAINLESS
SLIDE

•ACCESSORY RAIL
•NO SNAG HAMMER
•4” BARREL•GERMAN QUALITY
•LOW PROFILE 3-DOT SIGHTS
•LIGHTWEIGHT POLYMER FRAME

$

•2-16RD
MAGAZINES

#BUL1

$

•WEAVER STYLE
MOUNT
•ALUMINUM
CONSTRUCTION
•ONE FINGER
OPERATION

12

#TAR199

16RD
1999

$

TAC-LIGHT

RED MICRO LASER

•ONLY
1.61” LONG
•FULL MOA
ADJUSTMENTS

32999

#WAL2790122
150 LUMEN
•ONLY 3” OVERALL
•SUB-COMPACT
•BLACK MATTE
•CREE LED BULB

•INCLUDES YELLOW, RED
& BLUE COLORED LENSES

64 •AA

NODIZED
LUMINUM

$

QUICK DETACH

2999

#TAR271A

•26” VENTED LIGHTWEIGHT BARRELS
•3” MAG CHAMBER $
•GRADE II/III GLOSS STOCK 1900 VALUE
SIGN UP @ www.cdnnsports.com FOR OUR E-MAIL
SPECIALS PLUS BUY THE BEST GUN INDUSTRY DEALS
TODAY! DRAWING HELD 7/29/16 @ 12:00 NOON CST

No purchase necessary to win. Only one registration per household.
Must be shipped to a registered FFL Dealer. Must be 21 or older to win.
THIS CONTEST IS VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LOCAL, STATE OR FEDERAL LAW.

5.56 MID-LENGTH FREE FLOAT
R
NO FFL

•16" 5.56 NATO UPPER WITH MID-LENGTH PREMIUM FREE-FLOAT QUAD RAIL
•AR15/M16 BOLT CARRIER GROUP WITH BLACK NITRIDE FINISH
•PREMIUM LOWER PARTS KIT •C-PRODUCTS 30 ROUND MAGAZINE
•1:8 TWIST •6 POSITION ADJUSTABLE STOCK WITH CARBINE BUFFER
•CHARGING HANDLE •A2 FLASH HIDER •DELUXE PADDED RIFLE CASE

D
EQUIRE

ALL PREMIUM PARTS•UPPER IS ASSEMBLED
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#RUG06910
PPX 9MM

4+1 CAPACITY

SELECT 101 12GA

99 •INVECTOR +

#GERGSTG44ZZ

25RD FACTORY 28
$

FREE SHOTGUN

NET PRICED

39999

$

JUST ADD A
55493 SOLD
SEPARATELY LOWER RECEIVER

$

#CUSKIT1

USA 1911 45ACP

USA 1911 45ACP

EXPERT COMMANDER BLACK OPS FULLSIZE
8+1 CAPACITY

BLACKENED
STAINLESS
SLIDE

•4.25” MATCH BARREL
•MATCH GRADE TRIGGER
•POLYMER CHECKERED GRIPS
•GREEN FIBER OPTIC FRONT SIGHT

$

•2-8RD
MAGAZINES

47999

#PAR96748

4X32 SKULL

•1” TUBE

•ZIP FOCUS

8+1 CAPACITY

IONBOND
BLACKENED
STAINLESS

•5” MATCH BARREL
•MATCH GRADE TRIGGER
•G-10 DELUXE GRIPS
•TRIJICON TRITIUM NIGHT SIGHTS

$

•2-8RD
MAGAZINES

69999

#PAR96690
REVENGE

•DIAL-N-SHOOT FOR
243, 300WINMAG
270 OR 30-06

•1/4” @ 100YD MOA ADJUSTMENTS
•7.5” OVERALL LENGTH •MATTE BLACK
•MULTI-COATED LENSE

3-9X42
•1” TUBE
•ACCUPLEX
RETICLE

1999 $14999

$
MIL-DOT

#6MSC432B

#RED117853

ORDER ONLINE 24/7 @ www.cdnnsports.com OR CALL 800-588-9500
ALL FIREARMS PURCHASED MUST TRANSFER TO YOUR CHOSEN LOCAL FFL DEALER!

MODERN BIG-GAME BULLETS

continued from p. 72

wounds you will love them, but you won’t often recover them. One drawback
might be simply that, as a design feature, expansion is limited, but that’s not
a drawback if you prefer penetration above all else. An actual drawback is that,
like all bullets, expansion is reduced as bullet speed drops, so these bullets are
generally not ideal for long range.

THE NEW FRONTIER

Whether I agree with extreme-range shooting at game doesn’t matter.
The current fascination with long-range shooting is driving manufacturers to
produce bullets that are more aerodynamic and that expand reliably across a
greater velocity spectrum. Walt Berger’s match bullets have long been legendary
for accuracy, but Berger’s VLD is an anomaly, a hollow-point bullet intended for
big game. I have found them to be excellent at longer ranges, but volatile when
close range is combined with high velocity. A Berger specialty has long been
high BCs, and they offer a wide range of bullet weights, including extra-heavy
bullets in the more popular calibers.
Thanks to the magic of computer-aided design, bullet aerodynamics can be
enhanced. This is a primary point to Nosler’s new ABLR (AccuBond Long Range)
line, coupled with expansion across a wider velocity range. This is one bullet
with which I have zero field experience, but that is clearly from a long-proven
product line, and Nosler is a time-honored name.
Some years back, Hornady revolutionized ammunition for tubular-magazine
lever-actions with its FTX (Flex Tip eXpanding) bullet, which featured a “squishable” polymer tip that, for the first time, allowed safe use of cartridges carrying
aerodynamic spitzer bullets in a tubular-magazine gun since the rounds’ soft points
couldn’t detonate the primers of the cartridge ahead of them under recoil. That
isn’t new, but it suggests that not all polymer tips are equal. Just now released is
a brand new Hornady development, the Extremely Low Drag-eXpanding, or ELD-X
(January 2016, p. 66). Initial design criteria were maximum flight characteristics
and extreme accuracy, plus consistent expansion across a wider velocity spectrum.
Using Doppler radar to track bullet speeds (and thus establish true BCs), company
ballisticians discovered some anomalies. Something was changing during flight.
The only thing it could be was the polymer tip changing shape. After going back
to the drawing board (for years), they came up with a final result having a tip of
different material that remains inert during flight.
At this writing, the ELD-X is probably the world’s newest hunting bullet.
I have not experimented with it at extreme range, but I did use it in Africa
last year in a 180-gr., .300 Win. Mag. load. Expansion seemed very consistent
from up close to 450 yds. (the longest shot I took), but one thing I did notice:
Beyond 300 yds. my data for a 180-gr., .30-cal. at that velocity was off, with
all strikes a bit high. So bullet development continues, but the new frontier is
almost certainly enhanced long-range performance.
This big-bodied aoudad
went down fast to a
180-gr. Hornady SST
from a .300 Win. Mag.
The SST is a fast-opening
cup-and-core, tipped bullet. Some hunters think
this type of bullet opens
too quickly, but that
depends on bullet weight
and velocity—and the
game being hunted.
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the greatest confusion. During that time in history, the
Indian Wars were being fought, mostly to displace the Native
Americans and to open the vast prairies to settlers. It was
those settlers—and the ever-burgeoning East that was welcoming immigrants in growing numbers—who needed food.
Settlers were presented with the need to feed their families
as they cleared the land and while their crops grew, and cities
needed a source of protein to feed their growing populations.
The need for a source of inexpensive shotguns to harvest the
then-abundant waterfowl and prairie game gave rise to a vast
sellers’ market for shotguns. Into this market came a flood of
side-by-sides along with Winchester’s pumps and Browning’s
semi-automatics.
Perhaps the greatest area of confusion in separating highgrade shotguns from the chaff lies during this period. Vast
numbers of double guns were produced, mainly in Belgium,
but also in Britain’s major gunmaking center of Birmingham.
Selling for from $10 to $20 each, these shotguns were
designed and proofed for blackpowder. European gunmakers
are required to submit their products to the rigors of their
national proof houses, so much can be learned from simply
looking at the proofmarks stamped on the barrel and action
flats. If gun owners and buyers would familiarize themselves
with proofmarks, they would be ever so much wiser about
their shotguns.

AMERICANRIFLEMAN.ORG

Great American-made shotguns (top to bottom) include: an A.H.
Fox; an 1895 hammer Parker; a Winchester Model 21; and an
Ithaca NID made by Classic Doubles.

Be that as it may, the vast majority of these shotguns were
made for resale by various hardware, sporting goods and firearm retailers under trade names. It should not be a surprise
that many of these trade names are very similar to those of a
top-quality gunmaker. For example, the fine Parker Brothers
shotgun was made in Meriden, Conn., so what does Sears,
Roebuck & Co. do? Sears located a firearm factory in Meriden,
and used the name Meriden Fire Arms Co.—very close to
Parker Brothers original 1865 company name, The Meriden
continued on p. 76
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STOP ANY THREAT...
DEAD IN ITS TRACKS!
As seen
on Glenn
Beck TV

Shoots
both.45LC
and .410
shotshell

14 Calibers
36 Barrels
ALL interchangeable

45
Call now 817-573-44or
re
for a FREE brochu
go to BondArms.com
Made in Texas
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California
models now
available.
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Manufacturing Co. More direct are E.D.
Parker, T. Parker, Thomas Parker, W.
Parker and William Parkhurst. The similarity to the original Parker company
founded by Charles Parker and made
famous as Parker Brothers is sufficient
to confuse all but the most educated
gun collector.
The problems don’t stop there.
How about W. Richards? I’ve answered
several letters regarding W. Richards
and W.&H. Richards shotguns, both of
which bear Belgian proofmarks, and
are no relation at all to the vaunted
British manufacturer whose name,
Westley Richards, is always spelled out.
Many expecting that their W. Richards
was worth big bucks have been disappointed to find it is worth $200.
Certainly, there were many highgrade shotguns manufactured during
this golden age. From 1870 through
World War I, driven-bird shooting was
enjoying its zenith in Great Britain.
During that gilded age, many highgrade shotguns were made for the
aristocracy and the well-to-do. There
were many who spent their entire family fortunes pursuing and hosting these
lavish shooting parties. Makers such
as Purdey, Holland & Holland, Henry
Atkin, Boss, Charles Lancaster, Lang,
Dickson, Westley Richards—the list is
both long and short—are synonymous
with great guns, yet they appear on
the whole, plain. Plain compared to
guns with gold and/or silver inlays and
elaborate decorations made for czars
and sultans.
In the United States, prosperity
grew following the stock market crash
of 1929, and equally lavish shotguns
were ordered by bankers, businessmen, physicians, attorneys and others
who earned or inherited money. All
American shotgun makers of that
time offered high-grade shotguns in
ascending levels of ornamentation.
Some were for the gun cabinet, others
for the field.
Recently, more and more elaborately
engraved and inlaid shotguns are being
commissioned. Some are great works
of art, others are eccentric, often
bizarre, shotguns that appeal only to
their owners. Subject matter ranges
from animals and game birds—often

apropos to the gauge and intended
quarry of the shotgun—to automobiles, scenic vistas and highly erotic
subjects. I understand that an Arab
potentate commissioned a shotgun
featuring highly erotic engraving, then
canceled the order, leaving the gunmaker holding an essentially unsellable
gun. Many shotguns have appreciated in value due to their names, the
engraving and highly grained wood, or
the association with a historic, famous
or infamous figure. Some, regardless of
their quality, that are bizarre or perhaps even offensive, have little value
and, at the very least, are difficult to
sell—then not at a premium—unless
an equally bizarre buyer can be found.
Association with companies or
individuals often make the ordiBONUS TICKETS!
nary extraordinary. For example,
USE CODE AM0616C
Beretta recently repurchased Ernest
WITH A DONATION OF $25 OR MORE.
Hemingway’s Beretta SO3 over-under,
complete with its leather leg-ofTO ENTER CALL 877-700-8946 OR GO ONLINE TO WINTHEVETTES.COM
mutton-style case with Hemingway’s
address in Cuba written in ink by
“Papa,” for an undisclosed price.
Shotguns that are clearly associated
with prominent people, and whose
provenance can be clearly substantiated, take on value often far beyond
their practical worth. I suppose that’s
why the Boss with which Hemingway
took his life was chopped into scrap.
We asked our troops what they needed
Not only must the shotgun be typical
most,
and they answered, “SOCKS!” Your
of the guns of the era when the person
donation
will
be used to purchase socks and
lived, but receipts, bills of sale, refership them to our brave American Heroes
ence in family documents, wills and
other documentation must also subin harm’s way.
stantiate the ownership. Without real
provenance, it’s just another shotgun.
One variety of shotgun keeps
cropping up, of which all but a handSee How Much You Can Save!
ful are frauds. Those are the shotguns used by Wells Fargo Co. guards.
In any Western movie depicting a
Socksthe
For Heroes 1-6th H 4a.indd 1
stagecoach carrying valuables,
Members save an
person in the “shotgun” seat carried
average of $3,279
V4:97
a double-barreled shotgun. The only
substantiated shotguns made for
Example Pricing
Lock in Guaranteed
and used by Wells Fargo, the most
MSRP
$28,390
Savings before
famous historic name in transporting
Member Discount*
$4,649
visiting the dealership
valuables, were a group of about 50
Your Price
$23,741
made on contract by the Ithaca Gun
*See site for details
Co. Any others are highly suspect,
and most likely to be fakes.
Visit 59(VYNH\[VZ[VÄUK`V\YUL_[JHY

GET 25%

A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
TO SUPPORT OUR TROOPS!
Donate Online Now
to Socks for Heroes

scmsg.org
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YOUR MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

It Pays to Be a Member
By Todd Grable, Executive Director of Membership

Save Hundreds of Dollars
with NRA Five-Star Benefits

E

veryone in the NRA family owes
you a huge pat on the back for all
you do for our cause. You put your
dues dollars and donations where it
matters and THAT’S why we win, and
why we can count on the blessings of
freedom today.
Our wins don’t come easy and we
know that the money you contribute
doesn’t come easy, either. Because
you work hard for your money, we’re
renewing our commitment to work
even harder for you.
That’s why I’m pleased to announce
NRA’s Five-Star Benefits Program. Thanks
to the extraordinary buying power of
NRA and our five million members, we’re
able to negotiate the best deals and
discounts on high-demand gear, goods
and services.
As Executive Director of Membership,
my goal is to give you top-of-the-line
benefits that put hundreds of dollars

back in your pocket. These benefits
range from exceptional values on gun
and self-defense insurance, to thousands
in savings on top-rated life insurance,
hearing aids and even car purchases.

Every year, savvy NRA members who
use these benefits are saving much
more than they pay in membership
dues. What’s more, we have negotiated
deals where our benefits providers pay
royalties to NRA — nearly $18 million
in 2015 alone — that helps fund our
fight for freedom.
Bottom line: Our Five-Star Benefits
Program is a big win for NRA AND you.
I urge you to visit our website,
NRA.org/FiveStarBenefits to tap the value
of this tremendous program today. Or, call
one of our member service representatives
toll-free at 1-877-672-2000.

My goal is to give you
top-of-the-line benefits that
put hundreds of dollars back
in your pocket.

Are Your Guns Insured?
DON’T BE SO SURE.
It’s the dirty secret of the
insurance business…
Many insurance
companies severely
limit coverage of
firearms in standard
homeowners policies.
If the worst
happens and you lose your firearms
in a burglary, fire or natural disaster,
you might only recover a small
percentage of the value, or nothing
at all. It’s all in the small print. Most
of the time, you’re out of luck with
your insurance company.
The good news is that NRA Endorsed
Member Benefits have you covered.
With your NRA membership, at
no cost to you, you receive $2,500 of
ArmsCare insurance.

ArmsCare protects your firearms
from theft, loss or damage, including
theft or loss from a locked vehicle.
Activating your coverage takes only
a minute or two. All we need is your
basic contact information. No firearm
serial numbers are necessary.

To receive this valuable,
no-cost coverage for your
guns, you must activate
it at NRA.org/Activate.
And this valuable NRA membership
benefit could be worth $2,500 to you.
Since the year 2000, NRA Endorsed
property and casualty insurance plans
have paid more than $6.5 million in
claims to grateful firearms owners who

were shocked to discover their
homeowners policies only provided
limited firearms coverage.
Do you have more than $2,500
worth of firearms? NRA Endorsed
Member Benefits has you covered
there, too. Because you’re a member,
increased ArmsCare Plus coverage
amounts are available at very
reasonable premiums.
For instance, $10,000 in replacement
cost coverage is available through NRA
Endorsed Member Benefits for as little as
$110 per year. Use our handy premium
calculator at MyNRAInsurance.com/
ArmsCarePlus to determine the
coverage level that’s right for your
collection.

Program administered by Lockton Affinity, LLC.

ACTIVATE YOUR NO COST ARMSCARE INSURANCE TODAY AT NRA.org/Activate

Wine

Club

Support the NRA and its vital mission
with EVERY wine purchase

Four Exceptional Wines ...
One Incredible Offer
Exclusive Introductory Offer
By joining the NRA Wine Club, you’ll enjoy 2 premium
wines each month while helping defend the second
amendment. All packs come with custom tasting notes,
recipes and a guarantee of satisfaction. Cancel anytime.
4 Outstanding Wines Just

29.

$

99

Included!
Wine

Club

nrawineclub.com/support or Call: 1-800-331-5578
(mention code: nrasupport)

*Your shipping cost is priced at $9.99 plus tax, where applicable. No NRA Member dues or contributions are used for this promotion, program or related expenses.
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ILA report:

Latest legislative news from inside the NRA Institute for Legislative Action

High Court Sends Mixed Signals on Heller

I

n March, the U.S. Supreme Court caught many off guard with
its summary opinion in the case of Caetano v. Massachusetts
that ordered Massachusetts’ highest court to reconsider
its decision that stun guns are unprotected by the Second
Amendment. While that is a clear rebuke of the state court’s
unprofessional and superficial treatment of the case, it is not the
sign some gun control advocates claim that the court’s liberal
wing is now reconciled to the Heller and McDonald cases.
Jamie Caetano, a domestic violence survivor, obtained a
stun gun to prevent further abuse and brandished it on at
least one occasion to thwart an attack by her child’s father.
Nevertheless, Massachusetts prosecuted her for violating the
state’s ban on the private possession of “electrical weapons.”
Caetano appealed the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court’s
affirmance of her conviction to the U.S. Supreme Court on
Second Amendment grounds. Not only did the high court
accept the petition to hear the case, it vacated the state court’s
ruling in an unsigned per curiam (“by the court”) opinion without further briefing or oral arguments.
That opinion held that the state court cannot rely on the fact
that stun guns did not exist at the time the Second Amendment
was adopted to find that they are not “in common use” or that
they are too “unusual” to receive Second Amendment protection. The Supreme Court also faulted the Massachusetts court

for relying on the conclusion that stun guns are not “readily
adaptable to use in the military” to find they fall outside the
scope of the Second Amendment.
Justice Samuel Alito, joined by Justice Clarence Thomas,
wrote separately to elaborate on the Massachusetts court’s
numerous departures from Heller. Unfortunately, while instructive to the lower court, the Alito opinion did not gain enough
votes to carry the force of law.
Significantly, Caetano was released on the same day that the
U.S. Supreme Court issued an order refusing to hear an appeal
in the case of Bonidy v. USPS, which challenged a ban on the
possession of firearms on postal property, even by customers
within their own cars in public parking lots. Enforcement of
the regulation was initially limited by the trial court to exclude
firearms in private vehicles. A divided panel of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the 10th Circuit then upheld the regulation in its
entirety in an opinion that was notably hostile toward the Second
Amendment. The Supreme Court’s refusal to hear the case
means the 10th Circuit’s opinion stands and the ban continues.
The best that can be said of these developments is that the
current eight members of the U.S. Supreme Court are willing
to give with one hand on the Second Amendment and to take
with the other, especially when it comes to firearms. That’s cold
comfort for pro-gun advocates, if it’s any comfort at all.

IN MEMORY NRA-ILA CONTRIBUTIONS

(March 1, 2016 – March 31, 2016)
Dr. James “Bob” Tigner, Rawlins, WY (from: Mr. & Mrs. Albert L. Goodloe); Richard F. Meyers, Tucson, AZ (from: Daniel P. Dewey); Richard E. Coyle Jr.,
Tucson, AZ (from: Daniel P. Dewey); Larry G. Lawson, Blackwell, OK (from: Betty L. Lawson); Sally Pagel, Waunakee, WI (from: Michael Roach); Danny
Sampson, Carlisle, KY (from: Tommy and Carla White); Vaughn Jerome, Blytheville, AR (from: Chickasaw Shooting Sports Association); Richard “Babe”
Lipka, Buffalo, NY (from: Hamburg Rod & Gun Club, Inc.); Earl M. Rhodus, Waco, KY (from: Mike & Helen (Petey) Howard); William H. Bridgewater, Festus,
MO (from: 67 Gun Club Inc.); Melvin B. Clow, Sr., Annapolis, MD (from: Mr. & Mrs. Howard C. Brown); Ronald V. Morgan, Gresham, OR (from: Suzanne R.
Morgan); Ryan A. Nesbitt, Wausau, WI (from: Brain R. Mais); John F. Lyman, Summerville, SC (from: Palmetto Gun Club); Justice Antonin Scalia, McLean,
VA (from: William Cassady).

ILA CONTRIBUTIONS

(The following contributed $1,000 or more to the NRA Institute for Legislative Action: February 26, 2016 – March 31, 2016)
Davidson’s, Prescott, AZ; Sturm, Ruger & Co. Inc., Southport, CT; George C. Hixon, San Antonio, TX; Hightower Capital Group Inc., Bellaire, TX; Lee
A. Beaman, Nashville, TN; Mark McCray, Corona Del Mar, CA; John Pepper, Houston, TX; Denise Welker, Fulshear, TX; James Speights, Shavano Park,
TX; Lee R. Anderson, Naples, FL; Mitzy McCorvey, Houston, TX; Orrin Ingram, Franklin, TN; John M. Draper, Littleton, CO; Chaz Neely, San Antonio,
TX; Robert K. Eddy, Big Lake, MN; Dennis W. Berry, Corpus Christi, TX; Jodi D. Albright, Concord Township, OH; David L. Warner, Laguna Beach, CA;
Jonathan K. Hage, Fort Lauderdale, FL; Carol Windham, Abilene, TX; Jeff Adams, Boise, ID; Seab A. Tuck, Franklin, TN; Stanton P. Bell, San Antonio,
TX; David H. Dewhurst, Houston, TX; John R. Hadley, Sylvania, OH; Philip B. Voght, Centerville, OH; Michael Murray, Potomac, VA; Trenton A. Carlyle,
Houston, TX; Barbara B. Cowan, Havre, MT; Mathew J. Reno, Gillette, WY; Marianne Buckner, Cicero, IL; Robert E. Bennett, Young, AZ; Single Action
Shooting Society, Edgewood, NM; Susan Ryan, Sugar Land, TX; Frank Gavitt, Flower Mound, TX; H. R. Gentsch, Waterloo, IL; Sally Gentsch, Waterloo,
IL; Ronald Dietz, Waipahu, HI; Dillon C. Williams, Astoria, NY; John G. Adrikopoulos, Daniel, WY; Laurence Schiff, Kingman, AZ; Grover Farrow,
Lonsdale, AR; Calvin L. Malinka, Rialto, CA; Bruce Vanlinda, Lake Worth, FL; Archie D. Soden, Long Beach, CA; Larry L. Kieft, Grand Haven, MI; John
Buchman, Cape Coral, FL; Robert J. Rod, Brookshire, TX; Josef Venable, Alpharetta, GA; Boyd Meyer, Scales Mound, IL; Stan Ramey, Albuquerque, NM;
Robert A. Gehring, Doylestown, PA; Richard A. Foster, Emporium, PA; Rollins Rubsamen, San Antonio, TX; Mike Ingram, Paradise Valley, AZ; Richard
Statman, Pittsburgh, PA; David Levy, Fort Washington, PA; Craig J. Caplan, Leawood, KS; Robert Hemingway, Vassar, MI; Kurt M. Richter, Woodland,
CA; Gary Ellison, Houston, TX; John Murray, Rockport, TX; Thomas J. Schneider, Buda, TX; Steven W. Morse, Ann Arbor, MI; Michael W. Hesse, Houston,
TX; Wesley I. Ingram, Crescent City, CA; Charles L. Valluzzo, Baton Rouge, LA; Edgar A. Smith, Houston, TX; Karl Kinsel, San Antonio, TX; Brian L.
Northcutt, Muncie, IN; Bobby Cox, Fort Worth, TX; Susan L. Cothran, Poplar Bluff, MO; Todd Fogelsong, Katy, TX; Eric Ellis, Trinity, NC; Cape Radiology
Group, Cape Girardeau, MO; Tri-State Gun & Archery Club, Counce, TN; Outdoor Roadmap, LLC, New Albany, OH; Richard Wall, Houston, TX; Alan
Mossberg, Tierra Verde, FL; American Legacy PAC, Reston, VA; Robert J. Allison, Houston, TX; Edward C. Fox, Alamogordo, NM; Thomas R. Zeigler,
Gardners, PA; William R. Evans, Fort Meyers, FL; Peter E. Yastishock, Millville, PA; Robert F. Kane, Smithtown, NY; David L. Sipos, Youngsville, LA; Mclean
Bowman, San Antonio, TX; M. P. Reese, Canton, MI; Robert L. Clausen, Queen Creek, AZ; Dale R. Edwards, Zanesville, OH; Joe Verde, Laguna Niguel, CA;
Thomas McKernan, Arcadia, CA; Arthur S. Roth, Houston, TX; Neil H. Joseph, St. Petersburg, FL.
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Chris Janson Is

C

hris Janson is a prolific songwriter and
rising country music star, racking up
one of 2015’s biggest hits with “Buy Me
A Boat.” He was to perform May 21 with Toby
Keith at the KFC Yum! Center in Louisville, Ky., as
part of NRA’s 145th Annual Meetings & Exhibits.
NRA Country recently chatted with Chris about his
love of all things outdoors.
NRAC: “If you had a week off and could spend it
in Mother Nature, how would you spend
that time?”
CJ:
“Hunting whitetail deer and being with
my wife and kids. I’m even able to slide in
some hunting during tour season while on
the road.”

NRAC: “Favorite hunting trip memory?”
CJ:
“The 2015 Grand Ole Opry Hunt where [I]
and a couple other artists got to hunt on a
private farm in Mississippi. Every time I get
to be outdoors is a special memory for me.”
You can purchase Janson’s new album, “Buy
Me A Boat,” from iTunes at smarturl.it/bmab. You
can visit chrisjanson.com for tour dates.

Photo by Eric Brown

NRAC: “Favorite personal firearm?”
CJ:
“My .30-’06.”

Colt Sponsors NRA Country Jam

As part of Colt’s renewed engagement with its customers, the company
agreed to sponsor the NRA Country Jam, featuring Brett Eldredge and special
guest Jana Kramer on May 20 at The Belvedere at Louisville Waterfront Park in
Louisville, Ky.
The sponsorship was integral to its presence at the NRA Annual Meetings
& Exhibits this year. Throughout the event, the company raised awareness of
Folds of Honor and accepted onsite donations. This is a really special time in
Colt history, and it’s a really special time to be a fan of Colt.
For more information, visit nracountry.com, follow on Twitter @NRACountry,
and NRA_Country on Instagram.

Unanimous Mississippi Supreme Court Holds That
NRA-Backed Worker Protection Law Provides Legal Relief

I

n 2006, NRA backed the passage of a Mississippi law that
upholds the Magnolia State’s well-established public policy
of protecting the right to keep and bear arms for self-defense.
The law states that, subject to narrow exceptions, “a public or private employer may not establish, maintain, or enforce any policy
or rule that has the effect of prohibiting a person from transporting or storing a firearm in a locked vehicle in any … designated
parking area.” In March, all nine Mississippi Supreme Court
justices agreed that the law provides an employee who complies
with the law a right of action for unlawful termination.
Writing for the court in Swindol v. Aurora Flight Servs. Corp.,

Justice Ann Hannaford Lamar noted that Mississippi’s
employment-at-will doctrine was created by the state’s courts
and was subject to modification by the state’s Legislature. She
explained that while the courts themselves had created limited
exceptions to the rule, doing so was not necessary in this case
because the Legislature had already done so. In addition to the
worker protection law, the court cited the state constitutional
right to arms and an exception to its concealed-carry ban for
firearms within motor vehicles as establishing the necessary
“express legislative action” and “state law prohibitions” to supersede employment-at-will.
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regional report • central
2017 NRA ANNUAL MEETINGS • APRIL 28-30 • ATLANTA, GA

For hotel accommodations at the NRA Annual Meetings, visit nraam.org

Central Region Director—Chad Franklin

cfrankliln@nrahq.org
IA, NE—Tim Bacon

F

riends of NRA events celebrate
American values with fun, fellowship
and fundraising for The NRA Foundation.
You’ll have the opportunity to participate in
games, raffles, live and silent auctions and
more. Your attendance contributes to grants
that promote firearm education, safety and
marksmanship. To learn more about events
in your area, visit friendsofnra.org, contact
your local field representative or call
(800) 672-3888, ext. 1351.

STATE ASSOCIATIONS

F

tbacon@nrahq.org

Northern IL—Mike Huber

mhuber@nrahq.org

Southern IL—Donald Higgs

dhiggs@nrahq.org

or more information about your
state association, contact your state
association listed here, or log on to
clubs.nra.org.

Illinois State Rifle Ass’n. Inc.

isra.org

IN—Craig Haggard

chaggard@nrahq.org

Indiana State Rifle and Pistol Ass’n. Inc.

isrpa.org

MI—Allan Herman

aherman@nrahq.org

Iowa State Rifle and Pistol Ass’n.

iasrpa.org

WI—Scott Taetsch

staetsch@nrahq.org

League of Kentucky Sportsmen Inc.

Northern MO—Travis Scott

tscott@nrahq.org

kentuckysportsmen.com

Michigan Rifle and Pistol Ass’n.

Southern MO—Gregg Pearre

gpearre@nrahq.org

michrpa.com

Missouri Sport Shooting Ass’n.

missourisportshooting.org

KY—John LaRowe

jlarowe@nrahq.org

Nebraska Marksmanship Ass’n.

nemarksmanship.org

Wisconsin Firearm Owners, Ranges, Clubs &
Educators

wi-force.org

This Silver Stag Elk Antler
Bull Nose Slab Knife, made
in the USA and featuring
a 3.5-inch jeweled blade,
is available exclusively at
Friends of NRA events.

Member information & benefits
MEMBERSHIP ACCOUNT INFORMATION: (877) 672-2000
MEMBER SERVICE

(800) 672-3888

NRAstore.com

(888) 607-6007

MEMBER PROGRAMS
Hertz Car Rental CDP# 166609
AVIS Car Rental AWD# A832100
NRA Endorsed Insurance Programs
NRA Endorsed Prescription Plan
NRA Endorsed Check Program
NRA VISA Card
NRA Real Estate/Relocation Services
NRA Endorsed Moving Program
North American Van Lines
Allied Van Lines

(800) 654-2200
(800) 225-7094
(877) 672-3006
(888) 436-3700
(888) 331-6767
(866) NRA-VISA
(800) 593-2526
(800) 524-5533
(800) 871-8864

INSTITUTE FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION
Grassroots/Legislative Hotline
(800) 392-8683

NRA Headquarters: (703) 267-1000
INTERNET ADDRESS: nra.org

OFFICE OF ADVANCEMENT/
GIFT PLANNING
877-NRA-GIVE
THE NRA FOUNDATION
800-423-6894
NRA INSTRUCTOR/
COACH FIREARM TRAINING
703-267-1500
EDDIE EAGLE GUNSAFE PROGRAM 800-231-0752
REFUSE TO BE A VICTIM
800-861-1166
RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS
703-267-1511
NRA AFFILIATED CLUBS
800-NRA-CLUB
RANGE SERVICES
877-672-7264
COMPETITIVE SHOOTING
877-672-6282
LAW ENFORCEMENT
703-267-1640
FRIENDS OF NRA
703-267-1342
NRA MUSEUMS/
GUN COLLECTOR PROGRAMS
703-267-1600
SHOWS & EXHIBITS
866-343-1805
MEDIA RELATIONS
703-267-1595

The “NRA Regional Report,” a service for NRA members, appears in every issue of American Rifleman, American Hunter and
America’s 1st Freedom. The Regional Report is an up-to-date listing of NRA conducted and/or sponsored events scheduled
in your region for the current month. Call to verify event dates and locations before traveling.
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areashoots
PISTOL
IONIA, MI
BELOIT, WI
WEST LIBERTY, IA
LEROY, IL
BARNHART, MO
BORDEN, IN

JUNE 4
JUNE 11
JUNE 12
JUNE 12
JUNE 24-25
JUNE 25

SMALLBORE RIFLE
MARSHALL, MO

JUNE 11-12

HIGH POWER RIFLE
KANGLEY, IL
MARSHALL, MO
FREEDOM, IN
MONTEZUMA, IA
CADILLAC, MI
BELOIT, WI
ALLIANCE, NE
SILHOUETTE
BELOIT, WI
ITHACA, MI
COLUMBIA, MO
BENNET, NE
DANVILLE, IN
ASHLAND, KY

JUNE 4
JUNE 4-5
JUNE 5
JUNE 5
JUNE 11
JUNE 19
JUNE 25
JUNE 11
JUNE 11-12
JUNE 12
JUNE 18
JUNE 25
JUNE 25-26

For more information, contact Shelly Kramer
at (703) 267-1459 or mkramer@nrahq.org. For a complete
listing, see shootingsportsusa.com.

JUNE 11—CLARKSVILLE, IN

(Seminar)
Doris Ooley (812) 786-4188

JUNE 21—SOUTHFIELD, MI

(Seminar)
Dashika Reece (313) 355-3432

JUNE—ONLINE

(Instructor Development Workshop)
Visit nraonlinetraining.org for more
information.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

P

ublic and private officers interested in
becoming firearm instructors should
attend one of NRA’s Law Enforcement
Firearms Instructor Development Schools,
designed to enhance the instructors’
firearm knowledge and handling skills,
as well as prepare them to develop
effective training programs, instruct
in a professional manner, and conduct
practical training exercises. Restricted to
law enforcement officers only.

JUNE 13-17—DEFIANCE, MO

(Patrol Rifle)

TRAINING
Crime Prevention

T

he NRA’s Refuse To Be A Victim®
program provides men and women
with crime prevention and personalsafety strategies. To learn more about the
program, visit refuse.nra.org. The most
up-to-date schedule is available on the
Internet at nrainstructors.org, by email
at refuse@nrahq.org or by phone at
(800) 861-1166.

JUNE 11—LAFAYETTE, IN

(Seminar)
Leonard Halascsak (765) 423-9388 ext. 3

Contact Rudis Amaya at
ramaya@nrahq.org or (703) 267-1636.

Police Competition

N

RA Police Pistol Combat competition
is intended to be used as an extension
of an officer’s training. See PPC Rulebook
(Rule 2.4) for eligibility requirements.

gunshows
JUNE 3-4
STEVENS POINT, WI
Arnott Lions Community Park, Ray Kangas
Productions (715) 372-4654
JUNE 3-5
BRIDGETON, MO
Machinists Union Hall, St. Louis Weapon Collectors
(314) 846-0751
JUNE 3-5
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA
Hawkeye Downs, Trade Show Productions
(888) 552-1486
JUNE 3-5
INDIANAPOLIS, IN
Indiana State Fairgrounds, World Class Gun Shows
(405) 340-1333
JUNE 4-5
PECATONICA, IL
Winnebago County Fairgrounds, Northern Illinois
Rifle & Pistol Club (815) 964-6134
JUNE 4-5
NOVI, MI
The Suburban Collection Showplace, Sport Shows
Promotions Inc. (517) 676-4160
JUNE 10-12
ST. GERMAIN, WI
St. Germain Community Center, Bob & Rocco Gun
Shows (608) 752-6677
JUNE 11-12
LOUISVILLE, KY
Kentucky Fair & Expo, National Gun Day
Promotions & JAG Military Show (513) 523-3574
JUNE 11-12
LAFAYETTE, IN
Tippecanoe County Fairgrounds, Central Indiana
Gun Shows (765) 855-3836
JUNE 17-19
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA
Westfair Fairgrounds, Marv Kraus Promotions
(563) 608-4401
JUNE 17-19
WAUKESHA, WI
Waukesha County Expo Center, Bob & Rocco Gun
Shows (608) 752-6677
JUNE 18-19
KANKAKEE, IL
Kankakee County Fairgrounds, The Cloe Group
LLC (815) 263-2810
JUNE 18-19
KANSAS CITY, MO
KCI Expo Center, R.K. Shows Inc. (563) 927-8176
JUNE 18-19
LEXINGTON, KY
Lexington Center, Kenny Woods Gun Shows & R.K.
Shows Inc. (563) 927-8176

JUNE 25—MARSHALLTOWN, IA

JUNE 18-19
INDIANAPOLIS, IN
Stout Field National Guard Armory, Tri-State Gun &
Knife Collectors (812) 521-9367

JUNE 26—MARSHALLTOWN, IA

JUNE 24-26
DES MOINES, IA
Iowa State Fairgrounds, Trade Show Productions
(888) 552-1486

(Approved)
(Approved)

Contact Tiffany King at tking@nrahq.org
or (703) 267-1621.

JUNE 24-26
EVANSVILLE, IN
Evansville National Guard Armory, Tri-State Gun &
Knife Collectors (812) 521-9367
JUNE 25-26
BELLEVILLE, IL
Belle Clair Fairgrounds, ECA Hunting & Trade
Shows (618) 495-2572
JUNE 25-26
GRAND RAPIDS, MI
28th Street Show Place, Sport Shows Promotions
Inc. (517) 676-4160
JUNE 25-26
MUNCIE, IN
Delaware Indiana County Fairgrounds, Central
Indiana Gun Shows (765) 855-3836
Dates and locations subject to change—contact the show
before traveling. Discounted NRA membership
sold through NRA recruiters. *Some shows may offer free
admission for new membership and renewals.
To become an NRA Recruiter call (703) 267-3776.

AMERICANRIFLEMAN.ORG
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Northern OH—Marc Peugeot

mpeugeot@nrahq.org

Southern OH—Andrew Root

F

riends of NRA events celebrate
American values with fun, fellowship
and fundraising for The NRA Foundation.
You’ll have the opportunity to participate in
games, raffles, live and silent auctions and
more. Your attendance contributes to grants
that promote firearm education, safety and
marksmanship. To learn more about events
in your area, visit friendsofnra.org, contact
your local field representative or call
(800) 672-3888, ext. 1351.

Eastern Region Director—Bryan Hoover

bhoover@nrahq.org

aroot@nrahq.org

ME, VT, NH—Brian Smith

bsmith@nrahq.org

NJ, MA, RI, CT, Southern NY—Jim Reardon

jreardon@nrahq.org

kenck@nrahq.org

tbaldrige@nrahq.org

jkilgore@nrahq.org

This Silver Stag Elk Antler
Bull Nose Slab Knife, made
in the USA and featuring
a 3.5-inch jeweled blade,
is available exclusively at
Friends of NRA events.

(888) 607-6007

MEMBER PROGRAMS
Hertz Car Rental CDP# 166609
AVIS Car Rental AWD# A832100
NRA Endorsed Insurance Programs
NRA Endorsed Prescription Plan
NRA Endorsed Check Program
NRA VISA Card
NRA Real Estate/Relocation Services
NRA Endorsed Moving Program
North American Van Lines
Allied Van Lines

(800) 654-2200
(800) 225-7094
(877) 672-3006
(888) 436-3700
(888) 331-6767
(866) NRA-VISA
(800) 593-2526
(800) 524-5533
(800) 871-8864

INSTITUTE FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION
Grassroots/Legislative Hotline
(800) 392-8683

NRA Headquarters: (703) 267-1000
INTERNET ADDRESS: nra.org

OFFICE OF ADVANCEMENT/
GIFT PLANNING
877-NRA-GIVE
THE NRA FOUNDATION
800-423-6894
NRA INSTRUCTOR/
COACH FIREARM TRAINING
703-267-1500
EDDIE EAGLE GUNSAFE PROGRAM 800-231-0752
REFUSE TO BE A VICTIM
800-861-1166
RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS
703-267-1511
NRA AFFILIATED CLUBS
800-NRA-CLUB
RANGE SERVICES
877-672-7264
COMPETITIVE SHOOTING
877-672-6282
LAW ENFORCEMENT
703-267-1640
FRIENDS OF NRA
703-267-1342
NRA MUSEUMS/
GUN COLLECTOR PROGRAMS
703-267-1600
SHOWS & EXHIBITS
866-343-1805
MEDIA RELATIONS
703-267-1595

The “NRA Regional Report,” a service for NRA members, appears in every issue of American Rifleman, American Hunter and
America’s 1st Freedom. The Regional Report is an up-to-date listing of NRA conducted and/or sponsored events scheduled
in your region for the current month. Call to verify event dates and locations before traveling.
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Goal (Massachusetts)

goal.org

Western VA, Western MD, WV—Jim Kilgore

(800) 672-3888

(Maine) Pine Tree State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n. Inc.

mainerpa.org

Western PA—Tom Baldrige

dwells@nrahq.org

NRAstore.com

Connecticut State Rifle & Revolver Ass’n.

dssa.us

Eastern PA, DE—Kory Enck

Eastern VA, Eastern MD, Washington, DC—
David Wells

MEMBER SERVICE

or more information about your
state association, contact your state
association listed here, or log on to
clubs.nra.org.

Delaware State Sportsmen’s Ass’n.

jrusnock@nrahq.org

MEMBERSHIP ACCOUNT INFORMATION: (877) 672-2000

F

csrra.com

NY—Jay Rusnock

Member information & benefits

STATE ASSOCIATIONS

AMERICAN RIFLEMAN

areashoots
PISTOL
MONTPELIER, VA
SCARBOROUGH, ME
ELEANOR, WV
SIDMAN, PA
VERNON, CT
NEW YORK, NY
PRINCETON JUNCTION, NJ
HOLLAND, OH

JUNE 4
JUNE 5
JUNE 5
JUNE 11-12
JUNE 19
JUNE 19
JUNE 25
JUNE 26

SMALLBORE RIFLE
HUDSON, NH
ESCOHEAG, RI
ROTTERDAM, NY
MUHLENBERG, PA
SOUTHINGTON, CT

JUNE 4
JUNE 5
JUNE 18-19
JUNE 18-19
JUNE 25-26

HIGH POWER RIFLE
READING, MA
BRIDGEVILLE, DE
COLONIE, NY
GRAFTON, VA
LANGHORNE, PA
LIMA, OH
HAMPDEN, ME
DAMASCUS, MD
LYNDEBOROUGH, NH
JACKSON, NJ

JUNE 11
JUNE 11
JUNE 11-12
JUNE 18
JUNE 19
JUNE 19
JUNE 21
JUNE 25
JUNE 26
JUNE 26

SILHOUETTE
IRWIN, PA
MOUNT VERNON, NH
NEW FREEDOM, PA
ROANOKE, VA
HOLDERNESS, NH
STATEN ISLAND, NY
RUPERT, WV

JUNE 4
JUNE 5
JUNE 5
JUNE 19
JUNE 25
JUNE 26
JUNE 26

For more information, contact Shelly Kramer
at (703) 267-1459 or mkramer@nrahq.org. For a complete
listing, see shootingsportsusa.com.

Maryland State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n.

Police Competition

Gun Owners Of New Hampshire Inc.

N

Association Of New Jersey Rifle & Pistol
Clubs Inc.

JUNE 11—SCITUATE, RI

msrpa.org
gonh.org

anjrpc.org

New York State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n. Inc.

nysrpa.org

Ohio Rifle & Pistol Ass’n.

orpa.net

Pennsylvania Rifle & Pistol Ass’n.

pennarifleandpistol.org

Rhode Island 2nd Amendment Coalition

ri2nd.org

RA Police Pistol Combat competition
is intended to be used as an extension
of an officer’s training. See PPC Rulebook
(Rule 2.4) for eligibility requirements.

JUNE 4-5
DALE CITY, VA
VFW Post 1503, Old Dominion Gun Shows
(276) 238-1343

JUNE 11—SEAFORD, DE

(Approved)

JUNE 11—LEBANON, PA

JUNE 4-5
PULASKI, VA
Sliver Leaf Auction House, Pulaski Gun & Military
Trade Show (540) 980-1913

(Approved)

JUNE 18—FREDERICK, MD

(Approved)

Contact Tiffany King at tking@nrahq.org
or (703) 267-1621.

Vermont Federation Of Sportsmen’s Clubs, Inc.

vtfsc.org

TRAINING

myvssa.org

West Virginia State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n.

wvasrpa.org

LAW ENFORCEMENT

P

ublic and private officers interested in
becoming firearm instructors should
attend one of NRA’s Law Enforcement
Firearms Instructor Development Schools,
designed to enhance the instructors’
firearm knowledge and handling skills,
as well as prepare them to develop
effective training programs, instruct
in a professional manner, and conduct
practical training exercises. Restricted to
law enforcement officers only.

JUNE 6-10—BEDFORD, PA

(Tactical Shooting)

JUNE 6-10—VALHALLA, NY

(Tactical Shooting)

JUNE 6-10—CUYLER, NY

(Handgun/Shotgun)

Contact Erika Buchanan at
ebuchanan@nrahq.org or (703) 267-1638.
TUITION-FREE ARMORER CLASSES**
JUNE 14-16—FAIRFAX, VA

(Ruger American & LCR Pistol)**

JUNE 21—FAIRFAX, VA

(Glock Armorer)**

(Register at: le.nra.org/training/
tuition-free-schools.aspx)

JUNE 3-5
NORWICH, NY
Chenango County Fairgrounds, New Eastcoast
Arms Collectors Ass’n. (518) 664-9743
JUNE 4-5
FREDERICKSBURG, VA
Fredericksburg Expo & Conference Center, SGK
Gun Shows (757) 483-5385

(Approved)

Virginia Shooting Sports Ass’n.

gunshows

Crime Prevention

T

he NRA’s Refuse To Be A Victim®
program provides men and women
with crime prevention and personalsafety strategies. To learn more about the
program, visit refuse.nra.org. The most
up-to-date schedule is available on the
Internet at nrainstructors.org, by email
at refuse@nrahq.org or by phone at
(800) 861-1166.

JUNE 4—ASHAWAY RI

(Seminar)
Lyd Neugent (401) 377-8184

JUNE 5—NEW STRAITSVILLE, OH

(Seminar)
Honi Greenlee (740) 385-1028

JUNE 4-5
DALLAS, PA
Luzerne County Fairgrounds, Jaeger Arms
Promotions (570) 470-6404
JUNE 4-5
WEST SPRINGFIELD, MA
Eastern State Exposition, Mid-Hudson Promotions
Inc. (914) 248-1000
JUNE 10-12
CHANTILLY, VA
Dulles Expo Center, C&E Gun Shows &
Showmasters Gun Shows (540) 951-1344
JUNE 10-12
SAUGERTIES, NY
Kiwanis Ice Rink, New Eastcoast Arms Collectors
Ass’n. (518) 664-9743
JUNE 10-11
MATAMORAS, PA
New Matamoras Expo Center, Westchester
Collectors Inc. (914) 248-1000
JUNE 11-12
BLOOMSBURG, PA
Bloomsburg Fairgrounds, Eagle Arms Productions
(610) 393-3047
JUNE 11-12
DAYTON, OH
Dayton Hara Arena, Bill Goodman’s Gun & Knife
Shows (502) 538-3900
JUNE 17-19
STURBRIDGE, MA
Sturbridge Conference Center, New England
Antique Arms Society (978) 827-6709
JUNE 17-19
SELLERSVILLE, PA
Forest Lodge VFW, Commonwealth Target Co.
(570) 640-0144

JUNE 6—MIDLOTHIAN, VA

JUNE 18-19
WASHINGTON, PA
Washington County Fairgrounds, ARH Sport Shop
(724) 948-3571

JUNE 10—LEOMINSTER, MA

JUNE 19
ALEXANDER, NY
Alexander Firearms Recreation Hall, Niagara
Frontier Gun Shows nfgshows.com

(Seminar)
Sydney Van Buren (804) 874-2343
(Seminar)
Ricky LeClair (978) 537-4434

JUNE 11—KINGSVILLE, MD

(Seminar)
Andrew Knaster (410) 206-9624

JUNE 25-26
SHARONVILLE, OH
Sharonville Convention Center, Bill Goodman’s
Gun & Knife Shows (502) 538-3900

JUNE 18—RIVERHEAD, NY

JUNE 25-26
ALLENTOWN, PA
Allentown Rodeway Inn, Eagle Arms Productions
(610) 393-3047

JUNE 21—FURLONG, PA

JUNE 25-26
MACHIAS, ME
Whitney Wreath Complex, Pleasant River Fish &
Game Conservation Ass’n. (207) 460-1594

(Seminar)
Matthew Sforza (631) 727-5744
(Seminar)
Robert Morris (215) 880-3727

JUNE—ONLINE

(Instructor Development Workshop)
Visit nraonlinetraining.org for more
information.

AMERICANRIFLEMAN.ORG

JUNE 2016

JUNE 25-26
MANASSAS, VA
Prince William County Fairgrounds, SGK Gun &
Knife Shows (757) 483-5385
Dates and locations subject to change—contact the show
before traveling. Discounted NRA membership
sold through NRA recruiters. *Some shows may offer free
admission for new membership and renewals.
To become an NRA Recruiter call (703) 267-3714
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Midwest Region Director—Tom Ulik

tulik@nrahq.org

AR—Erica Willard

F

riends of NRA events celebrate
American values with fun, fellowship
and fundraising for The NRA Foundation.
You’ll have the opportunity to participate in
games, raffles, live and silent auctions and
more. Your attendance contributes to grants
that promote firearm education, safety and
marksmanship. To learn more about events
in your area, visit friendsofnra.org, contact
your local field representative or call
(800) 672-3888, ext. 1351.

STATE ASSOCIATIONS

F

ewillard@nrahq.org

or more information about your
state association, contact your state
association listed here, or log on to
clubs.nra.org.

CO—Brad Dreier

bdreier@nrahq.org

KS—Christine Sharp

csharp@nrahq.org

Colorado State Shooting Ass’n.

cssa.org

NM—Kevin Post

kpost@nrahq.org

Arkansas Rifle & Pistol Ass’n.

arpa-online.org

OK—Darren DeLong

ddelong@nrahq.org

Kansas State Rifle Ass’n.

Northern TX—Terry Free

ksraweb.org

tfree@nrahq.org

Southern TX—Liz Foley

New Mexico Shooting Sports Ass’n. Inc.

Western TX—Jack Cannon

Oklahoma Rifle Ass’n. Inc.

nmssa.org

efoley@nrahq.org

oklarifle.org

jcannon@nrahq.org

Texas State Rifle Ass’n.

tsra.com

areashoots
This Silver Stag Elk Antler Bull
Nose Slab Knife, made in the USA
and featuring a 3.5-inch jeweled
blade, is available exclusively at
Friends of NRA events.

Member information & benefits
MEMBERSHIP ACCOUNT INFORMATION: (877) 672-2000
MEMBER SERVICE

(800) 672-3888

NRAstore.com

(888) 607-6007

MEMBER PROGRAMS
Hertz Car Rental CDP# 166609
AVIS Car Rental AWD# A832100
NRA Endorsed Insurance Programs
NRA Endorsed Prescription Plan
NRA Endorsed Check Program
NRA VISA Card
NRA Real Estate/Relocation Services
NRA Endorsed Moving Program
North American Van Lines
Allied Van Lines

(800) 654-2200
(800) 225-7094
(877) 672-3006
(888) 436-3700
(888) 331-6767
(866) NRA-VISA
(800) 593-2526
(800) 524-5533
(800) 871-8864

INSTITUTE FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION
Grassroots/Legislative Hotline
(800) 392-8683

NRA Headquarters: (703) 267-1000
INTERNET ADDRESS: nra.org

OFFICE OF ADVANCEMENT/
GIFT PLANNING
877-NRA-GIVE
THE NRA FOUNDATION
800-423-6894
NRA INSTRUCTOR/
COACH FIREARM TRAINING
703-267-1500
EDDIE EAGLE GUNSAFE PROGRAM 800-231-0752
REFUSE TO BE A VICTIM
800-861-1166
RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS
703-267-1511
NRA AFFILIATED CLUBS
800-NRA-CLUB
RANGE SERVICES
877-672-7264
COMPETITIVE SHOOTING
877-672-6282
LAW ENFORCEMENT
703-267-1640
FRIENDS OF NRA
703-267-1342
NRA MUSEUMS/
GUN COLLECTOR PROGRAMS
703-267-1600
SHOWS & EXHIBITS
866-343-1805
MEDIA RELATIONS
703-267-1595

The “NRA Regional Report,” a service for NRA members, appears in every issue of American Rifleman, American Hunter and
America’s 1st Freedom. The Regional Report is an up-to-date listing of NRA conducted and/or sponsored events scheduled
in your region for the current month. Call to verify event dates and locations before traveling.
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PISTOL
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK
GUNNISON, CO
MANOR, TX
WHITEWATER, KS
SMALLBORE RIFLE
WHITEWATER, KS
PINE BLUFF, AR
ALBUQUERQUE, NM
BYERS, CO
TERRELL, TX

JUNE 18
JUNE 18-19
JUNE 19
JUNE 25
JUNE 4
JUNE 4
JUNE 4-5
JUNE 4-5
JUNE 18

HIGH POWER RIFLE
CARTHAGE, TX
BYERS, CO
BRAZORIA, TX
DAVIS, OK
VAN BUREN, AR
DE SOTO, KS

JUNE 4
JUNE 11
JUNE 18
JUNE 19
JUNE 25
JUNE 25-26

SILHOUETTE
BYERS, CO
BRONTE, TX
SAND SPRINGS, OK
BELLAIRE, TX
MILLER, KS
BAUXITE, AR
RATON, NM

JUNE 5
JUNE 12
JUNE 18
JUNE 18
JUNE 18-19
JUNE 26
JUNE 26

For more information, contact Shelly Kramer
at (703) 267-1459 or mkramer@nrahq.org. For a complete
listing, see shootingsportsusa.com.

TRAINING
Crime Prevention

T

he NRA’s Refuse To Be A Victim®
program provides men and women
with crime prevention and personalsafety strategies. To learn more about the
program, visit refuse.nra.org. The most
up-to-date schedule is available on the
Internet at nrainstructors.org, by email
at refuse@nrahq.org or by phone at
(800) 861-1166.

JUNE 13—WICHITA, KS

(Seminar)
Warren Glore (316) 641-2842

JUNE 18—COLORADO SPRINGS, CO

(Seminar)
Paul Pucci (719) 332-1949

JUNE 20—TAHLEQUAH, OK

(Seminar)
Stephanie Turner (850) 450-2540

JUNE 27—WICHITA, KS

(Seminar)
Warren Glore (316) 641-2842

JUNE 27—TRINIDAD, CO

(Seminar)
Keith Gipson (709) 846-5541

JUNE—ONLINE

(Instructor Development Workshop)
Visit nraonlinetraining.org for more
information.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

P

ublic and private officers interested in
becoming firearm instructors should
attend one of NRA’s Law Enforcement
Firearms Instructor Development Schools,
designed to enhance the instructors’
firearm knowledge and handling skills,
as well as prepare them to develop
effective training programs, instruct
in a professional manner, and conduct
practical training exercises. Restricted to
law enforcement officers only.

gunshows
JUNE 4-5
SAN ANTONIO, TX
San Antonio Events Center, Saxet Trade Shows
(361) 289-2256
JUNE 4-5
ENNIS, TX
Sokol Lodge, Whipp Farm Productions
(817) 929-1816
JUNE 4-5
FORT WORTH, TX
Will Rogers Center, Lone Star Gun Shows
(214) 635-2009
JUNE 4-5
MONTGOMERY, TX
Lake Conroe Event Center, The Real Texas Gun
Shows (713) 724-8881
JUNE 4-5
NACOGDOCHES, TX
Nacogdoches County Exposition Center, G&S
Promotions (918) 659-2201
JUNE 4-5
DENVER, CO
Denver Merchandise Mart, Tanner Gun Shows
(303) 756-3467
JUNE 11-12
CONWAY, AR
Conway Expo Center, G&S Promotions
(918) 659-2201
JUNE 11-12
DALLAS, TX
Dallas Market Hall, Dallas Arms Collectors Ass’n.
(972) 369-6062

JUNE 6-10—GARDEN PLAIN, KS

JUNE 11-12
PORT ARTHUR, TX
Robert A. Bower Civic Center, The Real Texas Gun
Shows (713) 724-8881

JUNE 6-10—LITTLETON, CO

JUNE 11-12
TEMPLE, TX
Frank W. Mayborn Civic & Convention Center,
Premier Gun Shows (817) 732-1194

JUNE 13-17—SAN ANTONIO, TX

JUNE 11-12
DECATUR, TX
Decatur Civic Center, Whipp Farm Productions
(817) 929-1816

JUNE 13-17—HENRYETTA, OK

JUNE 11-12
KERRVILLE, TX
Hill Country Veterans Center, Hill Country Veterans
Center (830) 315-3101

JUNE 13-17—EATON, CO

JUNE 18-19
ELK CITY, OK
Elk City Civic Center, G&S Promotions (918) 659-2201

JUNE 20-24—GARDEN PLAIN, KS

(Patrol Rifle)

JUNE 18-19
SAN ANTONIO, TX
Austin Highway Event Center, Austin Highway
Gun Show (210) 242-3683

Contact Mary Shine at
mshine@nrahq.org or (703) 267-1628.

JUNE 18-19
MESQUITE, TX
Big Town Event Center, Premier Gun Shows
(817) 732-1194

(Handgun/Shotgun)
(Tactical Shotgun)
(Patrol Rifle)
(Patrol Rifle)

(Handgun/Shotgun)

Police Competition

JUNE 18-19
KINGSLAND, TX
Kingsland Community Center, Wild Weasel
Productions (210) 827-6302

N

JUNE 18-19
PASADENA, TX
Pasadena Convention Center, High Caliber Gun &
Knife Show (281) 489-1741

JUNE 8-11—CONROE, TX

JUNE 25-26
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK
Oklahoma State Fair Park, OKC Gun Show Inc.
(405) 842-3277

JUNE 8-11—CONROE, TX

JUNE 25-26
CONROE, TX
Lone Star Convention Center, High Caliber Gun &
Knife Show (281) 489-1741

RA Police Pistol Combat competition
is intended to be used as an extension
of an officer’s training. See PPC Rulebook
(Rule 2.4) for eligibility requirements.
(Regional)

(State Championship)

JUNE 11—NORMAN, OK

(Registered)

JUNE 11—ALBUQUERQUE, NM

(Registered)

Contact Tiffany King at
tking@nrahq.org or (703) 267-1621.
AMERICANRIFLEMAN.ORG

JUNE 2016

JUNE 18-19
HOBBS, NM
Lea County Event Center, Western Frontier Gun
Shows (575) 430-8681

JUNE 25-26
CLEBURNE, TX
Liberty Event Center, Whipp Farm Productions
(817) 929-1816
Dates and locations subject to change—contact the show
before traveling. Discounted NRA membership
sold through NRA recruiters. *Some shows may offer free
admission for new membership and renewals.
To become an NRA Recruiter call (703) 267-3776.
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Police Competition

Western NC—Doug Merrill

N

rmerrill@nrahq.org

RA Police Pistol Combat competition
is intended to be used as an extension
of an officer’s training. See PPC Rulebook
(Rule 2.4) for eligibility requirements.

TN—Mike Webb

F

riends of NRA events celebrate
American values with fun, fellowship
and fundraising for The NRA Foundation.
You’ll have the opportunity to participate in
games, raffles, live and silent auctions and
more. Your attendance contributes to grants
that promote firearm education, safety and
marksmanship. To learn more about events
in your area, visit friendsofnra.org, contact
your local field representative or call
(800) 672-3888, ext. 1351.

Southern Region Director—Al Hammond

ahammond@nrahq.org

LA—Chad Bowen

cbowen@nrahq.org

AL, MS—Gene Newman

gnewman@nrahq.org

mwebb@nrahq.org

SC—Freeman Coleman

JUNE 10—LEXINGTON, SC

fcoleman@nrahq.org

(Approved)

June 14—SUMMERVILLE, SC

LAW ENFORCEMENT

P

ublic and private officers interested in
becoming firearm instructors should
attend one of NRA’s Law Enforcement
Firearms Instructor Development Schools,
designed to enhance the instructors’
firearm knowledge and handling skills,
as well as prepare them to develop
effective training programs, instruct
in a professional manner, and conduct
practical training exercises. Restricted to
law enforcement officers only.

Northern FL—Bret Eldridge

JUNE 13-17—PEARL, MS

Southern FL—Tom Knight

JUNE 20-24—NEW SMYRNA BEACH, FL

GA—Neely Raper

JUNE 20-24—SHREVEPORT, LA

(Handgun/Shotgun)

peldridge@nrahq.org

(Handgun/Shotgun)

tknight@nrahq.org

(Handgun/Shotgun)

nraper@nrahq.org

Eastern NC—Lloyd Edwards

Contact Rudis Amaya at
ramaya@nrahq.org or (703) 267-1636.

ledwards@nrahq.org

Member information & benefits
MEMBERSHIP ACCOUNT INFORMATION: (877) 672-2000
MEMBER SERVICE

(800) 672-3888

NRAstore.com

(888) 607-6007

MEMBER PROGRAMS
Hertz Car Rental CDP# 166609
AVIS Car Rental AWD# A832100
NRA Endorsed Insurance Programs
NRA Endorsed Prescription Plan
NRA Endorsed Check Program
NRA VISA Card
NRA Real Estate/Relocation Services
NRA Endorsed Moving Program
North American Van Lines
Allied Van Lines

(800) 654-2200
(800) 225-7094
(877) 672-3006
(888) 436-3700
(888) 331-6767
(866) NRA-VISA
(800) 593-2526
(800) 524-5533
(800) 871-8864

INSTITUTE FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION
Grassroots/Legislative Hotline
(800) 392-8683

NRA Headquarters: (703) 267-1000
INTERNET ADDRESS: nra.org

OFFICE OF ADVANCEMENT/
GIFT PLANNING
877-NRA-GIVE
THE NRA FOUNDATION
800-423-6894
NRA INSTRUCTOR/
COACH FIREARM TRAINING
703-267-1500
EDDIE EAGLE GUNSAFE PROGRAM 800-231-0752
REFUSE TO BE A VICTIM
800-861-1166
RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS
703-267-1511
NRA AFFILIATED CLUBS
800-NRA-CLUB
RANGE SERVICES
877-672-7264
COMPETITIVE SHOOTING
877-672-6282
LAW ENFORCEMENT
703-267-1640
FRIENDS OF NRA
703-267-1342
NRA MUSEUMS/
GUN COLLECTOR PROGRAMS
703-267-1600
SHOWS & EXHIBITS
866-343-1805
MEDIA RELATIONS
703-267-1595

The “NRA Regional Report,” a service for NRA members, appears in every issue of American Rifleman, American Hunter and
America’s 1st Freedom. The Regional Report is an up-to-date listing of NRA conducted and/or sponsored events scheduled
in your region for the current month. Call to verify event dates and locations before traveling.
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(Approved)

JUNE 21—PEARL, MS

(Registered)

JUNE 25—LEXINGTON, SC

(Approved)

JUNE 25—MEMPHIS, TN

(Registered)

Contact Tiffany King at tking@nrahq.org
or (703) 267-1621.

areashoots
PISTOL
ARDEN, NC
BLOUNTSTOWN, FL
SOUTH CONGAREE, SC
DAWSONVILLE, GA
JACKSONVILLE, FL
COLUMBIA, TN

JUNE 4
JUNE 11
JUNE 18
JUNE 19
JUNE 19
JUNE 26

SMALLBORE RIFLE
DAWSONVILLE, GA
ORLANDO, FL
CREEDMOOR, NC
GUNTERSVILLE DAM, AL
RIDGEVILLE, SC
BRUNSWICK, TN

JUNE 4
JUNE 4
JUNE 11
JUNE 11
JUNE 18
JUNE 18

HIGH POWER RIFLE
TULLAHOMA, TN
COLUMBIA, SC
AUGUSTA, GA
CAMP LEJEUNE, NC
ORLANDO, FL
HOOVER, AL
GONZALES, LA

JUNE 5
JUNE 12
JUNE 12
JUNE 25
JUNE 25
JUNE 26
JUNE 26

SILHOUETTE
HOOVER, AL
ORLANDO, FL
BATESBURG, SC
PASCAGOULA, MS
BRUNSWICK, GA
QUITMAN, LA
CHATTANOOGA, TN
ROXBORO, NC

JUNE 4
JUNE 5
JUNE 11
JUNE 11
JUNE 18
JUNE 18
JUNE 19
JUNE 25

For more information, contact Shelly Kramer
at (703) 267-1459 or mkramer@nrahq.org. For a complete
listing, see shootingsportsusa.com.

TRAINING
Crime Prevention

T

he NRA’s Refuse To Be A Victim®
program provides men and women
with crime prevention and personalsafety strategies. To learn more about the
program, visit refuse.nra.org. The most
up-to-date schedule is available on the
Internet at nrainstructors.org, by email
at refuse@nrahq.org or by phone at
(800) 861-1166.

Mississippi State Firearm Owners Ass’n.

Gun Owners of South Carolina

North Carolina Rifle & Pistol Ass’n.

Tennessee Shooting Sports Ass’n. Inc.

(601) 341-8797

tennesseeshootingsportsassociation.org

ncrpa.org

gunshows
JUNE 4-5
FAYETTEVILLE, NC
Crown Center, C&E Gun Shows (540) 953-0016
JUNE 4-5
GREENVILLE, NC
Greenville Convention Center, S&D Gun & Knife
Shows (252) 745-5647

JUNE 2—ST. PETERSBURG, FL

JUNE 4-5
LADSON, SC
Exchange Park Fairgrounds, MK Shows (770) 630-7296

JUNE 4—LILBURN, GA

JUNE 4-5
PALM BEACH GARDENS, FL
Amara Shrine Temple, Great American Promotions
(865) 453-0074

(Instructor Development Workshop)
W Dean (239) 357-3437
(Seminar)
Greg Schreffler (770) 367-3525

JUNE 4—LAKE PARK, FL

(Seminar)
David D’Eugenio (561) 844-1381

JUNE 6—CAPE CORAL, FL

gosc.org

JUNE 4-5
TAMPA, FL
Florida State Fairgrounds, Florida Gun Shows
(407) 410-6870
JUNE 4-5
GRAY, TN
Appalachian Fairgrounds, R.K. Shows Inc.
(563) 927-8176

JUNE 11-12
FORT WALTON BEACH, FL
Northwest Florida Fairgrounds, North Florida Gun
Shows Inc. (407) 275-7233
JUNE 11-12
BUNNELL, FL
Flagler County Fairgrounds, Cliffhangers Gun Shows
(386) 325-6114
JUNE 11-12
LAFAYETTE, LA
Lafayette Event Center, Classic Arms Productions
LLC (985) 624-8577
JUNE 18-19
CHARLOTTE, NC
Metrolina Expo Center & Fairgrounds, C&E Gun
Show (540) 953-0016
JUNE 18-19
AVON PARK, FL
Avon Park National Guard Armory, Great American
Promotions LLC (865) 453-0074
JUNE 18-19
CLERMONT, FL
Minneola City Hall, New Florida Gun Shows
(407) 568-3365

(Seminar)
W Dean (239) 357-3437

JUNE 4-5
NASHVILLE, TN
Tennessee State Fairgrounds, Bill Goodman’s Gun &
Knife Shows (502) 538-3900

JUNE 12—CHAPEL HILL, TN

JUNE 4-5
MOBILE, AL
Abba Shrine Center, Abba Shrine Gun & Knife Show
(615) 429-2690

JUNE 18-19
PORT ST. LUCIE, FL
Port St. Lucie Civic Center, Patriot Productions LLC
(866) 611-0442

JUNE 18—LILBURN, GA

JUNE 4-5
PONCHATOULA, LA
Ponchatoula Area Recreation, Jean LaFitte Gun
Shows (337) 302-5535

JUNE 18-19
KENNER, LA
Pontchartrain Center, Great Southern Gun & Knife
Shows LLC (865) 671-4757

JUNE 21—FORT MYERS, FL

JUNE 10-12
TUPELO, MS
Tupelo Furniture Market, Tupelo Gun & Knife Show
(662) 401-1270

JUNE 18-19
NASHVILLE, TN
Nashville Fairgrounds, R.K. Shows Inc. (563) 927-8176

(Seminar)
Jonathan Leverette (615) 406-4906
(Seminar)
Greg Schreffler (770) 367-3525
(Instructor Development Workshop)
W Dean (239) 357-3437

JUNE 24-26
WILMINGTON, NC
Wilmington Convention Center, Ink & Arms Tattoo &
Gun Expo (609) 412-9056

JUNE 24—KNOXVILLE, TN

JUNE 11-12
HICKORY, NC
Hickory Metro Convention Center, C&E Gun Shows
(540) 953-0016

JUNE—ONLINE

JUNE 11-12
NEW BERN, NC
Craven County Jaycee Fairgrounds, S&D Gun &
Knife Shows (252) 745-5647

JUNE 25-26
DELAND, FL
Volusia County Fairgrounds, Sport Show Specialist
(321) 777-7455

Visit nraonlinetraining.org for more
information.

JUNE 11-12
COLUMBIA, SC
South Carolina State Fairgrounds, MK Shows
(770) 630-7296

JUNE 25-26
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL
War Memorial Auditorium, Florida Gun Shows
(407) 410-6870

STATE ASSOCIATIONS

JUNE 11-12
DALTON, GA
Northwest Georgia Trade Center, Eastman Gun
Shows (229) 425-9881

JUNE 25-26
POMPANO BEACH, FL
Elks Lodge, Florida Gun Expo (305) 922-3677

(Seminar)
Jerry Huffman (865) 539-7165
(Instructor Development Workshop)

F

or more information about your
state association, contact your state
association listed here, or log on to
clubs.nra.org.

JUNE 11-12
FORT PIERCE, FL
Fort Pierce National Guard Armory, Great American
Promotions LLC (865) 453-0074

JUNE 25-26
MONTGOMERY, AL
Cramton Bowl, CASC Gun Shows (334) 322-8818

JUNE 11-12
FORT MYERS, FL
Lee Civic Center, Florida Gun Shows (407) 410-6870

JUNE 25-26
BOSSIER CITY, LA
Bossier City Civic Center, Classic Arms Productions
Gun & Knife Shows (985) 624-8577

JUNE 11-12
MELBOURNE, FL
Melbourne Auditorium, Sport Show Specialist
(321) 777-7455

JUNE 25-26
PENSACOLA, FL
Pensacola Interstate Fairgrounds, Florida Gun
Shows (407) 410-6870

Georgia Sport Shooting Ass’n.

JUNE 11-12
KNOXVILLE, TN
Chilhowee Park & Exposition Center, R.K. Shows Inc.
(563) 927-8176

JUNE 25-26
LAKE CITY, FL
Columbia County Fairgrounds, Cliffhangers Gun
Shows (386) 325-6114

Louisiana Shooting Ass’n.

Dates and locations subject to change—contact the show before traveling. Discounted NRA membership sold through NRA
recruiters. *Some shows may offer free admission for new membership and renewals. To become an NRA Recruiter call (703) 267-3772.

Alabama Rifle and Pistol Ass’n.

asrapa.org

Florida Sport Shooting Ass’n.

fssaf.wildapricot.org
gssa.info

louisianashooting.com

AMERICANRIFLEMAN.ORG
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Southern CA—Mike Davis

STATE ASSOCIATIONS

mdavis@nrahq.org

F

Eastern CA—Cole Beverly

F

riends of NRA events celebrate
American values with fun, fellowship
and fundraising for The NRA Foundation.
You’ll have the opportunity to participate in
games, raffles, live and silent auctions and
more. Your attendance contributes to grants
that promote firearm education, safety and
marksmanship. To learn more about events
in your area, visit friendsofnra.org, contact
your local field representative or call
(800) 672-3888, ext. 1351.

or more information about your
state association, contact your state
association listed here, or log on to
clubs.nra.org.

cbeverly@nrahq.org

NV—Steve Wilson

swilson@nrahq.org

Arizona State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n.

UT—John Kendall

asrpa.com

jkendall@nrahq.org

California Rifle & Pistol Ass’n.

crpa.org

Nevada Firearms Coalition

nvfac.org

Utah State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n.

Southwest Region Director—Jason Quick

usrpa.org

jquick@nrahq.org

AZ—Winston Pendleton

wpendleton@nrahq.org

Mid CA—Bob Anderson

randerson@nrahq.org

Central CA—Paul Rodarmel

prodarmel@nrahq.org

Northern CA—Dan Wilhelm

dwilhelm@nrahq.org

Member information & benefits
MEMBERSHIP ACCOUNT INFORMATION: (877) 672-2000
MEMBER SERVICE

(800) 672-3888

NRAstore.com

(888) 607-6007

MEMBER PROGRAMS
Hertz Car Rental CDP# 166609
AVIS Car Rental AWD# A832100
NRA Endorsed Insurance Programs
NRA Endorsed Prescription Plan
NRA Endorsed Check Program
NRA VISA Card
NRA Real Estate/Relocation Services
NRA Endorsed Moving Program
North American Van Lines
Allied Van Lines

(800) 654-2200
(800) 225-7094
(877) 672-3006
(888) 436-3700
(888) 331-6767
(866) NRA-VISA
(800) 593-2526
(800) 524-5533
(800) 871-8864

INSTITUTE FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION
Grassroots/Legislative Hotline
(800) 392-8683

NRA Headquarters: (703) 267-1000
INTERNET ADDRESS: nra.org

OFFICE OF ADVANCEMENT/
GIFT PLANNING
877-NRA-GIVE
THE NRA FOUNDATION
800-423-6894
NRA INSTRUCTOR/
COACH FIREARM TRAINING
703-267-1500
EDDIE EAGLE GUNSAFE PROGRAM 800-231-0752
REFUSE TO BE A VICTIM
800-861-1166
RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS
703-267-1511
NRA AFFILIATED CLUBS
800-NRA-CLUB
RANGE SERVICES
877-672-7264
COMPETITIVE SHOOTING
877-672-6282
LAW ENFORCEMENT
703-267-1640
FRIENDS OF NRA
703-267-1342
NRA MUSEUMS/
GUN COLLECTOR PROGRAMS
703-267-1600
SHOWS & EXHIBITS
866-343-1805
MEDIA RELATIONS
703-267-1595

The “NRA Regional Report,” a service for NRA members, appears in every issue of American Rifleman, American Hunter and
America’s 1st Freedom. The Regional Report is an up-to-date listing of NRA conducted and/or sponsored events scheduled
in your region for the current month. Call to verify event dates and locations before traveling.
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This Silver Stag Elk Antler Bull Nose Slab
Knife, made in the USA and featuring a
3.5-inch jeweled blade, is available exclusively at Friends of NRA events.

areashoots
This Montana Rifle Co. American Legends
.300 Win. Mag. rifle, which is engraved with
“Gun of the Year” markings and special serialization,
is available exclusively at Friends of NRA events.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

P

ublic and private officers interested in
becoming firearm instructors should
attend one of NRA’s Law Enforcement
Firearms Instructor Development Schools,
designed to enhance the instructors’
firearm knowledge and handling skills,
as well as prepare them to develop
effective training programs, instruct
in a professional manner, and conduct
practical training exercises. Restricted to
law enforcement officers only.

JUNE 13-17—SARATOGA SPRINGS, UT

(Patrol Rifle)

Contact Mary Shine at
mshine@nrahq.org or (703) 267-1628.

PISTOL
VENTURA, CA
FARR WEST, UT
PHOENIX, AZ
ESCONDIDO, CA
DULZURA, CA

JUNE 5
JUNE 11
JUNE 12
JUNE 12
JUNE 25

SMALLBORE RIFLE
SOUTH EL MONTE, CA

JUNE 4-5

HIGH POWER RIFLE
LAKEPORT, CA
BOULDER CITY, NV
CLOVIS, CA
WENDOVER, UT
BAKERSFIELD, CA

JUNE 5
JUNE 12
JUNE 12
JUNE 25
JUNE 25

SILHOUETTE
TUCSON, AZ
SLOUGHHOUSE, CA
GONZALES, CA
PHOENIX, AZ
MESA, AZ
PALA, CA

JUNE 4
JUNE 4
JUNE 4
JUNE 12
JUNE 19
JUNE 19

For more information, contact Shelly Kramer
at (703) 267-1459 or mkramer@nrahq.org. For a complete
listing, see shootingsportsusa.com.

gunshows

JUNE 6-10—SARATOGA SPRINGS, UT

(Handgun)

JUNE 4-5
YUMA, AZ
Yuma Civic Center, Yuma Territorial Gun Shows
(928) 920-0837
JUNE 4-5
COSTA MESA, CA
Orange County Fair & Event Center, Crossroads of
the West Gun Shows (801) 544-9125
JUNE 4-5
LAS VEGAS, NV
Eastside Cannery Casino Hotel, Western Trails Gun
& Knife Shows (702) 222-1948
JUNE 11-12
WILLIAMS, AZ
Arizona Collectibles & Firearms, Williams Gun
Show (928) 310-8544
JUNE 11-12
DALY CITY, CA
The Cow Palace, Crossroads of the West Gun
Shows (801) 544-9125
JUNE 11-12
FRESNO, CA
Fresno County Fairgrounds, Central Coast Gun
Shows (805) 481-6726
JUNE 11-12
TURLOCK, CA
Stanislaus County Fairgrounds, Code of the West
Productions (530) 676-8762
JUNE 11-12
LAS VEGAS, NV
Cashman Field Center, Crossroads of the West Gun
Shows (801) 544-9125
JUNE 25-26
MESA, AZ
Mesa Convention Center, Crossroads of the West
Gun Shows (801) 544-9125
Dates and locations subject to change—contact the show
before traveling. Discounted NRA membership
sold through NRA recruiters. *Some shows may offer free
admission for new membership and renewals.
To become an NRA Recruiter call (703) 267-3784.
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F

riends of NRA events celebrate
American values with fun, fellowship
and fundraising for The NRA Foundation.
You’ll have the opportunity to participate in
games, raffles, live and silent auctions and
more. Your attendance contributes to grants
that promote firearm education, safety
and marksmanship. To learn more
about events in your area, visit
friendsofnra.org, contact

your local field representative or call
(800) 672-3888, ext. 1351.

Southern AK—Greg Stephens

Western Region Director—Brad Kruger

ID—Steve Vreeland

MN—Eric Linder

MT—Joe Crismore

ND, SD—Clay Pederson

OR, HI—Mike Carey

Northern AK—Josh Toennessen

WA—Michael Herrera

This Silver Stag Elk Antler Bull Nose Slab Knife,
made in the USA and featuring a 3.5-inch jeweled blade, is available exclusively at Friends
of NRA events.

WY—Dave Manzer

bkruger@nrahq.org

gstephens@nrahq.org
svreeland@nrahq.org
jcrismore@nrahq.org

elinder@nrahq.org

mcarey@nrahq.org

cpederson@nrahq.org
jtoennessen@nrahq.org

mherrera@nrahq.org
dmanzer@nrahq.org

areashoots

Member information & benefits
MEMBERSHIP ACCOUNT INFORMATION: (877) 672-2000
MEMBER SERVICE

(800) 672-3888

NRAstore.com

(888) 607-6007

MEMBER PROGRAMS
Hertz Car Rental CDP# 166609
AVIS Car Rental AWD# A832100
NRA Endorsed Insurance Programs
NRA Endorsed Prescription Plan
NRA Endorsed Check Program
NRA VISA Card
NRA Real Estate/Relocation Services
NRA Endorsed Moving Program
North American Van Lines
Allied Van Lines

(800) 654-2200
(800) 225-7094
(877) 672-3006
(888) 436-3700
(888) 331-6767
(866) NRA-VISA
(800) 593-2526
(800) 524-5533
(800) 871-8864

INSTITUTE FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION
Grassroots/Legislative Hotline
(800) 392-8683

NRA Headquarters: (703) 267-1000
INTERNET ADDRESS: nra.org

OFFICE OF ADVANCEMENT/
GIFT PLANNING
877-NRA-GIVE
THE NRA FOUNDATION
800-423-6894
NRA INSTRUCTOR/
COACH FIREARM TRAINING
703-267-1500
EDDIE EAGLE GUNSAFE PROGRAM 800-231-0752
REFUSE TO BE A VICTIM
800-861-1166
RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS
703-267-1511
NRA AFFILIATED CLUBS
800-NRA-CLUB
RANGE SERVICES
877-672-7264
COMPETITIVE SHOOTING
877-672-6282
LAW ENFORCEMENT
703-267-1640
FRIENDS OF NRA
703-267-1342
NRA MUSEUMS/
GUN COLLECTOR PROGRAMS
703-267-1600
SHOWS & EXHIBITS
866-343-1805
MEDIA RELATIONS
703-267-1595

The “NRA Regional Report,” a service for NRA members, appears in every issue of American Rifleman, American Hunter and
America’s 1st Freedom. The Regional Report is an up-to-date listing of NRA conducted and/or sponsored events scheduled
in your region for the current month. Call to verify event dates and locations before traveling.
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PISTOL
BREMERTON, WA
COEUR D’ALENE, ID
LAKE ELMO, MN
HONOLULU, HI
BISMARCK, ND
SPRINGFIELD, OR

JUNE 4-5
JUNE 11
JUNE 18
JUNE 19
JUNE 19
JUNE 26

SMALLBORE RIFLE
GRAND FORKS, ND
HONOLULU, HI
ST. FRANCIS, MN

JUNE 4-5
JUNE 12
JUNE 26

HIGH POWER RIFLE
REXBURG, ID
ANACONDA, MT
MOFFIT, ND
BOTHELL, WA
DULUTH, MN
OKANOGAN, WA
CASPER, WY

JUNE 4
JUNE 11
JUNE 11-12
JUNE 12
JUNE 17-19
JUNE 18
JUNE 18

SILHOUETTE
SHERWOOD, OR
MISSOULA, MT
LANDER, WY
BLACKFOOT, ID
LITTLEROCK, WA
BISMARCK, ND
PE ELL, WA

JUNE 4
JUNE 4-5
JUNE 11-12
JUNE 18
JUNE 19
JUNE 26
JUNE 26

For more information, contact Shelly Kramer
at (703) 267-1459 or mkramer@nrahq.org. For a complete
listing, see shootingsportsusa.com.

gunshows
STATE ASSOCIATIONS

F

or more information about your
state association, contact your state
association listed here, or log on to
clubs.nra.org.

Alaska Outdoor Council Inc.

alaskaoutdoorcouncil.org

Hawaii Rifle Ass’n.

hawaiirifleassociation.org

Idaho State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n.

idahosrpa.org

Minnesota Rifle & Revolver Ass’n. Inc.

mrra.org

Montana Rifle & Pistol Ass’n.

LAW ENFORCEMENT
Police Competition

N

RA Police Pistol Combat competition
is intended to be used as an extension
of an officer’s training. See PPC Rulebook
(Rule 2.4) for eligibility requirements.

JUNE 3-5
HELENA, MT
Lewis & Clark County Fairgrounds, Sports
Connection (406) 633-9333
JUNE 4
CARSON, WA
American Legion Post 137, Cascade Sportsman’s
Club (509) 427-5906
JUNE 4-5
REDMOND, OR
Deschutes County Fair & Expo Center, Wes Knodel
Gun Shows (503) 363-9564
JUNE 4-5
ENUMCLAW, WA
Enumclaw Expo Center, Big Top Promotions
(253) 228-1648

JUNE 4—RICHLAND, WA

JUNE 4-5
PUYALLUP, WA
Western Washington Fairgrounds, Washington
Arms Collectors (425) 255-8410

JUNE 18—ARLINGTON, WA

(Approved)

JUNE 11
VANCOUVER, WA
Clark County Square Dance Center, Arms
Collectors of Southwest Washington (360) 263-7511

Contact Tiffany King at
tking@nrahq.org or (703) 267-1621.

JUNE 11-12
EAST BETHEL, MN
East Bethel Ice Arena, AC Expos Gun Shows
(218) 290-0274

(Approved)

JUNE 11-12
RICKREALL, OR
Polk County Fairgrounds & Event Center, Polk
County Fairgrounds & Event Center (503) 623-3048

mtrpa.org

North Dakota Shooting Sports Ass’n.

ndssa.org

Oregon State Shooting Ass’n.

JUNE 11-12
BURLINGTON, WA
American Legion Post #91, Falcon Gun Shows
(360) 202-7336

South Dakota Shooting Sports Ass’n.

JUNE 11-12
CENTRAL POINT, OR
Jackson County Fairgrounds, Collectors West Fun
& Knife Shows (800) 659-3440

ossa.org

sdshootingsports.org

Washington State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n. Inc.

JUNE 11-12
FERNDALE, WA
Ferndale Events Center, Big Top Promotions
(253) 228-1648

Wyoming State Shooting Ass’n. Inc.

JUNE 11-12
SPOKANE, WA
Spokane County Fair & Expo, Lewis Clark Trader
(208) 746-5555

wsrpa.org

wyossa.com

JUNE 17-19
SALMON, ID
Sacajawea Center, Up In Arms Gun Shows
(208) 241-4005
JUNE 18-19
BOISE, ID
Idaho Expo Fairgrounds, Lewis Clark Trader LLC
(208) 746-5555
JUNE 18-19
CANBY, OR
Clackamas County Fairgrounds, Collectors West
Gun & Knife Shows (800) 659-3440
JUNE 18-19
CENTRALIA, WA
Southwest Washington Fairgrounds, Wes Knodel
Gun Shows (503) 363-9564
JUNE 18-19
MONROE, WA
Evergreen State Fairgrounds, Washington Arms
Collectors (425) 255-8410
JUNE 18-19
OAK HARBOR, WA
Oak Harbor Elks Lodge, Big Top Promotions
(253) 228-1648
JUNE 24-26
ROCK SPRINGS, WY
Sweetwater County Events Complex, Up In Arms
Gun Shows (208) 241-4005
JUNE 25-26
PORTLAND, OR
Metropolitan Exposition Center, Collectors West
Gun & Knife Shows (800) 659-3440
JUNE 25-26
BREMERTON, WA
Kitsap County Fairgrounds, Big Top Promotions
(253) 228-1648
JUNE 26
PORTLAND, OR
Jackson Armory, Oregon Arms Collectors
(503) 254-5986
Dates and locations subject to change—contact the show
before traveling. Discounted NRA membership
sold through NRA recruiters. *Some shows may offer free
admission for new membership and renewals.
To become an NRA Recruiter call (703) 267-3784.
AMERICANRIFLEMAN.ORG
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programs & services

Pistol Training
Course Goes Online
s part of an effort to make its handgun safety and introductory training more widely available, the NRA Education and Training Division recently started offering the
classroom portion of its Basics of Pistol Shooting course online,
a change that will allow for more consistent presentation of the
lesson plan’s key points.
“The good thing about using this format is that we know the
course covers every objective we want it to, every time, for every
student,” said John Howard, national manager of the training
department in the Education and Training Division. “The computer
presentation never forgets anything. It’s absolutely standardized.”
The “blended-learning” approach, introduced in mid-February,
was offered as a choice until June. Then, it will be mandatory to
go through the coursework online.
As the name of the strategy implies, blended learning does
not mean you will forgo all hands-on instruction. You will do
Phase I on a computer or mobile device on your own, but after
successfully completing that portion, you sign up for Phase II,
where instructors will spend time with you on the range.
Besides ensuring a greater degree of consistency in what
material is presented, the new approach gives students scheduling flexibility. Typically, if someone wanted to take the course,
the person would have to block off a Saturday for eight hours
of classroom instruction. The range time would come later.
Another advantage of the program is that it will reach more
people. During the first five weeks after it started being offered
online, about 1,300 students signed up for the course, Howard
said, adding that he expects that number to grow once the
NRA gets out the word about the change.
This writer took the course and offers these observations
about the blended learning program:
First, the ability to pace yourself caters to a broad spectrum
of students. If you’re already familiar with guns, you could get
through the course in one day, much like you would have done

Photo by Peter Fountain

A

By NRA Staff

Students can learn the basics of pistol shooting at their own pace, thanks to
the NRA’s decision to offer the first part of the course via computer.
under the instructor-led method. If you’re a handgun novice, you
can absorb the information in bite-size pieces. There are 11 sessions, each ranging from 30 minutes to an hour, but you can do as
little as one segment of a lesson (some components are as short as
five minutes) at a time if you want. The online structure also allows
you to go back and review previous sections any time you want.
There’s not a lot of room for “faking it” to get by. You have
to take the class in its structured order and the setup includes
self-check quizzes that are not graded but that must be passed
with 100 percent accuracy before you can move on. At the end
of the course, there is a graded test that each student must
pass before getting a certificate of completion.
One drawback is that you can’t ask questions and get
an answer on the spot. But Howard said his division offers
students the opportunity to submit email questions that NRA
training staff will answer.
Overall, the blended-training approach streamlines things.
And instructors, who still spend some time at the start of the
hands-on training reviewing what everyone should have
learned, say it forms a good foundation.
“I actually found the students retained more of what I said
faster since they already had a sense of how to speak ‘gun’ because of taking the online Phase I,” NRA instructor Andy Lander
said of teaching students in Phase II.
The online course costs $60. For more information, go to
onlinetraining.nra.org.

NRA BOARD OF DIRECTORS (The newly elected 2016-2017 Board will first appear in the August 2016 Official Journal.)
Joe M. Allbaugh, Texas; William H. Allen, Tennessee; Thomas P. Arvas, New Mexico; Scott L. Bach, New Jersey; William A. Bachenberg, Pennsylvania; Frank E. Bachhuber, Jr.,
Wisconsin; M. Carol Bambery, Michigan; Bob Barr, Georgia; Ronnie G. Barrett, Tennessee; Clel Baudler, Iowa; David E. Bennett III, New Mexico; J. Kenneth Blackwell,
Ohio; Matt Blunt, Virginia; Dan Boren, Oklahoma; Robert K. Brown, Colorado; Pete R. Brownell, Iowa; Dave Butz, Illinois; J. William Carter, Kentucky; Ted W. Carter,
Florida; Richard R. Childress, North Carolina; Patricia A. Clark, Connecticut; Allan D. Cors, Virginia; Charles L. Cotton, Texas; David G. Coy, Michigan; Larry E. Craig,
Idaho; John L. Cushman, New York, William H. Dailey, New Mexico; Joseph P. Debergalis, Jr., New York; R. Lee Ermey, California; Edie P. Fleeman, North Carolina;
Joel Friedman, California; Sandra S. Froman, Arizona; James S. Gilmore III, Virginia; Marion P. Hammer, Florida; Maria Heil, Pennsylvania; Graham Hill, Virginia;
Steve Hornady, Nebraska; Susan Howard, Texas; Roy Innis, Nevada; H. Joaquin Jackson, Texas; Curtis S. Jenkins, Georgia; David A. Keene, Maryland; Tom King, New
York; Timothy Knight, Tennessee; Herbert A. Lanford, Jr., South Carolina; Karl A. Malone, Louisiana; Sean Maloney, Ohio; Carolyn D. Meadows, Georgia; Bill Miller,
West Virginia; Owen Buz Mills, Arizona; Grover G. Norquist, Washington, D.C.; Oliver L. North, Virginia; Robert Nosler, Oregon; Johnny Nugent, Indiana; Ted Nugent,
Texas; Lance Olson, Iowa; James W. Porter II, Alabama; Josh Powell, Michigan; Peter J. Printz, Montana; Todd J. Rathner, Arizona; Wayne Anthony Ross, Alaska; Carl T. Rowan,
Jr., Virginia; Don Saba, Arizona; Robert E. Sanders, North Carolina; William H. Satterfield, Alabama; Mercedes Schlapp, Virginia; Ronald L. Schmeits, New Mexico;
Steven C. Schreiner, Colorado; Tom Selleck, California; John C. Sigler, Delaware; Leroy Sisco, Texas; Dwight D. Van Horn, Idaho; Linda L. Walker, Ohio; Howard J. Walter,
North Carolina; Robert J. Wos, Florida; Donald E. Young, Alaska.
Communications intended for any member of the NRA Board of Directors should be addressed to: (Name of Board member), NRA Office of the Secretary, 11250
Waples Mill Road, Fairfax, VA 22030; or nrabod@nrahq.org; or (703)267-1021. Please include your name, contact information and NRA membership I.D. number,
as only communications from NRA members will be forwarded.
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ISIS WANTS TO CRIPPLE THE U.S.
POWER GRID
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How will you keep your family safe when the lights go out?
And they will go out.
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Attacks have already begun.
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INTRODUCING THE PATRIOT POWER
GENERATOR 1500.
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CALL (800) 414-2182 OR VISIT BLACKOUT8.COM

MARKETPLACE

Over 600,000 Customers
Served Since 1998

TM

VZ KMG’s
(KeyMod Grips)
WEAPON

VZGRIPS.COM | 850.422.1911

SOLUTIONS

FDA-approved medications
from USA Pharmacies

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
CROSSMAN, DAISY, BENJAMIN,
SHERIDAN & MOST OTHERS

Licensed USA Telemedicine
Physician Network

airguns@comcast.net • 360.656.5123
www.accurateairguns.com

Call 7 days per week

Protect Your Whole House in Under an Hour
We built SimpliSafe so anyone can install it (we’ve
even seen an eight year old do it). There’s no
hardwiring and no drilling needed...so you can
skip the installation fees and save hundreds
instead with our award-winning protection.

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION CALL 703-267-1300

HABLAMOS ESPAÑOL

CALL TOLL

FREE

800-551-0464
Visit Viamedic.com/AR
for special offers

®

SimpliSafe.com/SJˍF
CARBINE UPPERS

DUKE

JOHN WAYNE

Single Action Historic Revolver

Rugged Aperture Sights
10/22, Marlin® 60 & 795,
Mini-14®, SKS, AK 47,
Kel-Tec SU16 and more.

PA

.177 cal. BB & pellet versions

pyramydair.com/duke

•

877 - 336 - 4867

(843)332-8222

March with
the Sons and
Daughters of
liberty as they
set out to arrest
Obama and most
of Congress for
treason. Join
these patriots in
the race to save
America from a
war on police,
and an Islamic
revolution lead
from the
White House.

1964 Kennedy Half Dollar
Brilliant Uncirculated Condition*

9

$ 95

As
low
as

each
(check/wire price)

FREE SHIPPING & Insurance
for the First 100 Orders ($5 Value)

• Limit 5 per household
• Price subject to change
• Availability not guaranteed

Each Coin 1st Date of Issue - surviving
bank & store inventory depletion in 1964

1.800.822.4653

Vault Verification: UAMRFKD0616

Offer Expires: 06/28/16

*Brilliant Uncirculated coins include minor bag marking & may be white or have some light
coloration (toning). Please read important customer disclosures on our website or that

accompany products purchased, including arbitration agreement. Image is not to scale.
Shop
Online
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Available
online through
all book outlets

Ask about
Quantity Pricing
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* AR15 / M16 *
* AK-47 * Intratec *
* & Much More! *

* Books * DVDs *
* Knives * Tools *

www.FTFINDUSTRIES.com

www.Tech-SIGHTS.com

The Last Circulating 90% Pure Silver
Half Dollar Minted in U.S. History!

MAC • COBRAY • SWD • MPA • RPB
We Have a Complete IN STOCK Selection of
Parts • Barrels • Magazines • Accessories

AMERICAN RIFLEMAN

NAVY ARMS
THE FINEST REPLICAS

TO SEE THE FULL LINE OF
NAVY ARMS PRODUCTS , GO TO

WWW.NAVYARMS.COM

continued from p. 77

850.422.1911

2016_VolFillerAd_1_6HorzBW.pdf
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2016

Application deadline June 13, 2016.

NRA Highpower: July 31 - Aug 4

National Matches

Pistol: July 11-17 ; CMP Trophy: July 21-30
Long Range: Aug 5 - Aug 9

Help Needed

FOR MORE INFORMATION or TO APPLY
703-267-1466 | www.assistnra.org

Your Gun: 50% More accurate

300below.com/GUNS
(800) 550-2796

Accurizing ™

Professional Gunsmith Training since 1949
812A Ohio River Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15202
(412) 766-1812 • www.pagunsmith.edu
www.pagunsmith.edu/documents/FactsAboutPGS.pdf

AMERICANRIFLEMAN.ORG
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TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION CALL 703-267-1300

K

2/25/16

Range and Pit officers needed to assist
the National Matches at Camp Perry,
OH. No experience necessary, we train
you. Contracted range and pit officers
receive free housing.

CY

CMY

1

Throughout the development of the
shotgun, there have been those made
to a higher grade of workmanship
and decoration. Of these, some are
high-grade shotguns simply because
of their maker, others because of the
decoration applied to either top-ofthe-line best guns or regular-production guns, with all manner of engraving and inlays lavished on them.
The Parker A-1 Special is just such a
shotgun. The common Parker action
and barrels were finished with extra
care, then engraved and stocked with
the highest grade wood. Certainly,
the value of any Parker has accelerated over the past several decades,
but unique shotguns such as the A-1
Special assume extremely high values.
A genuine Joseph Manton in good
condition would command a high price
to a collector interested in a gun representing the first time all the facets
of design were gathered into a whole
that has seen little change—save
for breechloading—in two centuries.
Shotguns owned by the great, neargreat and infamous also command a
premium, regardless of quality.
Shotguns are wonderful objects.
Little can match the look and feel of
a fine double or the sleek Winchester
Model 12, and that’s why we’re so
strongly drawn to them. A fine shotgun points as if it were made for the
user, and most are. Even in the role of
a second hand, perhaps “previously
owned” is the more politically correct
term, a fine shotgun is a joy to behold
and use.

MARKETPLACE

SHOTGUN HISTORY

I HAVE THIS OLD GUN …

GUN: COLT 1851 LONDON NAVY (CASED)
CALIBER: .36
SERIAL NO: 25950
MANUFACTURED: 1855
CONDITION: NRA FINE (ANTIQUE GUN STANDARDS)
VALUE: $7,500 TO $8,000

COLT MODEL 1851 LONDON NAVY
T

he Model 1851 Navy was one of Colt’s most popular cap-and-ball “belt
pistols,” and more than 250,000 were produced between 1851 and 1873.
But approximately 42,000, bearing their own set of serial numbers, were
manufactured in London, rather than Hartford, Conn.—an interesting variation
for collectors.
The Model 1851 Navy was introduced at London’s Great Exhibition that same
year, where it garnered enough orders to encourage Colt to open a factory in
London. Until machinery and workers could be established, however, Colt had
parts from Hartford sent to London for assembling, finishing and proofing. It
wasn’t until 1854 that the first truly “London-made” Colt Navies came off the
assembly line.
That was just after the outbreak of the Crimean War. As a result, during that
first year, Colt shipped more than 10,000 London Navies to Russia’s Baltic Fleet
and another 9,000 pistols to British troops. Colt’s London factory soon began
receiving distinguished visitors, including Prince Albert and Charles Dickens,
who praised the factory by stating, “It is the only place in England where one
can see the complete manufacture of a pistol, from dirty pieces of timber and
rough bars of cast steel, till it is fit for the gunsmith’s case.” But in 1856,
with the end of the war and Parliament urging citizens to “buy British,” orders
slowed and Colt closed the London factory.
Aside from the initial 2,000 First Model London Navies assembled from
Hartford-shipped parts, which featured brass backstraps and the smaller trigger
guards of the Third Model Navy, the London model resembled the 1851 Fourth
Model, with large, round, silver-plated or blued steel backstraps. Frames, hammers and rammers were color-casehardened; the rest of the gun was blued.
Barrels were stamped “ADDRESS. COL COLT. LONDON,” with British proofmarks
stamped on the cylinder between each nipple and to the left of the barrel lug.
Stocks were one-piece walnut and the cylinder sported the Ormsby naval battle
scene. Engraved revolvers exhibit England’s finest artistry from the time.
This cased Second Model London Navy—made in 1855—still retains much of
its blued finish and color-casehardening, sports a silver-plated backstrap and
trigger guard, and is marred only by scratches on one of the barrel flats and
minor pitting on the frame. It obviously was kept in its fully accessorized case,
which includes an extra set of nipples. By itself, this 80 percent gun would
fetch $4,500, but with its original case, it is easily worth $7,500 to $8,000.
—RICK HACKER, FIELD EDITOR
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